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Moroccan troops on U.S.-made armored personnel carriers: Polisarlo says the United States has 
^ internationalized the war

'

entering a critical and dangerous new 
phase.

Today, the 40,000 or so Moroccan 
troops in the Sahara control only about 
a tenth of the territory’s total land area 
of 127,000 square miles. Their job is to 
defend just two enclaves, near the At
lantic coast, and they rarely venture 
into the great desert wilderness beyond. 
The m@in Moroccan enclave, which is 
in the extreme northwest, near the old 
preannexation Moroccan-Saharan bor
der, has been dubbed the “useful 
triangle" since it includes the old 
Spanish colonial capital of El-Ayoun, 
the huge (though closed) phosphate ‘ 
mines at Bou-Craa and the region’s 
only precolonial city, Smara. Between 
August. 1980 and May 1981, the 
Moroccan Forces Armde.s Royales

11 of Morocco announced for the first 
time that he would accept a referendum 
in the territory, where his armed forces 
have beeir battling the nationalist guer
rillas of the Frente Popular para la 
Liberacion de Saguia el Hamra y Rio de 
Oro, or Polisario for short, since 1975.

But a year later the war still rages. 
The OAU has failed to bring about a 
cease-fire and the referendum seems 
postponed to the Greek Calends. More
over, the challenge of the Sahara has 
engulfed (lie OAU itself in one of the 
gravest crises of its 19-year history; and 
Polisario is now accusing the United 
States of “internationalizing” the war 
by escalating arms sales to the Moroc
cans. With peace prospects as dim as 
ever, the conflict in this arid but 
phosphate-rich slab of desert may be

year ago, in June 1981, there was 
a glimmer of hope.in the war-tom 

' Western Sahara. At the summit confer- 
of the Organization of African

A
ence
Unity (OAU) in Nairobi. King Hassan

Tony Hodges is a British journalist and 
writer who has followed the Saharan war 
closely since receiving a research grant 
from the Ford Foundation in 1978. He has 

, made frequent visits to Northwest Africa 
' and is the author of the Historical Dictio

nary of Western Sahara (Scarecrow 
Press, Metuchen, N.J., 1982). His sec
ond book, Western Sahara: Polisario's 
War for Independence, is to be published 
shortly by Lawrence Hill and Company.
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For the most part, the Polisario 
katibas stage small harassment raids 
against the Moroccan defense lines, 
probing them to find their weak spots 
and keeping the FAR guessing at theii; 
intentions. Major attacks are relatively 
infrequent and often appear to be timed 
to draw the maximum diplomatic, as 
well as military, advantage. But when 
they are launched these attacks can 
sometimes prove devastating. Last 
October, for example, a 3,000-strong 
guerrilla force fell upon an isolated 
Moroccan base at Guelta Zemmour, a 
mountain stronghold and water source

raid, was one of the great institutions of 
: the desert for centunes; and when the 

Europeans began the'ir colonial expan
sion into this inhospitable region, the 
Saharawis resisted, fiercely and heroi
cally, until 1934.

The Saharawi nationalists’ degree of 
control of the hinterland is virtually 
total. kLe Monde correspondent, who 
traveled over i,200 miles with the 
guerrillas last December, reported that 
“the most complete calm reigned in the 
regions we crossed, where we were un
able to defect any trace whatever of a 
Moroccan presence.”

(FAR) built a continuous “sand wall” 
around this area, from Ras el-Khanfra, 
at the southern tip of the Zini moun
tains, on the pre-1975 border, to Smara 

- and then in an arc via the Bou-Craa 
mines towards the Atlantic coast, to the 
south of El-Ay^n. By May 1982, the 
“wair’diad been extended southwards 
to enclose also the little coastal settle
ment of Boujdour, I lOtniles south of 
El-Ayoun. All along this Great Wall of 
the Sahara are minefields, radar instal
lations, and sensors to-<ietect ap
proaching guerrilla vehicles, and, at 
regular' intervals, artillery units and 

, troops dug into bunkers and trenches.
But, beyond the useful triangle, the 

Moroccans now control only one tiny 
enclave.— around the twin towns of 
Dakhia and Argoub on the Rio de Oro 
bay, 180 miles to the south of Bouj
dour. The small bases ahd villages oc
cupied by the FAR in the desert hinter- 

. land at the beginning of the war, in 
1975-76, have all been abandoned 
under a long-drawn-out retrenchment 
campaign. They had proved too vulner
able to guerrilla attack.

Polisario’s units, or katibas, are dis
persed throughout the territory's vast 
desert expanses. They come together 
only to stage large attacks and then 
scatter into small groups in .classic 
guerrilla tradition. Their familiarity 
with the desert “moonscape" or rock- 
strewn plains, dried-up river beds, 
craggy outcroppings and salt pans is 
astonishing to the outsider — but quite 
natural to a people of nomadic tradi
tions, who had to know the desert and 
its secrets perfectly to survive.

Their fighting ability has also struck 
observers. “Under fire the soldiers are 
cool and often astonishingly brave," 
observes Nick Downie, a veteran of the 
elite British SAS regiment who has 
witnessed guerrilla wars, as a soldier or 
filmmaker, from Zimbabwe to i^- 
ghanistan. "Subunits and junior com
manders react swiftly to exploit oppor
tunities as they arise, in battles some
times fought at 40 or 50 miles per hour. 
Of the 16 or 17 nationalities that 1 have 
fought against, commanded, or ob
served in battle, the Saharans’ skill gets 
by far my highest rating.” But perhaps 
this testimony should not cause any 
surprise. The Saharawis’ warrior tradi
tions are second to none. The ghazzi, or
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rises in the cost of oil imports (up 50% 
in 1981) and food imports (up 70% last 
year) following the drought, which 
wiped out 40% of the livestock and re
duced the grain harvest to only 2.1 rhil- 
lion tons in 1981, compared to 4.3 mil
lion tons in 1980 and annual needs of 
around 5.5 rhillion tons. Overall, im
ports rose by 35% last year, to reach an 
estimated $4.05. billion. Exports, 
which rose by almost 20%, totaled only 
$2.2 billion, leaving a trade deficit of 
$1.9 billion.

Large-scale foreign borrowing has 
been needed to offset the trade deficits; 
and, according to the London-based 
E^omist Intelligence Unit, the debt 
X^ice ratio has.now reached the very 

/high level of 35% of export earnings.
The economic crisis has not been 

without its social and political reper
cussions. The drought accelerated the 
rural exodus, that has transformed 
Morocco’sdethographic structure since 
independence, raising the urban com
ponent of the population from only 14% 
in 1956 to 46% by last year. Casablanca 
alone has 3.2 million of Morocco’s 20 
million inhabitants, and abouta third of 
them are crammed into vast insalubri
ous shantytowns, where unemploy
ment is rife and discontent intense. In
deed, the anger’ of the bidonvilles 
erupted into violent riots in Casablanca 
in June 1981, following a government 
decision to, raise the prices of basic 
foods under orders from the Interna
tional M(?helary Fund (IMF) to reduce 
the budgetary burden of its subsidy 
fund, the Caisse de Compensation. 
Over 600 are believed to have died 
when the army moved in to restore 
order, and some 2,000 were detained. 
Since then, more than 200 leaders and • 
activists of the main opposition party, 
the Union Socialiste des Forces 
Populaires (USFP), and of the principal 
trade union movement, the Confedera
tion Democratique du Travail (CDT), 
have been jailed in a series of political. 
trials; and both of the USFP’s newspa
pers, Al-Moharrir and Liberation, 
have been barred from publication.

Though all the main patties, includ
ing the USFP, still support the Saharan 
war, despite its cost to the economy, the 

longer an effective unifying

TABLE 1
Morocco’* Growing Trod* Doficit

(in million dirhams; $1 = .164 dh)7
Jan.-Sopt.Jan.-Sapt. %Changa

17.6 
23.9 

. G6.0,
’50.5

19811980
8,197 
2,731 

16,606 
• 4,242 

8,409

6,973
2,204

12,214
2,819
5,241

"fexports
Phosphates. 

Imports 
.Crude Oil 

Trade Deficit
■ ,»

Source: Economist Intelligence Unit, London.
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fragile economy, which has been addi
tionally buffeted by the world reces
sion, a huge oil import bill, and a terri
ble drought, which ravaged Nto'toccan 
agriculture in 1980-81.

The government’s combined xy/ 
rity expenditure, by the mirtTSti 
defense and the jnterioT rose to $1.1 
billion, or 32% of tmal recurrent ex
penditure, under the V^82 budget. But 
total defence-related expenditure is far 
higher, when spending under the in
vestment budget, various annex bud
gets, and special treasury accounts is 
taken into account, and some estimates 
pf total S' .:;urity expenditure go as high 
as $1.9 bilften ff fear. Some of the 
country’s arms imports are paid for by 
the Saudis. But a large pail of the mili
tary payments burden falls on the Rabat 
authorities; and financial constraints 
have brought delays in paying bills. 
Earlier this year, the French defense 
minister, Charles Hernu, announced a 
halt in the delivery of spare parts for 
Morocco’s weapons systems because ■ 
of Morocco’s mounting arrears — 
until, on April 9. the French govern
ment agreed to reschedule $328 million 
of Moroccan debts. The Moroccans’ 
payments difficulties have also delayed 
the sale of 108 Chrysler-manufactured 
M-60 tanks, whose sale to Morocco 
was announced by the Reagan admin-

22 miles west of the Mauritdhian border 
and some 90 miles beyond the Great 
Wall. The base was briefly overrun, a 
large number of its 2,600 Moroccan 
defendants (100, according to the
Moroccan government, many more ac
cording to Polisario) Svere killed and 
230 taken prisoner, and during 10 days 
of fighting five Moroccan aircraft were 
shot down — two Mirage F-1 jets, a 
Northrop F-5E fighter, a C-130 Her
cules transport, and a Puma helicopter. 
The guerrillas withdrew after their at
tack, allowing the Moroccans to reoc
cupy the base; b&t in view of its vul
nerability, the FAR decided to pull out: 
completely from Guelta Zemmour on 
November 7. Two days later they aban- 
donded another large base, at Bir En- 
zaren, 160 miles to the southwest. That 

the last point they had conoolled

\ i? of

was
beyond the useful triangle and the small 
enclave on the Rio de Oro bay.

Since then, the guerrillas have lain 
relatively low. There have been occa
sional hit-and-run raids on the “wall,” 
but no big attacks. But observers in 
North-West Africa suspect that 
Polisario may be “digesting” the 
sophisticated weapons systems, such as 
long-range ground-to-ground missiles, 
that it needs to make a really major at
tack on the Moroccan defense lines.

Since the start of the war, the Moroc
can government has had to more than 
double the size of its armed forces, 
from 70,000 men in. 1975 to about 
180,000 now. At least 40,000 are 
stationed in Western Sahara; and most 
of the rest of the army is based in south
ern Morocco or strung along Morocco’s ^
eastern border with Algeria. The cost of year. The government also has severe

foreign exchange problems — because 
of soaring imports, swollen by the huge

istration more than one year ago.
The financial constraints really are 

tight. This yesir, the overall state budget 
deficit has risen to $1.3 billion. And 
heavy state borrowing has raised the 
state’s debt service obligations to 
$838.8 million, 57% niore than last -

war IS no 
cause at home. The “national union, 
by which the palace and the opposition• this massive military commitment is 

placing severe strains on Morocco’s
AFRICA REPORT • July-August 198?.>
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roccan TV, “We will not renounce a 
single grain of this Moroccan Sahara, 
for which so many of us have sacrificed 
their blood, and which has cost us so 
much money."

Moreover, when he tetumed home 
from Nairobi, he seemed to have the 
most restrictive idea of how the re
ferendum would be held. He was not 
keen to have the option of indepen
dence put to the voters; he insisted that 
the Moroccan forces and administration 
should remain in the territory while the 
poll was held; and he seemed to exclude, 
the idea of Polisario’s participating 
freely in the run-up to the vote. “As to 
the people of Tindouf, they can come to 
vote in Morocco [sic] if they want to, 
or, if they are against us, stay therfe, be
cause we have no need of trdublemak- 
ers,” he said on July 2, 1981.

But if the king was stalling for time, 
his very acceptance of the principle of a 
referendum shifted the terrain of debate 
to Polisario’s advantage. The right of 
the Saharawis to vote on their future 
was no longer at issue. Now debate 
would focus on the conditions for a fair 
and genuine poll. After Hassan’s 
Nairobi speech, the OAU summit 
adopted an eight-point resolution, 
which urged the warring parties to “ob
serve an immediate cease-fire,” set up 

seven-member “Implementation 
Committee” (Kenya, Guinea;' Mali, 
Nigeria, Sierra Leone, Sudan, and 
Tanzania) with "full powers” to ar
range for a cease-fire and the referen
dum. requested the UN to join the OAU 
in pending a peace-keeping force, and 
mandated the Implementation Com
mittee to “take, with the participation 
of the UN, all necessary measures to 
guarantee the exercise of a general and 
regular referendum of self-determina
tion by the people of Western Sahara.”

The Implementation Committee duly 
jjet in hJairobi on August 24-26 and 
laid down a set of ground rules for the 
planned referendum. The poll, it stated 
unambiguously, “shall be one of self- 
determination, which will enable the 
people of Western Sahara to express 
themselves freely and democratically 
on the future of their territory.’.’ All 
adult Western Saharans, whether re
gistered in the last Spahish census in the 
territory in 1974 (which counted 
74,000 Saharawis) or living as refu-

allied in common cause to annex West
ern Sahara in 1974-76, has been over
whelmed. by the scale of the social and 
economic problems within the country. 
And, just as the king’s leadership of the 
great Saharan jihad — which reached 
its climax in the 350,000-strong Green 
March of November 1975 — boosted 
royal prestige, marginalized the oppo
sition parties, and thereby allowed the 
king to introduce a relative political 
liberalization, which culminated in the 
1977 general elections,"so the renewed 
domestic political strains of late have 
obliged the king to revert to markedly 
more repressive methods of rule.

However, the king barely has the 
time to gitte adequate attention to his 
array of domestic economic, social, 
and political challenges. He is preoc- 

k copied with the Saharan crisis on the 
* diplomatic, as well as the military, 

front. Diplomatically, he is on weak 
ground, especially in the Third World. 

^Fifty states, all from the Third World, 
now formally recognize Polisario’s 
Saharan Arab Democratic Republic 
(SADR). Twenty-six of them are Afri
can; and it was to avert the danger of the 
SADR’s admission to the OAU as a full 
member-state (for which only a simple 
majority of its 50 members was re
quired) that King Hassan made his 
celebrated declaration to the OAU 
summit in Nairobi on June 26, 1981, 
that he would accept a “controlled re- 
ferenduirf ’ in the Sahara. The king was 
commended for his magnanimity, and 
the SADR was kept out of the OAU — 
temporarily.

Both Polisario and its principal Afri- 
ally, Algeria, doubted Hassatr’s 

sincerity. They suspected his referen
dum pledge was a ploy designed simply 
to buy time and keep the SADR out of 
the OAU. They doubted that he would 
really accept a fair and genuine referen
dum, for they were, and remain, con- ‘ 
vinced that such a poll would produce a 
pro-independence majority, and they 
do not believe that the king is prepared 
to risk riding but the domestic political 
repercussions of a Moroccan with
drawal, which would amount to an ad
mission on his part that the entire Sa
haran cause, to which he has been so 
committed since 1974, had failed. In
deed, just two days before his Nairobi 
speech, Hassan had declared on Mo-
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tee.” No target date could be set for the 
cease-fire, let alone the referendum.

Almost half a year later, on February 
’ 6-7, the foreign ministers of the states 

comprising the committee, meeting in 
Nairobi, tried to find a way out of the 
impasse. They decided that “the time 
has come.for the heads of state of the 
Implemeitation Committee to name the 
parties t^the conflict” and that they 
were Morocco and Polisario. But when 
the heads of state of the committee met 
for their second session, in Nairobi on 
Febrtlary 8-9, the Moroccan foreign 
minister, M’hamed Boucetta, warned 
these recommendations were- totally 
unacceptable. “1 must say here, sol
emnly, that Polisario is not recognized 

libert^bn movement. What is 
called the SADR is not recognized as a 
state. His Majesty the King had clearly 

^stated that Morocco will negotiate only 
with its equals, with recognized 
states.”

Once again, the Implementation 
Committee shied away from taking the 
bull by the horns. The foreign minis-

Benjedid would have none of that. 
Polisario, he argued, was a genuine na
tional liberation movement, which had

gees in neighboring territories (a 
greater number perhaps than were 
within the Spanish colony itselO would 
be entitled to vote. King Hasjan’s plea fought against the Spanish from 1973 to

1975 and since then had battled against 
Morocco and, until 1979, Mauritania. 
Algeria was aiding the Saharawi 
nationalists’ independence struggle but 
could not be expected to negotiate in 
lieu of them. Morocco, he affirmed, 

sit down with Polisario and

that the question to be put should be cast 
in terms of the traditional bayaa, or act 
of allegiance, to the Alawite throne, 
was rejected: “The people of the West- 

Sahara shall be given the following 
choice: (a) independence, or (b) inte
gration with Morocco.” Furthermore, 
the warring parties’ troops would be 
“confined to their bases,’’ an 
“adequate number of OAU and/or UN 
peace-keeping forces” would be 
stationed in the territory, and “an im
partial interim administration 
supported by civilian, military, and 
police components” would be set up. .

But one controversial issue tor
pedoed the committee’s efforts. King 
Hassan made, it plain that he would not 
negotiate with Polisario. The guerril
las, he insisted, were merely mer
cenaries of the Algerian government, 
and so he would only talk to the Alge
rians. But Algeria’s President Chadli

em

must
negotiate an agreement on the mod
alities of the cease-fire and the referen
dum under the Implementaticn Com
mittee’s auspices.

Since King Hassan could not accept 
this, the committee found itself in a 
cul-de-sac. It decided, under these in
auspicious circumstances, to refrain 
even from naming “the parties to the 
conflict,” maintaining an ambiguity 
about whether Morocco was fighting 
Polisario or Algeria. It could therefore ■ 
do no more than urge these unnamed 
warring parties to “agree on a cease
fire through negotiations under the au
spices of the Implementation Commit-

as a
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ters’ proposals were amended and the 
committee decided, as President Moi of 
Kenya later explained, ‘‘not to name 
the warring parties although we know 
who the parties are.” Once again, no 
date could be set for the cease-fire or the 
referendum.

While the Moroccans hailed Nairobi
111 as a great victory, Polisario’s secre
tary-general, Mohammed Abdelaziz, 
expressed regret on February 10 that the 
Implementation Committee’s efforts 
“had not led to a peace agreement be
tween the two parties, Morocco and the 
Polisario Front,"^and once again ap
pealed to Morocco to hold direct, bilat
eral talks.

President Benjedid was equally dis
mayed, though perhaps not surprised. 
Since the June 1981 OAU summit, he 
had harbored doubts about the sincerity 
of King Hassan’s referendum pledge — 
a pledge that provided no more than “a 
glimmer of hope, as yet a tenuous 

” according to a 91-pageone,
memorandum submitted by the Alge
rians to the first Implementation Com
mittee meeting at the end of^Atigttst *

■ If King Hassan had hoped fhat *y 
promising a referendum he would be 
providing the Algerian gpvemment 
with a pretext to terminate its commit
ment to Polisario and force the guerril
las to accept the holding of a poll under 
conditions stacked in Morocco’s favor, 
he must have been disappointed. His 
Nairobi speech was interpreted as a sign 
of weakness; and so the Algerian gov
ernment decided to press home its ad
vantage. It gave the Implementation 
Committee time to go through its paces, 
to put King HasSan’s sincerity to the 
test. And. in its August memorandum, 
it laid down stringent conditions for the 
ensuring of a free and fair plebiscite — 
among them universal adult suffrage, 
the return of all refugees, the exclusion 
of the Moroccan administration from 
the conduct of the referendum, 
Polisario’s right to campaign fieely 
throughout the territory, the “substan
tial withdrawal of Moroccan troops, to
gether with a negotiated confinement to 
barracks of the remainder of the 
Moroccan forces,’-’ and the stationing 
of a UN peace-keeping force responsi
ble to an international, interim admin-

i ■

2s. H

Klhg HBBaan is confident he has a firm ally In the White House

Morocco in the OAU by reactivating ' '
the SADR’s application for full OAU . 
membership a fortnight later, when the 
OAU Council of Ministers opened in 
Addis Ababa. Edem Kodjo, the OAU 
secretary-general, issued delegates’ ,, 
credentials to an SADR delegation, 
headed by foreign piinister Ibrahim 

. Hakim, since a majority of OAU states 
backed the application. He ignored 
Moroccan allegations that the SADR 
did not constitute an “independent 

' sovereign African state” and was in
eligible for membership — and indeed 
ad unattainable two-thirds majority 
would have been required, under the 
OAU charter, to so rule.

Thus, when the Council of Ministers 
opened its 38th session on February 22, 
the SADR’s foreign minister, decked 
out in his traditional sky bluedroa; took 
his seat in the conference chamber. 
“Morocco has always said that it would

secret exploratory conversations with 
Moroccan officials; but when it became 
clear that Morocco would not negotiate 
the modalities of the cease-fire and the 
referendum with Polisario, they were 
adamant, as in the past, that they would 
not negotiate over'the Saharawi guer
rillas’ heads. When the Tunisian pre
mier, Mohammed M’Zali. declared in 
January that “cdotacts exist between 
Morocco and Algeria, and there is talk 
of a project for a high-level meeting.” 
the official Algerian press agency,

|!\PS, was quick to express astonish
ment that M’Zali had “situated the 
problem of Western Sahara in a bilat
eral Algerian-Moroccaii framework” • 
when it was “universally accepted” 
that the Moroccans are fighting the 
Saharawis alone.

Moreover, to tighten the military 
pressure on Morocco, the Algerian
government concurred with Polisario s . e
decision to stage its assault on Guelta negotiate only with member-states of 
Zemmour. Finally, after the impasse at the OAU,” quipped the Saharawi in-

formation minister, Mohammed Salem 
it^ld Salek. “Then let it come and sit

Nairobi III, Algeria and its African al
lies resolved to turn the tables onistration.

Meanwhile, the Algerians held some
9
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TABLE 2
U.S. Military Aaalatanca to Morocco

($ millions)
down at the negotiating table to sign a 
peace agreement with the SADR.’’

The Moroccans had been completely 
upstaged. Their only recourse was to 

. walk out of the proceedings, and over 
the next six days they gradually per
suaded 18 African states to follow suit. 
Since then, two other OAU-sponsored 
conferences, on information media and 
labor affairs, have suffered boycotts 
and the OAU has become virtually 
paralyzed. On March zl^Boucetta re
quested that President Moi, the current 
chairman of the OAU, convene an ex
traordinary OAU summiU.But, though 
he was personally opposed to the 
SADR’s admission to the OAU, Moi 
knew that it would be impossible to per
suade two-thirds of member-states, as 
required by the charter, to back the 
Moroccan call, and so he called to- 
getherthe eight members of the OAU’s 
bureau. They met in Nairobi on April 
23-24 and decided to appeal to all Afri
can governments to surmount their 
differences at the next ordinary OAU 
summit, which is to be held in Tripoli 
on August 5-8.

It seems almost inconceivable that 
the SADR will be "unseated” there. 
Not only is Libya one of Polisario’s 
supporters of longest standing, but 
Morocco has no chance of raising the 
two-thirds majority it need# to overturn 
what happened at Addis Ababa. The 
real danger is that the Tripoli summit 

■ ' will not achieve its two-thirdsquorum.
Only 18 states (and 19 walked out at 
Addis Ababa) have-to ’stay away or 
walk out to leave the summit inquorate; 
and the Saharan cdntr^versy may be 
used' as a pretext by^ofoe of the more 
right-wing African regimes to do so 
merely to snub‘^Coloifel Muammar 
Qaddafy of Libya.

Meanwhile, as the pre-Tripoli dip
lomatic jousting got underway. King 
Hassan tlew to Washington for talks 
with President Reagan on May 18-21. 
Reagan has been determined to stand by 
traditional U.S. allies in the Third 

\ World — to lessen the risks that the 
more endangered among them, like 
Hassan 11, end up suffering the fate of 
the Iranian shah or Anastasio Somoza. 
“We intend to carry out a relationship 
that assures Morocco that it will be able 
to count on the U.S. as a steadfast and 
reliable friend,” was how Deputy As-

FY 1980 FY1981 FY1982 FY1983
(est.) (prop.)

100.0 
1.6. ■

30.033.425.0Foreign Military Sales Credits 
Training (IMET) 1.0 1.10.9

Hassan is also seen as an Arab moder
ate, who helped initiate the Egyptian- 
Israeli contacts that culminated in 
Camp David, then only reluctantly 
broke diplomatic relations with Cairo, 
and is now, after the return of Sinai to 
Egypt,- trying to bring President 
Mubarak’s regime out of its ghetto in 
the Arab world. Additionally. King 
Hassan has been a bulwark of Western 
interests in Africa, .as shown most 
starkly by his dispatch of Moroccan 
troops to Zaire in 1977 and 1978 to help, 
quell tbe^revolts in Shaba.

For all these reasons, the Reagan 
administration has, been warm to the ^ 
king’s requests for military aid. The 
.U.S. government fears that the king 
could not survive politically the erosion 
of his prestige and credibility that 
would result from a major reversal in 
the Sahara, whether it was brought 
about on the battlefield or in a free and 
fair referendum. It has therefore redou
bled U.S. military support for Morocco 
and backed Hassan’s rejection of bilat
eral talks with Polisario, while formally 
declaring its backing for the OAU^s 
efforts to bring about a cease-fire and a

* '■ sistant Secretary of State Morris Draper 
put it on March 25, 1980.

A new ambassador to Morocco,
Joseph Verner Reed, a 
president of the Chase Manhattan 
Bank, was appointed. And when he 
handed- in his credentials to King Has
san on November 5, he promised: “My 
country will do its best to be helpful in 
every way possible. Count 6n us. We 
are with you.”

So far, the promise seems to have 
been kept. As the military, diplomatic 
and economic pressures on his kingdom 
mount, the king is confident that he has 

firm ally in the White House. There 
are solid strategic reasons for this en
tente. Morocco lies astride the entrance 
to the Mediterranean, one of the most 
strategic waterways in the world. It 
provides port facilities to the Sixth 
Fleet; and last February King Hassan 
agreed, during a visit to Marrakesh by 
Alexander Haig, that transit facilities 
would be provided to the U.S. Rapid 
Deployment Force (RDF) at Moroccan 
air bases. The idea is to allow U.S. 
troops and aircraft to^ transit through 
Morocco en route to a crisis point in the 
Middle East. "Morocco happens to be 
properly situated,” a Pentagon official- 
said. "Morocco to Egypt is a good 
hop.”

A formal agreement on the provision 
of these facilities was signed on.May 
27, following King Hassan’s visit to 
Washington. Though its full text re
mains secret, apparently to minimize 
adverse Arab reaction to Morocco’^j 
cooperation with the RDF, it is known 
that the agreement gives U.S. aircraft 
access to Casablanca’s Mohammed V 
Airport (formerly Nouaseur) and later, 
after a $20 million dollar investment in 
upgrading, to an air base at Sidi 
Slim.ane. * ■

However
only plus factor about King Hassan’s 
Morocco, in Washington’s eyes. King Francis J. West, Bew to Morocco in

former vice-

a

referendim.
I he sc ale of the Guelta Zemmour 

attack, and the number of planes the 
Moroccans lost there, came as a shock 
to both King Hassan and the Reagan 
administration. The king claimed that 
the attackers had used Soviet-made 
ramp-launched SAM-6 ' missiles 
supplied by Libya, and his claim 
quickly endorsed in Washington, 
though no proof has yet been available 
to substantiate the accusations. In any 
event, the military balance seemed to ^ ^ 
have tilted dangerously to Polisario’s 
favor, and the Reagan administration 

.undertooll to restore the balance. A 
23-member U.S. military delegation, ^

.strategic-locationisnotthe -headed the assistant secretary of de-
fense.'for international security affairs.

was
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but it 3oes appear to believe that the 
Moroccan war effort is sustainable. The 
purpose of the. stepped-up U.S. military 
aid, a Pentagon official explained, is to 
“beef-up the confidence of the king and 

-restore the military equilibrium.” The 
idea would appear to be to instill in the 
minds ofPolisarig and Algeria a warn-, 
ing that the guerrillas will not be al
lowed to win or even worsen 
Morocco’s military predicament. But

year 1982 to $100 million in FY 1983, 
half in the form of l^n guarantees and 
half in direct credits at low interest. De
puty Assistant Secretary of Stqte Peter 
Constable informed Congress on April 
20 that this increased cre4it would help 
Morocco, in view of its serious foreign 
exchange problems, to purchase spare 

4)artB for its existing weapons systems 
and such new equipment as electronic 
countermeasures for its air force, night 
vision systems, ground sensors, and 
possibly the delayed M-60 tanks.

Additionally, on the diplomatic 
front, Polisario had accused the United 
States of pressuring some African gov
ernments' to walk out of the OAU 
Council of Ministers meeting in Addis 
Ababa to protest the SADR's seating.

However, the Reagan administra
tion’s Moroccan policy has run into flak , 
on Capitol Hill. On April 30, Repre
sentative Howard Wolpe’s House of 
Representatives Subcommittee on Af
rica came to the opinion that the ad
ministration’s policy could harm U.S. 
economic interests in Algeria, cause the 
United States diplomatic embarrass
ment in Africa, endanger the OAU, and 
increase the opportunities for the 
U.S.S.R. and Cuba to assist Polisario 
“in a widening conflict.” Further
more, the subcommittee argued, “by 
encouraging Morocco to sustain indefi-, 
nitely an unwinnable war, U.S. policy 
may well be contributing to the possi
bility for sudden radical change in 
Morocco itself.”

The subcommittee voted to agree to 
only $50 million of FMS credits in FY 
1983. only half the administration’s re
quest, and this was then endorsed by the 
full House Foreign Affairs Committee a 
few days later. The committee also de
cided to bar the provision of training, 
“which has as its principal purpose im-' 
proving the ability ot the Moroccan 
armed forces to carry out offensive- 
counterinsurgency military activities in 
the Western Sahara.” The administra
tion promised to report every six 
months to the committee on it^ military 
training programs in Morocco and gave 
an assurance that there were no plans to 
send U.S. military personnel to the 
Western Sahara itself.

The administration concurs with the 
Foreign ' Affairs Committee that 
Morocco cannot win the war outright.

November and traveled down to. the 
Moroccan-held sector of Western Sah
ara to examine Moroccan security 
needs on the spot. “The Moroccan 
government has asked us for assistance 
to counter the threat posed by the intro- 

, duction of the SAM-6 missile into the* 
conflict in Western Sahara, and we are 
in the process of considering what type 
of assistance our government will fur
nish to Mdrocco,” West explained.

The firsiir priority' was to train 
Morocco’s pilots to cope effectively 
with missiles, whether -SAM-b or 
perhaps SAM-9, a more effective ver
sion of the shoulder-fired SAM-7. A

4

team of about -30 U.S. train^ began 
instructing Moroccan pilots at the end . 
of the year, while the administration 
announced on April 29 that it would be 
selling Morocco 381 Maverick air-to-. 
ground missiles, worth $29 million. In 
addition, Morocco bought antimissile 
“electronic eountermcasures” for its 
aircraft, from Italy, where it has also 
been shopping for more Augusta Bell 
helicopters recently.

During his. November visit to 
Morocco, West advised the Moroccans 

engage in more aggressive and 
counterinsurgency tactics. U.S. 

officrals apparently feel that Polisario 
will eventually try to take on the 
“wall” unless it is forced to respond to 
offensive* commando-style raids by 
Moroccan units; and they fear thaf the 
purely static, defensive deployment of 
the Moroccan troops along and behind 
the “wall” will, in the long run, drain 
their morale. A team of 25 U.S. experts 
is apparently being sent to Morocco to 
begin instruction in commando-style 

’ tactics.
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Polisario has sustained very low 
casualties In the war

To coordinate the growing military 
cooperation, Morocco and the United 
States have set up a joint lyiilitary com
mission, which held its first session in 
Fez-on April 26-27 to discuss the “nuts 
and bolts” of Morocco’s security 
needs, as one Pentagon official puts it. 
More than 80 U.S. officials took part— 
amongthemeightgenerals,oneassis- 

. tant secretary of state, and two assistant *
secretaries of defense. •

. Shortly before the meeting, the ad
ministration announced that Foreign 
Military Sales (FMS) credits to 
Morocco would be' increased more than 
threefold, from $30 i||iillion in fiscal

Washington’s current policy could just 
be a recipe for prolonging the fighting. , 
For who. in tfie long run. could expect '. 
to win a war of attrition'?

Polisario, by all accounts, has sus
tained very low casualties in this war.
The war does not cost Algeria much; 
and with their oil and gas revenues, 
both Algeria and Libya are in a better 
state to sustain the' Saharawis than is 
oilless Morocco to go on fending them 
off. Under such circumstances, are not 
Polisario and Algeria likely to assume 
that time is on their side, even if they 
may have to wait several more years? □
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AFRICA REPORT: Would you, for example, like to see 
the United States abandon the Camp David process? 
BOUCETTA: Yes. Our position on Camp David has al
ways been clear, in light of the undertakings taken in the 
Arab world, especially at the Rabat summit m 1974. Since 
that time Morocco has played a significant role in bringing 
the Arab world to take realistic positions, permitting coop
eration with the rest of the world on this subject, which can 
be reduced to three issues. Before there can be a valid set
tlement to the problems of the Middle East, Israel must 
withdraw from the territories it occupied by force in 1967, 
including Jerusalem. Secondly, the Palestinian question has 
to be viewed as the number 1 issue and the Palestinians must 
be represented by the Palestine Liberation Organization. 
Thirdly, it is impossible to envision a partial solution; there 

be a comprehensive solution. That is why, from the 
Arab poin^ of view and indeed from the Egyptian, Camp 
David was deficient in not addressing the totality of the is-,- 
sues involved. That position was made clear at the Baghdad 
summit and is supported throimhout the Arab community.
That is not to say that the retufn 
not represent a positive move. Oh the contrary, we believe 
that it represents a positive step. As far as the other issues 
are concerned, notabj^' the Palestinian question, 1 think we 
have to find somethmg other than Camp David. You have to 
associate the Palestinians with the solution of their own 
problems.
AFRICA REPORT: Turning to another question, are you 
satisfied with the attitude of the U.S. administration on the 
future of Western Sahara? Do you believe that Washington 
is committed to the victory of your forces on the battlefield?
After six years of war you only control 10 percent of the 
territory; do you believe that a military victory is possible? 
BOUCETTA: 1 can see that you are directly under the in
fluence of Polisario’s propaganda! That’s the first time 1 
have heard it said that our forces control a mere 10 percent. « 
1 had heard it said that we only control half the territory.' ■
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^AFRICA RETORT: What are the most important issues in 
• Moroccan-American relations? What differences exist be

tween Washington and Rabat in the field of foreign affairs? 
BOUCETTA: First of all one should stress the ties of 
friendship that have always existed between the two . 
tries. We want to reinforce these links in all fields including 
cultural affairs, economic and commercial relations, and 
military cooperation. One also has to look at the global is
sues that concern us both and are of special concern to 
Morocco in view of its role as an African country, as a 
member of the Arab community, as a Sahelian state, and as 
an Islamic state, particularly bearing in mind the problems 
that currently exist in the Middle East, notably the Palesti
nian question. You know that his Majesty. King Hassan II ^ 
Morocco has a special responsibility in this regard as chair
man of the Committee on Jerusalem, and that the Commit
tee, at its last meeting,- gave him the delicate and impiortant 
task of explaining the Islamic position to the United States 

, leadership. We have had an excellent opportunity to do this 
during our visit to the U.S., where we have had a chance to 
present this point of view at every level.
AFRICA RETORT: There are no other major differences? 
BOUCETTA: Obviously there was not total agreement on 
every issue, especially concerning the question I just refer- 
recfto. The important thing was to bring these points of view 
into the open as a means of seeking solutions. On the fun
damental issues, on the basic principles that the two coun
tries stand Jpr, on our overall global orientation there was, if 
not total agreement, at least very significant understanding. 
We have a very similar approach to world affairs on issues 
such as freedom, safeguarding peace, the maintenance of 
stability in certain regions, and the defense of certain moral 
values; on such matters we certainly have views which, if 
not identical, are extremely close. In evaluating the political 
problems as they exist in various regions of the world, 
bly in the Middle East, the differing points of view needed 
to be set forth and to be faced.
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fighting the war—a conflict that waMtnposed upoa it—it 
able through the mobilization of its resources to over

all these difficulties. We now know that the current 
agricultural season will be, though not perfect, much better 
than jhose of the past few years. That will solve a lot of our 
problems. We also know that the considerable efforts we 
have made in certain sectors, notably in the field of energy, 
will enable us to overcome other difficulties. We have asked 
for help from several countries for assistance with cereals 
and other food. The United States is one of the countries 
that agreed to help in that regard. We are now implementing 

five-year plan under conditions that, though far from 
perfect, are fairly satisfactory.
AFRICA REPORT: As far as the United States is con
cerned, apart from aid, are you satisfied with the levels of, 
trade and investment?
BOUCETTA: Satisfied? No, because they have not 
reached the levels that could be achieved. But an effort is 
under way, especially since the visit to Morocco last year of 
the U.S. sepjetary for commerce and following the ex
changes between representatives of different sectors in the 
two countries. 1 am confident that the launching’of consid
erable economic and commercial cooperation will take

That is all Polisario propaganda. 1 would like to tell you 
with air seriousness on this occasion that we control and 
have our people throughout the territory of Western Sahara.
1 can undertake to confirm this in the most unambiguous 
way by inviting any interested and responsible person in the 
field of media and information to come and confirm that 
what 1 say is the trtith. This is very important. Many coun- 

/ tries, especially in Africa, have been erroneously informed. 
They were informed, in tendentious and false reports, that 
Morocco controls only a limlind part of the territory. That is 

. 1 can confirm to you that we are in military control 
and that our administration operates through every part of 
the territory. There is one exception, a small portion of the 
territory called La Guera, right at the edge of the Western 
Sahara, where the Mauritanians have been established for a 
long time. Its statu^^will be sorted out in an appropriate 
manner once the war is finished. But essentially we control 
the whole territory. You asked me about the American pos
ition. We are satisfied by the-fact that the hesitation at first 
displayed by the previous administration with regard to the 
issue of sovereignty no longer exists. We are satisfied by the 
fact that the initiative taken by Morocco, especially at 
Nairobi in June 1981, when the king proposed a new con
sultation with the people for the expression of their wishes, 
has the support of Washington, as it has of the total mem- 

” bership of the Organization of African Unity. The referen- 
,dum will permit renewal of the peoples’ expression of their 
will fp remain part of Morocco, or indeed to be consulted on 
the issue. Moreover this initiative demonstrates^ to the 
United States and to other countries that Morocco has al
ways sought a just and peaceful solution to this issue and 
that we have no interest in maintaining a state of tension in 
the region. 1 ffifhk.that those in the U.S. administration who 
are concerned with this matter appreciate our point of view. 
That gives us some satisfaction. That is the diplomatic and 
political aspect of the issue. Then there is the issue of sub
stance. The basic issue is that there are forces working for 
subversion and destabilization inthe region. That is why we 

under attack. Our territory is the object of aggression 
and that is why we have requested arms, to defend ourselves 
against that aggression.
AFRICA REPORT: 1 would like to pose a queSion re
garding events in Morocco itself. For more than two years 
Morocco has faced a very difficult economic situation, ac
companied by social and political problems. How do you 
see the economic and political future and in what way^ 
the United States be helpful? ^
BOUCETTA: It is true that we have been through a dif
ficult period economically and, as in any country in the 
world, such difficulties are accompanied by social prob
lems. This is due to a number of factors. It was due to the 
war that was imposed upon us. We had to devote consider
able efforts and resources to the defense of ouf sovereipty 
and our territorial integrity. It was also due to natural disas
ters, such as the drought the country underwent for a con
siderable period of time. It was also due to the disturbed 
state of the world economy because of energy problems, the 
price of oil, inflation, and the strength of the dollar. Never
theless, Morocco was able to demonstrate that even while

was
■Jcome

■'4
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M’hamed Boucatta: "Wa are aatlafiad that the haaltatlon 
of the Carter adminlatratlon about our aoveralanty In the 
Sahara no longer exiata”
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called Polisario fs not a real liberatioii movement dedicated 
to defending a territory. It was created to implant a certain 
ideology and to spread a certain subversion. We know that it • 
is armed by an arsenal established in Libya by the Soviet 
Union. We know that transit is made across Algeria. If you 
compare what is happening elsewhere in our continent, such 
as in the Horn of Africa and in southern Africa, you can see 
that there is a serjes of problems of which we must take

ni •

^ -r,, place as a result of the current visit of His Majesty the King 
to the United States.
AFRICA REPORT: Turning to a broader aspect of inter
national affairs, what role should the major powers play in 
Africa, especially the United States and Soviet Union? 
From the African point of view, is it legitimate that these 

should have military agreements and access totwo powers 
facilities in Africa?
BOUCETTA: The role they should play as responsible 
powers is to abide by the rules that are widely accepted; that 
is, not to come with any imperial or neocolonial intentions. 
That is extremely important because the people of Africa are 
highly sensitive to these issues and will never permit the 
return of colonialism in any form. Those powers must be 
honestly interested in the development of peoples who for 

.-..soJong havE.J»een exploited and who have been econom
ically and socially disadvantaged by comparison with the 
rest of the world. Having said that, we have always taken 

that Africa should not become a theater of con

note.
AFRICA REPORT: Can you give me a rundown on your 
relations with your neighbors, with Algeria for example? 
BOUCETTA: Our relations are very bad with Algeria be- 

we believe they are harming us, supporting aggres-cause
Sion againit us. They display a clear desire for expan
sionism aiW hegemonism. In the matter of Western Sahara, 
it is they Who create the circumstances that keep our rela
tions in skrth a poor state. We woul^like to have excellent 
relations with our neighbors. We would like to have good 
relations throughout the |4aghreb, to allow our peoples to 
develop. But this matter of Western Sahara, created and 
maintained by Algeria, does not permit any progress in

the view -------
frontation, whether it be ideological or military. Atnca 
should not be a battleground for a cold war, which always 
runs the risk of becoming a hot war. That is why we in 
Morocco, in our foreign policy and in the various tora 
where we present our point of view, have sought to maintain- 
a balance between these two powers and to have the best 
possible relations with all. It is our belief that certain ten
dencies toward hegemonism have inclined some African 
leaders to undertake subversion, for the installation of a 
certain ideology. In our own region, for example, we are 
suffering from these phenomena, '^ e know that what is

bilateral relations. .,
AFRICA REPORT! And Libya?
BOUCETTA: With Libya, it is an absolute... ab
racadabra! I can't say beyond that as far as relations are 
concerned. They insisted strongly that they wanted to 
tablish diplomatic ties. They said they renounced all that 
they had beea doing in the direction of support for Polisario 
and their radio attacks uponvus and upon our way of seeing 
things. So we started on the path of trying to reestablish re
lations but the Libyans implemenied none of the things they 
had promised. We therefore had to return relations, not 
quite to the point of official rupture but almost to that point, 
to where they hadbeoijje 
AFRICA REWjSirf^auritania?
BOUCETTA: Mauritania is a problem for us,, a very sad 

search for an improvement in our

J
rees-

fore.

problem. The more we 
relations, in line with our common destiny—we cannot do 
without one another, given our proximity—the more it is 

impression that they, for their part, move in ahother di-our impression inai uKy% ...— ... — -
rection, into another camp that is hostile to us.
AFRICA REPORT: Is there any other issue that you 
would like to comment upon?
BOUCETT^: 1 think we have covered a wide field. What 
1 would just like to reconfirm is our position on Western 
Sahara, since that is the focus of the greatest interest. 1 must 
stress that we have here a territory that has always belonged 
to Morocco, which was colonized. We tried to find a solu
tion through negotiation and understanding. That 1s how 

between ourselves and Spain. Currently, in

III

yj
a

matters went
s spite of the difficulties that have been created for uv we
I maintain our position of allowing the population, as has
- been demanded, the freedom to re-express their wishes, to
I be consulted again. We believe this could take place under
f the auspices of the Organization of African Unity or of the

* . I United Nations. We haye nothing to hide and we are confi-
‘ ^ dent that the people wilf freely decide to maintain their loy

alty to Morocco. It is our opponents who are doing all in 
their power to avoid a peaceful outcome. □

<w.„

Land mines recovered by Morocco are shown as evidence 
_ that Polisario "Is armed by an arsenal established In Libya... *■ by the Soviet Union"
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and administration must be withdrawn from our territory, 
the return of all the Saharawi refugees to their national ter
ritory is necessary. There must be international forces and 
an interim administration in the territory; and international 
forces must be stationed between Morocco and the SADR to 
create the security that would allow the Saharawi people to 
express their will freely.
AFRICA REPORT: Are you confident that the majority 
of Saharawis would vote for independence?
ABDELAZIZ: It is obvious th|t we have been waging a 
popular war. The war is not theihoice of a group or a mi
nority. It is a war of liberation, based fundamentally on all 
Saharawis, m^matter where they are or which social stratum 
they belong to. The United Natiops’ mission of inquiry, 
which visited the territory 1975, presented evidence 
which does not brook the liightest doubt that the Saharawi 
people, in its entirety, holds aloft the banner of the Polisario 
Front, supports its political-program, and wants indepen
dence and the establishment Of a state under the Polisario

AFRICA REPORT: The war in Western Sahara has gone 
on for several years now. How can it blended? 
ABDELAZIZ: The liberation war first began in 1973 
against the Spanish colonialists. Then from 1975 we had to 
fight against^liSoroccan and Mauritanian expansionism. 
Mote recently. Mauritania pulled out of the war. But 
Morocco has remained intransigent and stubborn. 
Nonetheless, we have continued our war of liberation and 
we have succeeded in freeing the greater part of our national 
territory. Our cause js, now known, throughout the world. 
We enjoy widespread solidarity, particularly in the United 
Nations and in the Organization of African Unity [OAU]. 
wijpre the Saharan Arab Democratic Republic [SADR] 
recently admitted as a member state with full rights.

Many countries have made several attempts to persuade 
the king of Morocco to withdraw from the wft- and resolve 
this problem. However, these calls for peace have not re
ceived a favorable response from the king. He continues to 
persevere in his intransigence. He refuses to move towards 
peace. More than that, he is trying to get the great powers to 
meddle in this problem. But the Saharawi people are deter
mined to continue their struggle, whatever the cost, and 
there is no doubt that it will end in victory, the victory of 
national independence.
AFRICA REPORT: At its last summit, in Nairobi in June 
1981. the OAU proposed that a referendum of self-determi
nation be held in Western Sahara. Do you think this could 
resolve the conflict?
ABDELAZIZ: Over the past few years we have repeatedly 
called on Morocco to accept a peaceful solution. When the 
OAU summit decided on the holding of a free, general, and 

* regular referendum of the peo£le of Western Sahara, we 
the first to welcome this initiative and show our good

r

was

Front’s leadership.
During 1975-76 the Saharawi people were the victims of 

that has few precedents in the world.a conspiracy, a cnme 
In the greatest secrecy. Spain, which had made pledges to 
us. signed its agreements with Morocco and Mauritania. 
Yet. despite this, the Saharawi people resisted and scraped 
together "whatever they could to defend themselves. This 
shows what the Saharawi people really want—indepen
dence. and nothing else.
AFRICA REPORT: At lls-^une 1981 summit, the OAU 

Implementation Committee to bring about a 
fire and a referendum. But despite meeting twice, in

set up an 
cease-
August 1981 and February 1982. it has so far been unable to 
achieve either objective. Why do you think it has so far pro
ven so unsuccessful?
ABDELAZIZ: As you know, the Implementation Com
mittee was created at the 18th Summit ot the OAU. At that 
time we declared our willingness to cooperate with it: and so 
we did not spare any effort to help it accomplish its task— 
the organization of a free, general, and regular referendum 
of the people of Western Sahara. However, this committee 

faced with three fundamental factors that brought about 
its failure. First of all. Morocco’s intransigence. Secondly.

were .
faith, our willingness to cooperate with the OAU to brmg 
this about. Consequently, we called on Morocco to 
negotiate with a view to applying the OAU resolution. But 
our appeals were in vain. Morocco’s door remained shut. 
AFRICA REPORT: Have you not stipulated certain pre
conditions that would have to be met before a genuine re
ferendum could be held?
ABDELAZIZ: We have defined our position on this ques
tion many times. We have said that the occupying forces

was
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world recognized the Polisario Front as the sole legitimate 
respresentative of the Saharawi people. After a majority of 
African countries had recognized the SADR, we submitted 
a request for admission to the OAU and a majority re
sponded favorably. Since the king of Morocco had shown 

willingness to solve the conflict or apgly the resolutions 
of the OAU Implementation Committee, we were left with 
no alternative but to take up our legitimate rights, and it was 
in context that the SADR took its place in the OAU at 
the Addis Ababa conference last February. .•
AFRICA REPORT: Morocco has argued that the SADR’s 
admission to the OAU is null and void on the grounds^hat 
the SADR is not, as the OAU Charter requires; for member
ship, an “independent sovereign African state.” 
ABDELAZIZ: 1 think this accusation is more valid for 
Morocco than the SADR. If s the king of Morocco who has 
opened the door to the United States, to install bases in his 

1 would prefer to ask whether Morocco is inde-

the attitude of certain members of fhis.cbmm1ttee who lined 
up completely with Morocco’s expansionist theses and so 
betrayed the OAU’s confidence.
AFRICA REPORT: Which members of the committee? 
ABDELAZIZ: Notably Guinea. The third factor, and this 
was the basic one, was that, just as the OAU undertook to 
settle this war on a just basis, Africa’s will came up against 
America’s attitude—the United States’ interference in the 
conflict, which amounted to throwing oil on the fire. These 
three factors were at the root of the Implementation Com-

no

mittee’s failure.
AFRICA REPORT: In what way did the U.S. bear some 
responsibility for the failure of the Implementation Com-
mittee? , u
ABDELAZIZ: After the 18th Summit of the OAU, the 
United States immediately showed that it supported the 
Moroccan position by providing all sorts of military aid to 
Morocco. Ust October, the United States took a very 
ous step when an American delegation visited Guelta Zem- 
mour to evaluate Morocco’s needs. This reinforced 
Morocco’s intransigent position, its rejection of the OAU 
resolutions. And last February we noticed incredible activ- 

- ity by American diplomats pressuring African countries to 
boycott the OAU during the meeting of the OAU Council of 
Ministers, which saw the SADR's admission to the OAU. 
In the final analysis, this shows a real desire to destroy this 
continental organization.
AFRICA REPORT: How did the SADR succeed in gain
ing admission to the OAU?
ABDELAZIZ: We proclaimed the SADR in 1976 and, 
after years of struggle, many countries recognized the 
SADR and a very large number of countries throughout the

country; so 
pendent and sovereign.

Since 1975 Morocco has applied every kind of label to 
the Polisario Front and the SADR. It says that those who are 
fighting are foreigners—Cubans, Russians. Vietnamese. 
These arguments are merely designed to justify its aggres
sion. In the final analysis they only serve to sow confusion.

It is the people, the people’s will, which determines inde
pendence. The Saharawi people exist. They are defending 
their desire for independence. They have proclaimed an in
dependent state on their territory—the SADR. And the 
SADR has diplomatic relations with a lot of states in the

seri-

world.
It is true that there are parts of our territory that are oc

cupied by the Moroccan forces. But there have been piece-

■ •>r-'
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Saharawi refugae'camp: “fha Vatur^oTill refugaes to their national territory is required for a referendum”
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dents for the OAU. The example of Guinea-Bissau is very 
eloquent in this respect. Guinea-Bissau was admitted to the 
OAU as an independent, sovereign state before Portugal’s 
withdrawal, at a time when certain parts of its territory were 
still under Portuguese colonial occupation. So these accusa
tions are ridiculous. Let’s take the case of Namibia. If 
Namibia proclaimed its independence today, it would not 
have the right to be a‘member of the OAU according to 
Morocco’s ridiculous criteria, while at the same time South 
Africa, which has a territory, a capital, and so on, would 
have to be a member of the OAU. That’s completely illogi
cal and ridiculous for,our continental organization.
AFRICA REPORT; The admission of the SADR to the 
OAU has aroused enormous oontroversy in Africa. OAU 
meetings, have been boycotted by several member states 
over this issue, and there are fears that the coming summit 
in Tripoli may end up without a quorum and not be able to 
carry out its business. Is.the OAU’s very future at risk over 
this question?'., . ..
ABDELAZaZ; ;We.don’t think that the SADR’s admission 
causes any problems. Rather, it is a triumph of legality 
against confusion and injustice. Certainly, it is a hard blow 
against those who have expansionist and aggressive desires 
and who, for want of their theses being accepted, hope to ' 
saiwtage the OAU. Morocco, prodded by the United States 
and a small number of African countries, was shocked by 
the SADR’s admission and is spreading the idea that the 
OAU is going through a crisis. The last meeting of the^ 
Bureau of the OAU’s^lSth Summit, which has just met in " 

- Nairobi, responded clearly to this by saying that the situa
tion is not exceptional and that the OAU has experienced 
crises before this and has succeeded in overcoming them.

What really is in crisis is Moroccan expansionism, which 
has failed in its aim of distorting the OAU Charter and its 
cardinal principles: respect for the frontiers inherited from 
the colonial epoch and a state’s admission to the organiza
tion when it has been recognized by the majority of its

Africa to

W

9

Phosphate mines at Bou-Craa: The area is encircled by the 
Moroccan-built defensive wall

fight against the last occupied points of our nationalare to 
territory.
AFRICA REPORT: Which are the enclaves controlled by' members. The king of Morocco is trying to expose 

a Crisis, and by allying with the United States he is trying to 
■ intl^ationalize a decolonization conflict.

AFRICA REPORT: Meanwhile the war continues. What 
are your military objectives at the present time? 
ABDELAZIZ: The war in Western Sahara has seen ^ev- 
eral stages over the past few years: first of all against 
Spanish colonialism, then against the tripartite Madrid 
Agreement, then against French intervention, then later 
against the beginning of American intervention, and now 
the final stage, which is marked by thfe United States’ direct 
intervention. Prior to this stage, we had succeeded in liber
ating most of our national territory .. Only certain points on 

remained. With the help pf the. United States, 
Morocco has constructed a wall around these localities a 
wall with sandbanks, mines, and electronic detection sys
tems, all linked up with the air force. The war is now being 
fought around these points. The last stage could be 
difficult because we are now no longer facing Morocco 
alone but Americari experience and technology as well. But 
we think that once we have cleared this stage, we will have 
achieved final victory. To sum up, our present objectives

Morocco?
ABDELAZIZ: The localities that this defense wall sur
rounds are our capital, El-Ayoun, the city of Smara, Bou- 
Craa, Boujdour,lBnd finally Dakhla, which is in the south. 
In all, about one^enth of Western Sahara, something like 
30,000 square kil^eters.
AFRICA REPORT^ You have said that these enclaves are 
very heavily defended^Surely it would be very difficult for 
your forces to break in^ them.
ABDELAZIZ: Our exj|erience and victories in the military 
field have shown us that the enemy’s equipment is not deci
sive and does not stop us. If you compare our forces and 

with Morocco’s, you would think that our vic- 
miracles. At Guelta Zemmour, for example.

the coast armaments 
tories were
there was a natural defense system, the mountains, and, on 
top of that, another system, coordinated electronically with 
aircraft. But that did not stop us from annihilating 2,500 
soldiers there. It is because of the determination of our peo
ple and armjf, and their faith in the justice of their cause, 
that, we will break through the wall and liberate our country.

more
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ble, and material. An American delegation went as far as 
Western Sahara itself in October to evaluate Morocco’s 
needs. The American arms stores have been opened up to 
Morocco, so
needs. American experience is at Morocco’s disposal. 
American military experts are now working in Morocco and 
Western Sahara. Recently, an 80-member American dele- • 
gallon, including eight generals, arrived in Morocco to ex
tend American intervention. There has already been an in
ternationalization, and the responsibility for this falls on the 
United States.

As far as we are concerned, we havft tried, despite our 
limited means, to avoid this internationalization. But from 
now on we will no longer allow the United States to exter
minate us and we will look for all the weapons and all the 
means we need to defend ourselves. For us, this is a matter

AFRICA REPORT; Recently, U.S. officials have implied 
that the Polisario Front is acting on behalf of Libya, with 
Soviet weapons, to destabilize Morocco. How do you react 

.. to this?
ABDELAZIZ: This argument is a derisory one. It does not 
convince anyone. The United States knows that the struggle 
of the Saharan people is a national liberation struggle for 
self-determination. It is not a new struggle. Evidence of it 

provided by the UN at the time of the mission of in
quiry’s visit in 1975. And by the OAU, too. The Americans 
have visited the region. They have visited us, at official 
level and at congressional level. They have concluded from 
these visits that ours is a nationalist struggle, that the Saha- 
rawi people and its leadership, the Polisario Front, 
fighting for their liberation, and that they have been forced 
to undertake this struggle.
AFRICA REPORT: The Reagan administration has re
cently announced a substantial increase in its military aid to 
Morocco, from $30 million to $100 million a year. How do 
you view this increased U.S. military support for Morocco?

. ABDELAZIZ: By increasing its military aid to Morocco , 
threefold and committing itself militarily and politically to 
Morocco’s aggressive, expansionist king, the United States 
is assuming a large measure of responsibility for this war, 
for the aggression against the Saharawi people, and for the 
genocide of which it is victim. The United States has taken a 
very serious step. All the countries of the world, particularly 
in Africa and Europe, must take note of this danger and as- 

their responsib/lities by pressuring the United States, 
to prevent the United States from continuing its action, 
which is very seriou^nd has dangerous implications for the 
peace and security of the peoples of Africa and Europe. 
AFRICA REPORT: You said that the United States' mil
itary support for Morocco is internationalizing the contlict. 
Do you mean that there is a real danger of the Saharan war 
becoming a focus of East-West confrontation? 
ABDELAZIZ: The American intervention is real, tangi-

that Morocco can take all the weapons it

was

are

A.-of legitimate self-defense.
AFRICA REPORT: Since the Reagan administration took 
office in Washington, has the Polisario Front been able to 
put its views directly to American officials?
ABDELAZIZ; We have tried to maintain the contact es
tablished with the previous administration. But the new ad- • 
ministration has been blind. It has embraced expansionist, 
aggressive Morocco’s positions and closed the door in our 
face. We wanted a means of contact; but this has been re
jected categorically by the new American administration. 
AFRICA REPORT; If you were table to talk to U.S. offi
cials, what policy woVld you recommend that they adopt? 
ABDELAZIZ: We Would advise them to avoid inter
nationalizing a well-known decolonization problem. We 
would advise them to avoid exposing the region of the Ma
ghreb and the Mediterranean to a'^war with unforeseeable 

We would ask them to advise their Chosen

sume

consequences.
friend and ally to quit this war and end it by peaceful rtteans,

saji by negotiating with the authorities of,the-. - ' .that is to 
SADR.
AFRICA REPORT: But it would seem that U.S. olticials ^ 
fear that King Hassan would be in serious domestic political ^ 
trouble and might even lose his throne if he withdrew from, , 

■■We.stern Sahara.. Does this not .make it unlikely that the 
Reagan administration would follow your advice?
ABDELAZIZ: This is indeed the argument used by the 
American authorities. But we think it is the war that is hav- 

for Morocco and putting the

■ *’4

ing serious repercussions
king’s throne in danger. The Moroccan people and soldiers 
want peace. They want solutions to the social and economic 
problems brought about by the eflort devoted to this war b^ ^ 
the king of Morocco. If the United States wants to save the _
king of Morocco, it mu^ make him pull out of this war. It 
must help him put an end to this war.
AFRICA REPORT: What kind of relations would you 
like to establish with the United States in the future? 
ABDELAZIZ: We have defined our position in our gen
eral political program and in our constitution. We are pre
pared to establish relations with all countries on the condi
tion that there is mutual respect between us. We do not have 
the slightest complex about establishing cooperative rela
tions with the United States, as soon as the United States r^ 
spects our people’s right to life and nationhood.Mohamed Abdelaziz (center): "The Saharawi people are 

determined to continue their atruggle, whatever the coafi
□
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Moroccan prisoners of war; “We do not believe this conflict is winnable in a military sense"

curity. as spelled out in the Arms Export Control Act. Those 
are the restrictions that are applied to sales everywhere. 
AFRICA REPORT: Do you believe that these arms are in 
tact being used in legitimate sell-delense in view ol the tact 
that Morocco's claim to the Western Sahara has not even^ 
been recognized by the O.S. government?
FLATEN: In'view of the fact that Morocco is recognized 
by the UN as the administering authority of the Western 
Sahara, we have not challenged the use of American-

AFRICA REPORT: What is American policy regarding 
Morocco's claim to sovereignty in ex-Spanish Sahara?

We have recognized the Moroccan administra
tive control of the Western Sahara, but not the question of 
Moroccan sovereignty, which we believe should be worked 
out through a referendum.
AFRICA REPORT: Is there any limitation on the use ol 
U.S.-supplied arms by Morocco in Western Sahara'? 
FLATEN: The American-made and -supplied equipment 

. that has been sold to Morocco comes under the same kind of 
restrictions that it does with all countries with whom we 
have security agreements, and falls under the provisions ot 
the Arms Export Control Act.
AFRICA REPORT: Specifically, does that mean that 
Morocco can utilize American-supplied weaponry without 
restriction in Western Sahara'?
FLATEN: It means that the purpose for which we export 
arms are purposes of legitimate self-defense and internal se-

supplied equipment.
AFRICA REPORT: Do you believe that Morocco could 
win the war in Western Sahara militarily?
FLATEN: We have repeatedly stated that we do not be
lieve that this conllict is winnable in a military sense. 
AFRICA REPORT: The assistant secretary of defense. 
Francis West, talked a few weeks back about the U.S. being 
able to provide training for the MprtKcan armed forces to 

mobile, commando-type operations in the

:

carry out more
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from the $100 million requested by the administration to 
$50 million, on the grounds that a threefold increase from 
the level of military aid in fiscal year 1982 would send the 
wrong signals to Morocco and encourage those in Morocco 
who believe that an ultimate military victory is possible.
How do you reset to that line of argument?
FLAXEN: First of all, teehnically, what the House of 
Representatives did in the Foreign Affairs Committee—the 
House itself has not acted—was to increase the FMS levels 
from fiscal year 1982's $30 million to $50 million for fiscal 
year 1983. What they did not do was to accept our request 
that it go to $100 million. So teehnically they increased the 
credits from $30 million to $50 million. Secondly, the 
House of Representatives and the Senate have taken a seri
ous interest in the Western Sahara conflict over the course 
of the last four or five years, and they have a legitimate 
basis, because of their knowledge and experience over the 
years, to express an opinion about how best to bring about a * 
peaceful settlement. The committee and the administration 
share the same objective—a peaceful settlement. And - 
share a dialogue that has been going on for several years: 
and 1 think that in that dialogue we hope to come up with the 
best possible policy for this country’s interests.
AFRICA REPORT: Polisario has claimed that U.S. sur
veillance planes have flown over Western Sahara. Is this 
true?
FLAXEN: 1 have nothing for you dn this.
AFRICA REPORT: Can you give any details of the kind 
.'of weapons systems that Morocco is, hoping to acquire?

. FLAXEN: The essential large item is the tank, for overall 
force modernization.
AFRICA REPORT: Why does this administration con
sider King Hassan’s Morocco an extremely important friend 
and ally of the U.S.?
FLAXEN: I think that there are at least three very impor- 

One is that this is a traditional fri^d, 
long period of time^ and this administration is determined to 
solidify and strengthen its relations with its traditional 
friends. The second is that this is a strategic piece of terrain,

■ at the choke-point in the Mediterranean-Atlantic. It is a state 
that has both Atlantic and Mediterranean responsibilities.
And third, it is a country with whom we have been able to 
talk and maintain a constructive and useful dialogue on the 
vital Middle Eastern questions over a period of years.
AFRICA REPORT: Would you also include the provision 
of transit facilities for the Rapid Deployment Force as 
another example of the importance of your relationship with 
Morocco?
FLAXEN: Sure. 1 would include that within the concept of

we

I
I
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President Chedll Benjedld: "We are working hard to 
improve relations with Algeria"

"11

Western Sahara against Polisario. DoeS the United States in 
fact plan to provide that kind of training?
FLAXEN: 1 think that the training that we, are able and 
willing to provide to Morocco falls within the same category 
as equipment: that is, we will provide to friendly govem- 

who are eligible training which is for legitimate self-

over atant reasons.
ments
defense, as we have so testified before the Congress. 
AFRICA REPORT: And that would include mobile 
commando-type operations against Polisario?
FLAXEN: I’m not going to define it any further than that.

• AFRICA REPORT: Would the United States, under any 
circumstances, consider sending military experts or olficials
to Western Sahara?
FLAXEN: No. - -
AFRICA REPORT: Why did the U.S. government pro

raising Foreign Military Sales (FMS) credits topose
Morocco to $100 million in fiscal year 1983?
Platen: The Moroccan government has been ex- 
'’periencing a serious financial problem over the course of the 

last couple of years, largely stimulated by a drought. And 
the equipment, which we had agreed to sell to the govern
ment of Morocco for its modernization program, has been 
held in abeyance pending their ability to fund it. 1 am 
speaking specifically of M-60 tanks that were approved by 
the Congress a year ago. We’re still waiting for the letters of 
offer and acceptance to be signed.
AFRICA REPORT: The House of Representatives 
Foreign Affairs Committee voted to reduce the FMS credits

the strategic location.
AFRICA REPORT: What wduld the U.S. armed forces 
wish to utilize these transit facilities for?
FLAXEN: Well, let me say a couple of things. First of all, 

intending to have Americans permanentlywe ar? not
stationed, We are not talking about any American bases, 
we are talking simply about agreement in advance that 
under certain agreed circumstances for our common inter
ests, that we would be able to bring aircraft through 
Morocco to a military contingency further east.
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U.S. relations with Alge^a? How do you see ties with. 
Algeria developing? ' -
FLAXEN: 1 am personally quite' satisfied that the nature of 
ouf dialogue with the Algerians is improving. We have 
some differences, as we have with many other countries, • 
but our relations are probably better than they were a couple • 
of years ago.
AFRICA REPORT: You don’t anticipate that the increase 
in American military aid to MoiScco could jeopardize rela
tions with Algeria?
FLAXEN: 1 don’t think that the nature of the increase in 
military assistance to Morocco has any particular relevance 
to things that are of great significance to Algeria, and 
tainly not in the military sense. This is not enough money to 
change the balance of power in the region. It will not upset 
that balance of power.
AFRICA REPORT: Do you have anything to add about 
U.S. relations with this subregion of Africa?
FLAXEN: I would say that it is our very firm desire to be 
able to improve our relations with the three countries of t1i« 
Maghreb. We are probably being more successful .in that 
with Morocco and Tunisia than we have been with Algeria, 
but 1 think that we are working very hard to improve those 
relations with Algeria also. We define our interests as in a 
stable and developing North Africa. We are as concerned 
with the development of the economies—I suppose par- • 
ticularly of Tunisia and Morocco because they don 
the oil wealth that Algeria has—but we are also, concerned 
with the development of the economy of Algeria. We are as 
concerned with that as we are with the development of their 
security. And we believe that in the course of the economic 
development, and in our own improved economic ties with 
all th^ee countries, that there is more hope for stability in the 
region than 1 suppose the public focus on this conflict in the 
Western Sahara would lead us to expect. □

AFRICA REPORT: During his visit here in May, the 
Moroccan minister of state for foreign affairs, M’hammed 

, Boucetta. told the press that these facilities would not be 
used to facilitate American intervention in the Middle East 
and that they were being granted within the framework of 
Morocco’s need to defend its territorial integrity. This 

Id appear to be at variance with what you have Just said. 
FLAXEN: 1 think that our agreement is that these facilities 
would be used for purposes that are mutually defined as in 
our common interest.
AFRICA REPORT: Would it be correct to assume that 
these transit facilities have nothing to do with the conflict in 
the Sahara?
FLAXEN: Yes.
AFRICA REPORT: Do you think that King Hassan is se
riously prepared to negotiate a solution to the war? 
FLAXEN: King Hassan has made his proposal to the 
OAU, the chieTs of state assembled at Nairobi. He has ag
reed to the formulations, the precisions of the Implementa
tion Committee, in Nairobi in August and again in Nairobi 
in February.
AFRICA REPORT: However, the work of the Im
plementation Committee seems to have ground to a halt as a 
result of an inability to name who the parties to the conflict 
actually are. Morocco does not consider Polisario to be its 
antagonist in Western Sahara, but rather Algeria. On the 
other hand, Algeria is adamant that it will not negotiate with 
Morocco because Polisario is an indigenous and genuine 
national liberation movement. And as a result of this dis
agreement, it seems to have been impossible to make any 

.. headway towards the cease-fire that the Implementation 
Committee is attempting to bring about. Do you see any 
way out of this deadlock?
FLAXEN: 1 think, as a professional diplomat, there are 
many formulas that could be put together which could help 
the negotiating process get underway and could 
what would appear to be, as you describe it, a procedural 
difficulty. The OAU is actively engaged at the present time 
in trying to find ways to solve that essentially procedural

wou

cer-

’t have

overcome

program.
AFRICA REPORT: It has been reported that, during the 
OAU Council of Ministers’ meeting in Addis Ababa last 
February. U.S. diplomats sought to convince a number of 
African states to withdraw from the meeting on account of 
the seating of the Saharan Arab Democratic Republic. Is 
theio any truth in those reports?
FLAXEN: Let me say that we find the seating by the Sec
retariat, although it is otyourse an OAU matter, to be in
consistent with the decision taken by the OAU itself to try to . 
bring about a referendum. It does not seem logically con
sistent to call for a referendum to determine the future of the 
territory and then to offer recognition to one party. Since 
this is a conflict in which the whole world has an interest in 

’ a peaceful resolution, we have made our views of the incon
sistency of these two points known\We have also made 

r known that we support the OAU meH^tion process that 
would lead to a decision through a referefxt^.

' AFRICA REPORT: How does the currejkly warm re
lationship between the United States and Morocco affect

f-

Secretary of State Alexander Haig ravlewa Moroccan 
troopa: “We have not challenged Morocco’a use of 
Amarican-auppllad military equipment"

i
. /
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m INTERVIEWED BY TONY HODGES

policies in the Middle East and has supported American 
positions in international forums. And we have an interest in 
seeing that Morocco is capable of defending its own territo
rial integrity. Thirdly, we have an interest in obtaining a 
peaceful solution in the Spanish Sahara. We see continued 
escalation of that conflict involving very serious risks, in 
terms of the involvement of powers from outside the region. 
We see harm being done to our relationships with-Algeria. 
where we have oil and other substantial economic interests 
and where you have a country that is anti-Soviet and is as- 

'suming an increasingly critical leadership role with respect 
to the Third World. It's also a country that was enormously 
helpful to the United States in our Iranian hostage-taking 
situation.

We also think that the longer the conflict continues, the. 
the difficulties that the Organization of African

AFRICA REPORT: The administration recently re
quested an increase in Foreign Military Sales (FMS^ credits 
for Morocco from $30 million in fiscal year 1982 ^ SlOO 
million in fiscal year 1983. Why did the House Forejgn Af
fairs Committee agree to an increase to only $50 million? 
WOLPE: For several reasons. The most immediate con
cern is that we do not think it wise for the United States to 
become implicated in the Spanish Saharan conflict; and we 
think there is a real danger that King Hassan’s war in the 
Spanish Sahara could become an American war. We don’t 
think that it should. We also think there is a danger that ex
cessive military assistance flowing from this country may 
have the unintended consequence of prolonging the Spanish 
Saharan conflict. We think that it is much more in the inter
est of the United States to try to work to secure a peaceful 
resolution of that conflict. We think that a peaceful resolu
tion of the conflict will serve both the Moroccans’ own 
interest and the interest of the United States.

More generally, we see at least three distinct interests that 
need to be weighed as America approaches the question ot 

relationship to Morocco and the question of the Spanish 
■ Saharan conflict. First, there is a genuine issue of self-de

termination in the former Spanish Sahara, and the creation 
of an opportunity for genuine self-determination in that re
gion is consistent with both our own history and our own 
values. Secondly, we have an interest in maintaining a 
^sitive relationship with Morocco. Morocco has been a 
traditional friend. Morocco has been supportive of Ameri'-

can

greater
Unity will experience and the greater will be the strain be- 

the United States and the majority of states in the 
OAU. So, for all these reasons, we think that, very bluntly, 
while some military assistance to Morocco is appropriate, 
consistent with our own objectives ot helping Morocco to 
maintain its own territorial integrity and security, that the 
administration’s request simply went too far and cannot be 
justified in terms of those general considerations.
AFRICA REPORT: The Reagan administration would 
appear to believe that, without the provision of considerable 
military assistance, Morocco might not be able to effec
tively sustain its defenses against the Polisario guerrillas

tween

our
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President of the Republic of Togo
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cial attention to the creation of small and medium-sized en
terprises. ,
AFRICA REPORT: Your critics accuse you ol having 
seized power by force, of pursuing an oppressive regime, 
and of undertaking a cult of personality in an extreme form. 
How do you reply to these accusations? <
EYADEMA: Anyone who wants an excuse to drown a dog 
will say it has rabies! As 1 just said, every time the army had-

AFRICA REPORT: How would you define the political
and economic system of Togo?
EYADEMA: For the past two years our country has been 
governed under a constitutional system. Before reaching 
this situation, we passed through several stages. You will 
recall that during the first few years of independence we 
underwent a series of upheavals. The politicians at that time 
had transformed the country into a playing field lor settling 
their personal accounts. This situation almost plunged the 
country into civil war. At the request of the people, the 
army intervened for the first time in 1963 to re-establish law 
and order. The armed forces immediately handed the coun
try back to civilian rule, since they had no pofitical ambi
tions. Unfortunately these new political masters quickly re
turned the country to its earlier unhapp^ state.

For the second time at the behest of our people, the army 
obliged to intervene to save the country yet aggin alter 

it had reached the brink of civil war. Several years later, 
judging that its mission to bring about national reconcilia
tion had been carried out, the army decided to withdraw. 
That decision did not meet with the people’s approval. We ^ 

to understand that the people wanted real peace. That 
is why we took the decision in 1969 to create the Togolese 
Peoples Rally [RPT], a party that gives the Togolese an 
ideal framework for liberal and democratic discussion. Ten 
years later the people decided to institutionalize the system 
and as a result democratic elections and a referendum were

TOGO
Upper Volta

was

came Ghana
#

Atakpameheld in December 1979.
Today our constitutional government follows its normal 

. On the economic front we have a system charac-course
-terized as liberal. You will note that, bearing in mind the 

level of capital accumulation and the small number of 
businessmen who are nationals, the state has intervened to 
create the basic infrastructure that is indispensible for the 
development of our economy. Nevertheless, our country 
attaches great importance to promoting both domestic and 
tpreign private enterprise. In this regard we are paying spe-
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intervened In the political life of Togo, It was at our people's behest"Prsaldent Eyadema: "Every time the army

to produce more and becomeobjective of that program was 
less dependent on the outside world.

Beyond that, the party and the government have endowed 
the country with a wide range of institutions pnniding for 
the marketing of crops by the peasant producers. At tRe - 
same time we have stressed the necessity of widening the 

ge of products destined for export. On the industrial Iront 
activity has concentrated on the processing ol our ag

ricultural products. Specilically we have opted for agro
industrial complexes and for canneries for our agricultural 

should be added the development ol our

to intervene in the political life of our country, it did so at 
our people's behest. On two separate occasions, the army 
expressed its wish to return power to civilian rule but the 

. people catagorically rejected such a hand-over. Anyone 
"w‘hb-has.observed the politics of this country over recent 

years will appreciate .that it is within our vanguard party, the 
RPT, that all our problems are freely and democratically

As for the alleged repressive system ol which you speak, 
we consider such an accusation no more than a whimsical 
outburst! In 1963. at the time of its llisl mtervention. the 
army set free 2,50? political prisoners. In 1967, following 
its second intervention, a further 5W \yere.«et free. Today 
there are exactly three political detainees in Togo. To start 
off, there were five of them, but since January 13 two have 
been set free. They had been jailed for their participation in 
the 1977 mercenary plot to assassinate me, a plot that was 
also intended to destabilize the eojintry. You can judge the 
situation for yourself. Beyond thdt we are ready to welcome 
any organization that would like to visit Togo's prisons.

■ Furtherttiore, such a visit would not be the lirst. The Red 
- Cross and Amnesty International have already been here. 

AFRICA REPORT: The Togolese economy is based upon 
phosphates, coffee, and cocoa. 'What steps do you intend to 
take to diversify the situation?
EYADEMA: For several years
measures to alversify our economy. It is true that phos
phates are important, bdt it is agriculture that is vital to our 
economy. We are sparing no effort to promote this sector. 
The year of* 1975 was named as the Year of the Peasant, m 
order to strengthen rural life. Then in 1977 during a national 
seminar, we launched the Green Revolution. The overriding
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products. To that 
cultural and tourism resources.
AFRICA REPORT: Tli« Western nations lixik upon Togo

good, anticommunist friend. Do you accept this com-as a
pliment? . i
EYADEMA: for the past 15 years.'our country has lol-
lowed an open-dixir policy. The corollary of that is cooper
ation with all countries on the basis of reciprocal equality 
and respect for national sovereignty. Togo is a member ol 

■ the United Nations and follows a policy •f positive neutral
ity. That option permits us to have relations with all states, 
without exception, For us. ideological considerations are 
not a factor when it comes to choosing friends. \
AFRICA REPORT: How are your relations with Ghana 
since the Rawlings coup? Your neighbor to the east. Benin. 
is a socialist state. Aren't you rather isolated in this region? 
EYADEMA: We have good relations with those two 
countries. I am sure yoii will agree with us in recognizing 
that each country has the right to choose freely its own po-. , 
litical options. For us Togolese, the essential fact is that to- . 
gether with these countries we may be able to byild our 
continent. Hence, in pursuit of Hiis theme we created rhe

we have-been takingnow
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With that goal in mind, we are hoping for closer eco^ 
nomic relations between Togo and the United States. As for 
international affairs, the two countries often take the same 
positions. Peace and stability are principles' that our two 
countries hold dear. Like Togo, the United States makes an 
effort to create a clihiate favorable to peace and stability in
the world. ••

One example that 1 could cite is the Malvinas crisis. The 
solutions proposed by the U.S. in search of a peaceful out- 

to this conflict have points that resemble the Togo

Economic Community of West African States [ECOWAS] 
to deal with our economic problems—the only battle really 
worth fighting. Within this organisation our respective po
litical options are not a factor. Whatever our ideology might 
be, we are agreed that what really matters is economics and 
the development of our nationsr>
AFRICA REPORT: Although your country is small you 

«•. have personally acted as mediator in several African dis- 
putes. How do you explain this? / ^ ^
EYADEMA: It is true^'we are a small country. But the 
measure of a country does not go only according to its size .

com?
proposal. In fact, in the coursewf an audience that 1 granted 
to a special envoy of the Argentine president on'April 15 1 
made the following proposals: “(D withdrawal of the 

• Argentian forces from the Malvinas in cpnformity with UN 
Resolution 502 of April 3,^982; (2) the«lispatch of UN 
Blue Berets to the archipelago; and (3) continuation of the 
U.S. mediation.” We hope that active diplomacy^will con
tribute to a peaceful and definitive solution to this crisis in 
order to avoid the useless loss of human life.
AFRICA REPORT: Mr. President, is there anything you 
would like to say to American readers oiAfrica Report! 
EYADEMA: 1 have.already made it clear that development 

principle objective., Nevertheless, we are developing 
within a complex environment characterized by an-ex
tremely difficult set of economic circumstances. The prices 
for our agricultural exports continue to fall. The arbitrary 
fixing of the prices of our produce by the industrialized 
countries is one of the components of the constant worsen
ing of the international economic situation. These two phe
nomena. are such as to throw our economic development 
plans into disarray. That is why we are looking for a 
strengthening of cooperation among those nations who be
lieve in peace, in order to hasten the arrival of a new inter
national economic order, marked by greater justice in eco- 

s n
nomic relations,

or population. We have a saying in Togo that "If your , 
neighbor’s house catehes fire you should help him extin
guish it; otherwise the blaze might spread to engulf your 

' . house as well.” This saying explains our desire to be ready 
at the side of,our African brother m seeking solutions to the 
problems of our continent. It is our belief that no develop
ment can take place unless there is peace. That is why we do 
everything we can to to preserve our continent from conflict 
that might detract us from the-economic struggle we are 
waging for the good of our peoples. That is the context 
within which we have made our contribution toward the 
peaceful settlement of certain conflicts in our continent. 
AFRICA REPORT: What is the status of your relations' 
with the United States? Would you like to see an increase in 
trade, investment, and aid? What difference's exist between 
the two countrieS;jn international affairs?

.EYADEMA:, We have good relations with, the United 
States. The Americans are helping us in carrying out.a num; 
ber of projects, nothbly in the fields of education, village 
water supples, and agriculture. We have'pursued this re
lationship in the interest of our peoples. For us Togolese, 
development remains our overriding objective. We are 
90unting upon domestic and foreign investors to achieve 
that aim.

IS our
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Phosphate mine near Lom6:\our country attaches flfeat Importance to promoting both domestic and 
enterprise” ^

foreign private
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U.S. steps up negotiations to resoive Namibia independence
some questions about the size and 
composition of the UN force.

A key element in the new contact 
grotip package may be formal link
age between the withdrawal of 
South African troops in Namibia 
and the withdrawal of Cuban troops 
from Angola. Reportedly, this di
rect linkage was decided after se
cret talks this year between Walters 
and Cuban officials in Havana and 
meetings between Crocker and sen
ior Angolan officials.

The U.S. ambassador to Pretoria. 
Herman Nickel, was optimistic this 
month that phase two could im
plemented by the middle of Septem
ber, with a goal of elections next 
March. (London Times. May 22, 
June 3 and 4.1982; Financial Times. 
June 3. 4 and 8. 1982: Washington 
Post. June 3. 1982; Johannesbui^ 
Star. May 22. 1982.)

jected the voting formula as too 
complicated, but added that he now 
believed the U.S. wanted a speedy 
end to the conflict.

Apparently, the U.S. and the 
other contact group nations have 
shelved for the time being “phase 

” which contains the ticklish

The Reagan administration is 
moving forward "on an'iirgent ba
sis” towJird a settlenrfent of the 
Namibia independence issue, ac
cording to the State Department.

The stepped-up negotiations in 
June included the dispatch of Gen. 
Vernon Walters, the U.S. special 
envoy, for talks with front-line Afri
can leaders, a meeting in Bonn be
tween Chester Crocker, assistant 
secretary of state for African af- 
fairs..and Sam Nujoma. president of 
the South-West African People's 
Organization, and "contact group" 
consultations in Angola. Zambia 
and Tanzania.

Nujoma said SWAPO still re-

one.
Voting proposals, and are proceed
ing with "phase two.” which con
cerns the ceasefire, the UN peace
keeping force and the withdrawal of 
South African troops and SWAPO 
forces to designated bases.

In a reversal of its doiibts over the 
"impartiality" of the UN, South 
Africa reportedly is ready to en
dorse "phase two." except for

Zimbabwe seeks European investment \
Mugabe said: "If there is a need for 
an investment code, we will con
sider having one." Later, the state- 
owned Zimbank, noting that the 
economy will remain "sluggish" for 
a while, appealed for action to at
tract foreign investment and boost 
exports.

The government was more suc
cessful in receiving its promised for
eign aid. West Germany signed a 
$70 million aid agreement and 
Greece agreed to provide eco
nomic. tourist and trade assi.stance.

The other major mission of the 
European tour, linked to the invest
ment appeals, was an effort to coun
terbalance what the government re
gards as an undeservedly bad press 
overseas. Officials cited the press 
coverage of the dismissal of Joshua 
Nkomo from the government and 
decried the "hysterical overreac
tion,” particularly the erroneous 
predictions of public unrest and 
civil \yar. [Financial Times,. May 18 
and June 8. 1982; New York Times. 
June 2. 1982; Harare Radio. May 
25. 1982; London Times. May 21. 
1982.) -

Prime Minister Robert Mugabe 
' and several ministers made a three- 

week tour of Europe in May and 
June in an attempt to attract aid<md 
private investment. Since indepen
dence two years ago. Zimbabwe has 
managed to obtain only an esti-/ 
mated S40 million in foreign invest
ment, J

Muga
Dr. Bernard.Chidzero, the Minister 
of Finat^ev^c«*tomic Planning and 
Development,Repeatedly empha
sized to the Europeans that Zim
babwe offers good protection for in
vestments. as stipulated in the con
stitution. which Mugabe called "the 
most rigid in the world." Zim-

- babwe's refusal to adopt an invest-
- n^nt code safeguarding foreign 

capital and facilitating the repatria
tion of profits is apparently the rea
son for the reluctance of European 
and American investors.

^he Zimbabwean team's tour 
may have proved disappointing, 
though, for on his return Mugabe 
hinted at a softening of his govern- 
metnt's attitude. In Harare in June.

□
Whites and blacks 
denounce ‘reforms’

Moderate whites joined blacks in 
denouncing the President's Coun
cil's proposals in May that Col
oureds (mixed-race people) and In
dians—but not the black majority— 
be included in a new multiracial 
governmental system.

In Durban, Gatsha Buthelezi. the 
KwaZulu homeland leader, shared 
a platform with Dr. Frederick Van 
Zyl Slabbert. leader of the parlia-' 
mentary opposition. Slabbert called 
the reforms "nefarious" and Buthe- 
lezi warned of "the forces of pent- 
up frustrations and violent reac
tions." Afterward, the right-wing 
Conservative Party attempted to 
get the security police to press 
charges' against Buthelezi for "in
temperate'.' language. Buthelezi 
later said that polarization between 
black and white ha.s “never been 
worse than it is now."

his aides, principally

Continued on next pane□
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i expected to se6k refuge in Libya.
I Habre's Armed Forces of the North 
! (FAN) had been steadily advancing 
I on the capital over the past months,
I despite the presence in the country 
I of the OAU peacekeeping force.

As the June 30 deadline set by the 
I OAU for the withdrawal of its 
: 3.500-man peacekeeping force from 
1 Chad had approacl^ed. President^ 
i Goukouni Woddey* continued to 
i rebuff pressures to reach a negoti- 
i afed settlement with his main rival, 
i Hissene Habr6, and he paid a visit 
j to Libya in late May, believed 

aimed at seeking a rappfochement 
with Col. MuammarQaddafy.

1 Woddeye was facing pressure 
from the OAU ad hoc committee on 
Chad, which set the deadline for the 

! withdrawal of troop contingents 
from Zaire, Senegal and Nigeria be- 

of the cost, from within his 
government and from Habre's 

Armed Forces of the North (FAN), 
which succeeded in repelling a gov
ernment effort to capture the oasis 
town of Oum Hadjer.

The Chad government's Vice 
President, Col. Wadal Kamougue. 
said in April that peace could Only
be achieved by negotiating with Ha-
br6. Interior Minister Mahamat

South Africa admits 
atrocities in Namibia

WESTERN AFRiCA
The South African army has 

admitted that some troops are re
sponsible for atrocities against 
the Namibian people and said 
•‘several" soldiers will be prose
cuted.

“We do get our rotten ap- 
|)fes," said Commandant As 
Kleynhans in Namibia. The army 
announcement followed three re
ports this year by church groups, 
which made allegations of atroci
ties. (Johannesburg Star. June 5. 
1982; London June 2.
1982.)

Benin
• President Mathieu K6r6kou car
ried out a ministerial reshuffle in 
April, resulting in a cabinet com-' 
posed of more civilians, 13. than 
military men, nine, for the first time 
since the 1972 coup d'etat. Kerekou 
retained for himself the Minister of 
Defense position.

Two cabinet ministers said to oe 
of a strong pro-Soviet orientation 
were sacked and another demoted.
Simon Ifede Ogoutna. Minister of 
Foreign Affairs, was replaced by 
Tiamiou Ajibade, ambassador to 
West Germany. Capt. Philippe Ak- 
po. who had been relieved of his po
sition as Minister of Rural Develop
ment in 1980:'was named Minister 
of Public Health, taking over from 
Paul Kpoffon. And Francois Codjo 
Azodogbehou. formerly Minister of Jeiitw Afriqiie, May 5.1982.) 
Rural Development, was posted as 
prefect of the province of Oueme. 
replaced by Gedeon Dassoundo.

Another significant move was the 
sacking of the Minister of Informa
tion. Martin Dohou Azonhiho. de
moted to the position of prefect of 
Mono province, and replaced by 
Amidou Baba Moussa. Azonhiho

was once considered the strong man 
of the regime, in charge of internal 
security, but was stripped of those , 
responsibilities in 1980. {Africa Re
search Bulletin, May 15. 1982;

cause
own

Chad
• The Chad government of Presi
dent Woddeye fell to the rebel 
forces of Hissene Habre in early 
June, after a brief battle for control 
of the capital. Ndjamena. Woddeye ; Abba Said countered Kamougue s 
was reported to have fled and was , statement with; “We will never

agree to negotiate with the enemy 
... we want peace, but not at any

more labor unrest as the number of nition. 1--------- ^^------------------
strikes so far this year approaches 
the total for 1981. South Africa's . 
seeond-biggest strike yeafever.

. Last year, according to a report
by the government's National Man
power Commission, there were 342 
strikes, nearly alDechnicatly illegal, 
involving 93.000 workers, most of 
them black. The worst year for 
strikes was 1973. with 370 and : wide total of 722.
98.000 workers involved. Black un- i In detailing the 1981 strike statis- 
ion leaders pointed out, however, ^ the comni.ssion chairrnan. Dr

industrialized nations. Reynders said that any serious attempt to con- 
said. “We must guard against re- fine political pow^ to just wh tes. 
carding every strike as virtually a Coloureds and Indians would lead 
national crisis." (Johannesburg to chaos and civil war. (London 
Star. May 29. 1982; Sawetan, May Times, June 3. 1982; Johannesburg
27. 1982; London Gimrc/ia/i. M^ '/««, May 21.27 and 28.1982.) 1_J

Strikes increased last year al
though security police attention , RefOriTlS COnt/nued .

HESSS :
768 people detained in the years secretary of the South .African 
1979 and 1980 were trade unionists. Council of Churches, again urged 
in 1981 more than 300 trade union- i Indians and Coloureds not to join 
ists were arrested out of a country- 1 the whites in the propo-sed new po-

' litical system. Blacks would never 
forget. Tutu said, that “Indians and 
Coloureds deserted us and delayed 
our liberation." and he warned of a

tistics.
Many of last year's strikes fo- ! 

on company pensioncused
schemes, which black workers be
lieved were inequitable and inade
quate. This year, because of the re
cessionary, economy. most strikes 
are ,in support of higher wages, 26.1982.)

1

□
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expected to seek refuge in Libya. 
Habre’s Armed Forces of the North 
(FAN) had been steadily advancing 
on the capital over the past months,

Benin The South’African army has despite the presence in the country
. President Mn.hieu KdrdUon caP “'t^^e'\un'?SdS:e^X.he

ried out a- mmisterial reshuffle in ^ Namibian people and said | OAU for the withdrawal of its
April resulting in a cabinet com^ -severar-soldiL will be prose- ! 3,500-man peacekeeping force from
posed of more civilians, 13, than i approached. President
military men, nine, for the first time | Woddey* continued to
since the 1972 coup d 6taT Kerekou : said Commandant As rebuff pressures to reach a negoti-
retamed for himself the Minister of ' j,anS in Namibia. The army afed settlement with his mam rival.
Defense position. announcement followed three re- Hissene Habr6, and he paid a visitTwo cabinet imnisters smd to be “^is year S church groups, to Libya in late May, believed
of a strong pro-Soviet orienta ion ^ ^ich made allegations of atroci- aimed at seeking a rappfochement
were sacked (Johannesburg Star. June 5. with Col. MuammarQaddafy.
Simon Ifede Ogouma. Minister ot i London T/wim, June 2, Woddeye was facing pressure
Foreign Affairs, was replaced by p i . from the OAU ad hoc committee on
Tiamiou Ajibade. ambassador to | . _______  ' chad, which set the deadline for the
West Germany. Capt. Philippe Ak- i ^j.harawal of troop contingents
po, who had been relieved of his po- was once considered the strong man r Senegal and Nigeria be-

. sition as Minister of Rural I^velop- of the regime, m charge of internal 
ment in 1980; was twined Minister security but was fipped of those , government and from Habre s
of Public Health, taking over from responsibilities in 1980. (A/nc a ge- , ^^
Paul Kpoffon. And Francois Codjo search Bullet,n May 1^5 1982. ^ succeeded in repelling a gov-
Azodogbehou, formerly Minister ot Jc/me A/nt/ue, May 5.1982.) , effo^ to capture the oasis
Rural Development, was posted as . : lownof Oum Hadjer.
prefect of the proviiKe of Oueme. Qhad The Chad government's Vice
replaced by Gedeon Dassoundo. , thp rh iH eovernment of Presi- President. Col. Wadal Kamougue.

Another significant move was the , Woddeye fell to the rebel said in April that peace could Only
sackir^ of the Minister Hissene Habre in early beachievedbynegotiatingwithHa-
tion. Martin Dohou Azonhito.d after a brief battle for control br6. Interior Minister Mahamat

... we want peace, but not at any 
price.”

South Africa admits 
atrocities in NamibiaWESTERN AFRiCA

1982 looms as Pretoria’s year of stdl^s. _ „ ; In late May, the Nigerian govem-
Trade unionists have warned of against lay-offs and for union rtcog- ; withdrew the first of its three

more labor unrest as the number of nition. . , -- ---------------------------
strikes so far this year approaches Strikes increased last year i^ ' Reformscommued .

power Commission tee were 342 were trade unionisls. Council of Churches, asain urged
. worlerf in 1981 more than 300 trade union- Indians and Coloureds no. .0 join

them bSck. The worst year for ists were arrested out of a coUntry- 
1973. with 370 and wide total ot 722.

! In detailing the 1981 strike statis-
i tics, the commission chairman. Dr.
! Hennie Reynders. said there was 

“no reason . for unnecessary 
alarm." Noting that the strikes af- 

. fected production less than in most 
industrialized nations. Reynders 
said. "We must guard against re
garding every strike as virtually a 
national crisis." (Johannesburg 
Star. May 29. 1982; Sowetan. May 
27, 1982; London Guardian. May 

■*26.1982.) □

* ;

At another meeting in Durbaik

the whites in the proposed new po
litical system. Blacks would never 
forget. Tutu said, that “Indians and 
Coloureds deserted us and delayed 
our liberation," and he warned of a 
“day of reckoning."

Albert Robinson, a director of the 
Anglo American conglomerate, 
said that any serious attempt to con
fine political power to just whites. 
Coloureds and Indians would lead 
to chaos and civil war. (London 
Times. June 3, 1982; Johannesburg 
Star. May 22 and 29, 1982; Sowe- 
mn. May 21.27 and 28,1982.) □
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strikes was 
98.000 workers involved. Black un
ion leaders pointed out, however, 
that many work stoppages are not 
reported to the government and j 
thus not included in the official sta- j 
tistics.

Many of last year's strikes fo
cused on company 
schemes, which black workers be
lieved were inequitable and inade
quate. This year, because of the re
cessionary; economy, most strikes 
are .'in support of higher wages.

pension

i
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be reopened and encouraged to re
structure their systems of education 
to reflect the new “revolutionary 
trends.” Students had been enlisted

Libya will provide Ghana with 
360,000 tons of crude oil worth $97 
million—about 60 percent of the oil 
needed for the next six months—at 
favorable prices. Ghana will have a to perform various tasks after the 
grace period of one year to begin j coup, including the removal of co
payment for the oil, and then six i coa rotting in the bush. {West Af- 

' months in which to remit the funds, rica. May 10, 17, 24 and June 7, 
which will enable the country to use 1982; Wall Street Journal. June 3,

1982; Africa Research Bulletin,

battalions from Chad. Meanwhile, 
the three countries supplying the 
troops met in Kinshasa in late May, 
setting down the following addi
tional conditions: a ceasefire time
table by June 10 to lead to negotia
tions and elections, and $36 million 
from the UN to pay for the peace
keeping force for three months. The
UN had approved a resolution ear- its export earnings for. urgently 
her in the month calling for volun- i needed imports of raw materials j May 15,1982.) 
tary contributions to a fund to help ; and other goods. Ghana was allo- 
fmance the force. eating some 50 percent of its export

revenues to meet the cost of oil im- | , president Sekou Tour6 was re
elected to a seven-year term of of- 

! flee in May, winning 100 percent of 
the votes cast. He has been Presi
dent since 1958, and is Africa's 
longest serving leader. He was the 
only candidate in the election. 
(West Africa, May 17. 1982.)

Guinea
The Gambia ports.

Libya will also provide Ghana 
with 50 tractors, medicines and as-

• Sir Dawda Jawara was re-elected
President ofthe Gambia in May, de- . . ■ .
feating his opponent Sherif Dibba. ; sistance for the mining industry, 
who campaigned from a prison cell ; and a joint holding company, the 
where he is awaiting trial in connec- ] Ghana-Libya Arab Bank, will be set 
tion with last July's coup attempt. }up-

Observers indicated that the vie- Flight Lieut. Jerry Rawlings, 
tory of Jawara and his People’s Pro- chairman of the ruling Provisional i Guinea-BiSSaU
gressive Party, which won 27 ofthe National Defense Council (PNDC) j in MavContested 35Vrliamem.ry seMs, overthrew Pnisiden, Hilla Li- * *" *
demonstrated popular approval for mann s government last New . ,i, a h Pr,rr-„e anH infhe Se?=g.mbb conWeration, Yea,', Eve, Med the reht.ining
Which went into effect in February. ministerial vacancies in his govern- i Sriy *

Dibba. whose National Conven- ment in May. appointing Dr. Kwesi | Council S
. tion Party won three seats, lost his Botchwey, a Lepn law lecturer, ; fj"* ^iSir 3 Fore^n

parliamentary seat in the ejections. Secretary for Finance and Eco- i The post
• He had accused Jawara of failing to nomic Planning. K. K Kwayei was ■ Affairs as Pnme_^

consult the people properly before , named Secretary for Labor and So- n_u,.rinig8n
setting up Senegambia. He is being - dal Welfare. Botchwey presented a ! Po^erniveu
held on charges that the NCP was- revised budget statement shortly af- i
involved in last July's armed revolt. ter his appointment, and among the , Resources idnistry^ For-
which was crushed by Senegalese economic measures introduced Natural Resources ^ J ^
troops. The NCP has denied any in- were a reduction by nearly one-half mer Arnied Forces
volvement in the revolt. of interest rates to encourage capi- ".^'"cnrr V

In late May. Jawara formed a new tal investment, and a sharp drop in -atej cOud attempt while Vieiracabinet, dismissing Vice President the amount ofmoney in circulation. 'p“HwShow^
Assan Camara, who was replaced All outstanding trade debts and p^esidem^enied that an attempt
by former Information Minister Ba- sales of goods and services are to be u^d taken place
kary Darbo. Other dernoted minis- paj| via the banking system, not by Former Central Bank governor
ters included: Local Government ca^, in order to facilitate savings vitorMonteirawasnamedEcon- 
MinisterM.L. Sako. formerly Jus- for productive investment. The in- , ^pd Finance Minister and the
tice Minister, and Agriculture Min- come tax legislation is to be re- Planning ministry was
ister Saihou Sabally. who was re- viewed and the interest rate on all . secretariat of state. -
placed as Minister of Finance by agricultural loans was slashed from , (West Africa April P and May 24. ^Sherif Sisay. {West Africa, May tO 20 to eight percent, to encourage ^
and 24. 1982; London Guardian. small scale farming.
May 4 and 7, 1982; London Times, Stricter controls over govern

ment expenditure will be intro
duced, and in early June it was an
nounced that Ghana will close one-

;IvotY Coast
• Phillips Petroleum Co.'s Ivory '

, Coast subsidiary announced in late^ 1 
May that oil and natural gas war-^ 
found in two discovery wells and

May 7.1982.)

Ghana
• Ghana and T.ibya signed several quarterof its embassies worldwide, 
agreements in May following the In other news, 74 officials of thevfsit to Accra of Maj. Abdel Salam banned People's National Party of i one development well offshore.
Jalloud, deputy to Libyan leader ' former President H:'la Limann , The
Muammar Qaddafy. which will ^ were freed by the government in completion of the construction of 
temporarily ease Ghana's economic April. The PNDC also announced- /"“T fieW off fhe
plig^and strengthen bilateral rela- 1 that all three universities and other | wells in the Espoir field off the
J-QPs ; higher education institutions would i Ivory Coast.

\
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cratic Republic (SADR) by name. 
The SADR’s admission to the OAU/ 
as a member state in February re
mains a divisive issue among Afri- v 
can governments.

Mauritania was formerly allied 
with Morocco for the control of the 
disputed Western Sahara, but with
drew from the conflict in 1979 and 
does not officially recognize the 
SADR, although it has received Po- 
lisario delegations. Recognition 
could draw Mauritania back into the 
conflict, although on the side of Po- 
lisario, a situation which the gov-- 
ernment seeks to avoid.

Morocco has recently alleged 
that Mauritania allows Polisario to 
use its territory for attacks against 
Moroccan troops and physically 
backs the guerrillas. The Maurita
nian Information Minister, Mous- 
tafa Diop, countered the allegation 
with: "We do not want ... to be 
drawn back into the war. To our 
knowledge, neither Polisario nor 
Morocco use our territory, but it is 
vast. Do you think we have a sur
plus of food or equipment to give 
abroad? Mauritania cannot afford 
the luxury of aiding another state.” 
{Africa Research Bulletin, April 15, 
1982; West Africa, April 5 and 12, 
1982.)

Niger
• Students at Niamey University's 
regional Issa Korombe and Kassai 
schools went on strike in late April 
for three weeks because of their ob
jections to a recent conference on 
education at Zinder which proposed 
cost-cutting measures including a 
reduction in the number of residen
tial students and a parental or vil
lage contribution to grants.

Students cited other major com
plaints about the Niger educational 
system, including insufficient cafe
terias and lodging facilities, lack of 
teachers and non-payment of 
grants, according to a spokesman 
for the Union of Nigerien Students. 
Following discussions with four 
government ministers, the govern
ment reportedly agreed in principle 
to grant recognition to the union, a 
status it had not previously been ac
corded. Talks were scheduled to 
take place on the other demands of 
the students.

In other news, exile sources re
ported in May that three political

million in aid to finance public in- 
vestfnent and infrastructure pro-The Phillips unit is the operator

per(^nt°?n^thMvor°y Coast wells. grams and another $200 million for 
Other particfjtants include AGIP, I priority development projects.

Coast's national oil company, with | May 18, 1982: London Guardian, 
10 percent. {Wall ^reet Journal, 1 April 12, 1982.)
May 26, 1982.) ! Mali

! • Geological prospecting carried 
i out in Mali over the last few years 

has resulted in the discoveries of 
substantial deposits of gold, kim-

Liberia
• In May, Liberia's head of state.
Samuel Doe. undertook his first of
ficial visits outside of Africa since he !
seized PT".™Str of ■ “''’i'""-

,T.nXp.S’“ i genera,of,heneiiona,Geo,ogv.nd

killed. Doe had temporarily viet aid. The kimberlite deposits are
said to contain considerable dia-was

lifted strictly enforced curfew re
strictions “to afford the Liberian 
people the possibility of joyously ;

. participating in national Redemp
tion Day celebrations," which were 
marked by a speech by the head of 
state and other festivities. When 
Doe returned from his trip abroad. Mauritania 
he announced the permanent lifting . . e u
of the curfew, which had been in •The sixth summit of Saharan 
force since his coup. states was held earlier in the year in

Doe met with Chinese Premier Nouakchott, opened by Maurita- 
Zhao Ziyang during his visit and ! nian President Mohamed Khouna 
won a $30 million loan to revive the Quid Heydalla. who called for a , 
Liberian Sugar Corp.. and $13 mil- i "clean-up of the Saharan political 
lion to renovate the port of Harper, I climate by transcending sub-re- 
according to Radio Monrovia. Libe- gional conflicts. He also appealed 
ria and South Korea signed two j for a peaceful settlement of the 
agreements on economic and tech- Chad and Western Sahara disputes, 
nical cooperation. and said that sub-regional economic

The Liberian head of state also integration was the best way to re- 
reportedly accepted an invitation to sist domination by industrialized 
visit the U.S.. although a date has countries.
not been set for the trip. Mean- The meeting was also attended by 
while, the U .S. has agreed to send the Presidents of Algeria. Chad and
Liberia $15 million worth of rice. ; Mali, but Col. Muammar Qaddafy 
proceeds from which will be used to of Libya and President Seym
finance several agricultural pro- Kountche of Niger did not attend,
jects although they were represented by

And a UN mission to Liberia Maj. Abdessalam Jalloud and For
eign Minister Daouda DijHlo, re-

i mond resources.
And the extraction of phosphates 

is being carried out in Markala and
Bouarem, the mining of which is ex
pected to net 10.000 tons this year, j 
(We.v/A/Wffl, May 24, 1982.) i

headed by Under Secretary-Gen
eral Abdurahim Farak earlier in the . spectively. 
year recommended a $400 million The final communique of the 
aid package to assist the country in meeting reaffirrned the six nations 
overcoming its economic problems. support for the right of self-determi-
which include a 4.4 percent decline nation of the Western Sahara peo- 
in national revenue, a budget deficit pie. but aVoided mentioning Polisa- 
and an acute shortage of currency. rio and its self-proclaimed govern- 
The UN ofilcial recommended $200 ment. the Saharan Arab Demo-¥
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leader of the Nigerian People's 
Party (NPP). broke an alliance with 
the NPN and formed an opposition 
front with the Unity party of Nigeria 
(UPN). led by Obafemi Awolowo. 
earlier in the year. The important 
Ibo vote can reportedly decide the 
outcome of the election between the 
northern-based NPN and western-

prisoners died in Niamey after be- Among the austerity measures 
ing mistreated. Siddo Hassane. sec- designed to discourage imports and 
retary-general of the National Un- preserve foreign exchange that
ion of Niger Workers from 1%9 to were introduced by the Nigerian
1974. died at a prison camp at Tilla- government in April and May were:
beri shortly after his arrest. The two | import restrictions on a wide range 
others were arrested with several of goods, withholding of import li-
others in the wake of an alleged sab- censes for goods also made m Nige-
otage plot in April in the northern ria. suspension and review of
minine city of Arlit. Fourteen i planned capital projects not yet un- | based UPN.
Tuarees including 13 Malians and der way. shutting of private docks i In other nevvs. the Nigerian Fed-
one Nigerien were said to have andjetties to discourage smuggling, j eral Electoral Commission (Fe-
been plotting to sabotage the Arlit and an increase in excise duties ; J^^iSd^a^ceVartT (NAP) S
uranium mines and reportedly con- lnearlyjune.it was reported that ; Nigerian Advance Party (N Al'). iea
fessed to having linL with Ab- Nigeria has drawn more than $740 i by Lagos lawyer Tunji Braith^ite. 
doulayeDiori. so^n of former Presi- ' million in special drawings, rights ‘he number of legal politi-
dent Hamani Diori. who was over- j from the IMF to support its foreign ^al parses to six. JJT'

: icit. Nigeria's reserves fell to $1.4 1982.)
• According to a late April report in , March, enough to
Jeune Afrique. the Niger govern- i of imports. Sierra Leone
ment e'ose|- *0^ The Nigerian government also re- i , violence and serious voting ir-
rule with its decision ‘o portedly negotiated a six-month m- j regularities marred Sierra Leone's
the National Development Council. terest-free loan of $1 billion from
an organization composed of all Arabia, in return for not
sectors of the population, into a con
stituent assembly, the first since the 
military came to power eight years

24 and 31.1982.)

first elections under the one-party 
. . i All People's Congress set up by

breaking ranks with OPEC. The 1 president Siaka Stevens in 1978. 
IMF drawings and the Saudi loan j Q^^r 200 candidates approved by 
were said to give Nigeria the re- j party executive were contesting

n -.1 ^ c • an breathing space to allow the ; 85 seats in the 104-member par-
Presidenf Seym import restrictions to take effect. j liament. Twelve seats are reserved

nounced the move '.“ April in a Meanwhile, observers indicated j f^r tribal chiefs and seven members
speech marking the eighth , that the import curbs are likely to ; ^re nominated by the President,
sary of the army s taking power. , pgsult in an economic slowdown, m- , ^bdulai Conteh. Sierra Leone's
According to Kountche. the aim is 1 fimiop and rising unemployment in j porejgn* Minister, was among the
to associate everyone in the respom , the West African country. {Finan- j 100 reported injured in
sible management of Niger s af- ; (•/,,/7-,„,ev. April 21. May 20. June 2 I violence of the election cam-

: and 5. m2: Wall Street Journal, j paiens leading up to the May 1 vot- 
The constituent assembly will 1982; London G/mn/m/i. fne^ Election results in 13 of Sierra

have steong « M„ 6.1982.1 cona.ilucncies wem an-
SSldb; * . in Ma,. Preaidoa, Shehu Shagan nailed
riva a vouth association, and of CO- i grar.icd a pardon to former Col. , rigging and fighting between rival
oneratives “the two pillars of de- i Odumegwu Ojukwu. leader of the supporters, and new elections for
velopment' in Niger society." i secessionist state of Biafra during those distnets were scheduled for

AoriPS 1982.) i the 1967-70 Nigerian civil war. as "a late June.Utiinc AJnqin. p , rehabilitation Nearly 40 members of parliament
Nigeria ^ and reconciliation measures"-fol- lost their seats m the one-party leg

islature. including two cabinet min
isters. Thirteen other ministers 
were elected unopposed and 17 
members of the old parliament were 
re-elected.

1 Stevens, defending the election 
! process at a press conference, said:
' "When you consider our own posi

tion here, this backwater of the 
world with 80 to 90 percent illiter
acy, difficult means of communica
tion. We won't praise ourselves. We 
could have done better, but we are 
satisfied that we have done our 
best, and that we have done fairly 
well."

ago.

• Nigeria's decision to support the i lowingthe war. 
oil price and production levels set i Ojukwu had been living in the 
by OPEC earlier in the year, caus- Ivory Coast.for the last 12 years,
ing a serious decline in oil revenues and was expected to return home to
and therefore a foreign exchange Nigeria. His re-entry onto the Nige-
crisis. forced the country to impose rian political scene a year before na-
a wide range of austerity measures in tional elections take place could
April and May aimed" at reducing have an Effect on their outcome,
imports. Observers

Nigeria's oil output increased in Ojukwu will support President Sha-
May from a March low of 680.000 gari's ruling National Party of Nige-
barrels a day to 1.3 million a day. ria (NPN). thereby dividing the Ibo
following Saudi Arabia's threats of vote in the eastern states that once
heavy sanctions against interna- made up Biafra between his s^up-
tional oil companies cutting ship- porters and those of Nnamdi Azi-
ments from Nigeria. kiwe. an Ibo leader. Azikiwe.

speculated that
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xsrss SjirsssKs HjisSSSsi
?„„rn5ors."™^s'Mt;!M'a?,5, ,42., of Na.f., ba, i. waa „o. accon.-
"You want to see me out? Leave ------------------------------------------ Reports said the government’s
rrr/nr :: easternafrica___ a™ —S:
longer wanted. , ^ _ The failure was seen as a personal

Stevens followed the elections ComorOS blow to Ethiopia’s head of state,
with the appointment of 25 cabme ^ in legislative elections held for the ! Col. Mengistu Haile Mariam, who
ministers, five ministers of state and parliament in March, 37 had personally directed the offen-
ten parliamentary social assist- ; by candi- i sive. A huge team of Soviet advisers
ants Stevens reUined for himself , supporting President Ahmed 1 was said to have helped direct the
the Minister of Defense portfdi , Abdallah. campaign. {Africa Research Bullc-
and appointed Saha Jusu Shentt as , forfiscal 1982 reflects May 15. 1982: Economist. May
Minister of Finance. Sheriff an ac- Comoran authorities 15, 1982.)
countant, to stop further deterioration of the
honesty and integrity and IS seen^ economy. Besides an increase in 
a suitable choice to man^e S domestic revenue and a new tax on
Leone sailing economy, which has turnover, which will in-
been wracked by several financial .
scandals over the last year. ,

Abdulai Comeh remains Foreign These include setting
Minister and Abass Bundu was ap^ i up of a financial controller, estab- 
pomted Minister of Agriculture and 1 jj bment of a quarterly system of 
Forestry Sheka Kanu takes over
the Lrtain expenditures such as oil and
Economic transport, and reducing the size of
ya, who was named Minister of the one-third. {Af
Intenor. (Wesf A/ma, May 10, 17 Research Bulletin May 15.and 24, 1982; London rim«, April r ca Researcn auiietin. may
19. May 3 and 7.1982.) '

Kenya
• Kenya now has three detainees 
held without trial after having had 
none for more than three years. 
Among the three men arrested in 
June was George Anyona, a mem
ber of parliament until the nation’s 
only party, the Kenya African Na
tional Union (Kanu). refused him 
clearance as a candidate.

In May, Anyona, who is a former 
detainee and longtime critic of the 
government, was .expelled from 
Kanu, along with Oginga Odinga,

. , Dhbouti the former Vice President and ex-
Upper Volta detainee. Odinga and Anyona re-
. The .government of Uoper VoUa • Djibouti has received a $3 million bad been talking about
led bv Col SayeZerbo continued to i credit from the International Devel- , starting a party in opposition to 
b= p,4u=db,,ab.r .nr„,i„ Apri, i^pJo” i 2

: 'brv"=S« ; r,^a™,„P,Sa.pa„,.eP.b.,wbo

. . II j I ternational standard accommoda-
The labor action was called to , bon? has opened after the recent re

protest government limitations on ; builLg of Djibouti’s airport and ^ ^
the right to strike and to demand the uarhor focilities To become "the The others detained werere-legalization of the CSV and the ^b ^AfSand the S ^ Mwangi Muriithi, deputy director
lifting of an arrest warrant for ! Red 1 of inteUigence until his dismissal in
former CSV secretary-general Sou- 1 Aden Robleh Awaleh put it. ! 1981, and John Khaminwa. a lawyer
manaToure.Tourehasbeeninhid- j rjiibou.; is nromoting itself as a ha- for Muriithi and Anyona, who was
i„e sipcpNovember. According ^ ^S S" “d.'mag.s de.ained after he brongh, habeas 
to reports, however, the stnke did | bouti boasts include a cur- corpus petitions for their release,
not receive unanimous support and has the confidence of The three are detained under the
many workers returned to their jo^ international bankers Preservation of Public Security
after the first 24 hours Some M exchange controls affecting Act. for which habeas corpus does
civil servants were sacked by the brought in or out of the not apply.
Mini^ster for Public country. (New African, June 1982; Before the detentions. President

ViSfg. Research Bulletin, March Daniel arap Moi threatened tough
The Secretary of State for ^ 1982.) action against "revolutionaries pro-

mation Capt. Thomas Sankara re- ideologies.” For the
signed from the governmern^ . Ethiopia last fel months. Odinga has sharply
hiroppositiontoresrtictionsplaced I •Ethiopia’s massive offensive criticized the government and three 

rSrunions anr£ i against guerrillas in Erilfea was re- colleges were closed down in May

V

tries “to create disunity” among 
Kenyans. Shortly afterward, the 
national assembly made Kanu the 
only legal political party and out
lawed opposition.

on
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ported in May to have failed. The 
main aim of the 100,000 man force 
was apparently to capture the town 
of Nakfa, but it was not accom
plished.

Reports said the government’s 
suffered heavy casualties.

He was replaced by Capt. Adama 
Ouedraogo. {West Africa, April 26, ^ 
May l<d and 17, 1982; Africa Re
search Bulletin,May 15,1982.)

When asked whether he would 
step down from the presidency as 

*'‘he had earlier said at the last APC 
convention, Stevens responded:
“You want to see me out? Leave 
that to me and my people. 1 am old 
enough to know when I am no 
longer wanted."

Stevens followed the elections ; ComOrOS

EASTERN AFRICA army
perhaps 20,000 killed or wounded. 
The failure was seen as a personal 
blow to Ethiopia’s head of state. 
Col. Mengistu Haile Mariam, who 
had personally directed the offen
sive. A huge team of Soviet advisers 
was said to have helped direct the 
campaign. {Africa Research Bulle
tin, May 15, 1982: Economist, May 
15,1982.)

with the appointment of 25 cabinet , ^ legislative elections held for the
ministers, five mmisters of state and ^ parliament in March, 37
ten parliamentary special assist

Sol-
tet?s aifine econoS"^^^^^ domestic revenue and a new tax on , ^hree detainees

MiS^SASs^BunduSiTap" pStures. These^ include setting | ^^^^^‘‘’Geor'ge An^onTa mem" 
Dointed Minister of Agriculture and I “P of a financial controller, estab parliament until the nation s
Cestrv Sheka Kanu ^akes over 'i^hment of a quarterly system of Kenya African Na-
the Sstrv of S and Pay"’ent, increasing control over ^Kanu), refused him

c,.a™cea„ca„ai.a.=.

and 24, 1982; London Times, April 
19, May 3 and 7, 1982.)

Kenya

V

•- ..V'

In May. Anyona. who is a former 
detainee and longtime critic of the 
government, was .expelled from 
Kanu, along with Oginga Odinga, 
the former Vice President and ex
detainee. Odinga and Anyona re
portedly had been talking about 

.... starting a party in opposition to
1 opment Association, the sott loan , Kanu’s organizing secretary
i arm of the World Bank, to improve , expulsions should serve as

its capacity to prepare and coordi- ^ naming to any party member who 
nate its development strategy. create disunity” among

At the same time, a 200-bedroom Kenyans. Shortly afterward, the 
: Sheraton Hotel offering the first in- national assembly made Kanu the 
i ternational standard accommoda- , poUtjcal party and out-
i tion§ has opened after the recent re- jawed opposition.
‘ building of Djibouti’s airport and j j

harbor facilities. To become “the The others detained 
Zurich of Africa and the Hong Kong M wangi ^unithi deputy director
of the Red Sea,” as Commerce Min- of intelligence until his dismissal in
ister Aden Robleh Awaleh put it. 1981. and John Khaminwa, a lawyer
'Somus promoting itself as . h- for

for banks. Some advantages detained after he brought habeas
that Djibouti boasts include a cur- corpus petitions for ‘heir release^

j rency that has the confidence of The three are f
i traders and international bankers Preservation of Public Secunty
! and no exchange controls affecting Act. for which habeas corpus does

money brought in or out of the | not apply.
country. {New African, June 1982; i Before the detentions. President 
African Research Bulletin, March Daniel arap Moi threatened tough 
15,1982.) action against “revolutionaries pro

moting foreign ideologies.” For the 
last few months. Odinga has sharply 
criticized the government and three 
colleges were closed down in May

Research Bulletin, May 15,rica
1982.)

DjiboutiUpper Volta . . „
red"'cTsaTz:lSS„?dm ■ :~t?nt:™.i:na,S'g:“
be plagued by labor unrest in April, j 
when six unions formerly affiliated | 
with the Voltaic Trade Union Con- : 
federation (CSV) before it was dis- ; 
solved called a 72-hour general :
strike.

The labor action was called to 
protest'government limitations on 
the right to strike and to demand the 
re-legalization of the CSV and the 
lifting of an arrest warrant for j 
former CSV secretary-general Sou- i 
mana Toure. Toure has been in hid
ing since last November. According 
to reports, however, the strike did 
not receive unanimous support and 
many workers returned to their jobs 
after the first 24 hours. Some 60 
civil servants were sacked by the 

" Minister for Public Works arid La
bor for responding to the strike call.

The Secretary of State for Infor
mation, Capt. Thomas Sankara, re
signed from the government in late 
April, reportedly in connection with 
his opposition to restrictions placed 
on the trade unions and the press.

were

ven

Ethiopia
• Ethiopia’s massive offensive 
against guerrillas in Erltfea was re-
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hamed to the Health Ministry in a 
that was deliberately ii^-after student boycotts of a political Seychelles

^ ^ ....____ f • The trial of seven foreign merce- tended to undercut his inHuence.
Odinga rebutted the cnticism ot n^ries accused of treason in last No- Qn April 28. the dissident “Radio

his attacks on the government oy ^gniijer's botched coup attempt has Kulmis” reported that an abortive
saying. “To point out shortcomings postponed until the end of the attempt was led by Mohamed
is in fact a very healthy exercise mercenaries in South Af- collusion with other former cabi-
and shoufd not be construed as be- allegedly hijacking an Air ministers and army officials,
ing anti-government (London plane. Seventy army officers reportedly
Tinfes June?. 1982; Nairobi Radio. Saxcm. the Air India pi- , ^ere arrested. The radio said the
May 21. June 2 and 3. IW. Kenya ^ Africart commis- government is wary of the publicity
Sunday Nation, May 15 and Zi, ^jon sent to the Seychelles that he jf the men are brought to trial since
•982.) flew theplane to Durban under the some of the accused are said to be
Madaaascar threat of death and that he was relativesof Siad Barre.
mauayaab warned by the gunmen not to use in spite of Siad Barre's consolida-
• The International Monetary the word “hijack." India refused to of the army, serious rioting
Fund has cut much of its $85 million aircraft's crew testify in continued in northern Somalia,
standby credit to Madagascar for South Africa because the two coun- principally in Hargeisa. where gov- , 
1982. Government failure to meet have diplomatic rela- i ernment forces reportedly have
economic performance targets ne- jailed many who pro-
gotiated as conditions for the loans Seychelles' government be- ! (gsted the Mogadishu regime. Op-
was said to be the main reason for ijeves the coup stemmed from su- | position has been growing in north-
the agency's withholding of funds. perpower interest in the Indian j g^n Somalia, which was a British
{Financial Times. April 20.1982.) Ocean oil tanker routes, which are i protectorate before independence.

- ... near the islands. The TI.S. main- ; jjagg a new anti-government orga-
MaurillUS g space-tracking station on ■ nization. the Somali National
• Increased lobbying against the Mahe island. Movement (SNM). announced its
U .S. use of Diego Garcia island as a James Michel, the Seychelles' In- formation in April 1981.
military base was expected as a ma- formation Minister and army chief Obervers noted that while the
jor foreign policy initiative by the of staff, said the South Africans g^M has organized demonstra-

socialist-inclined government have several motives for their al- j ,ions, the Hargeisa incidents re-
of Mauritius that swept into power leged involvement. But he added suited more from Somalis'frustra-
in mid-June. that in the end the coup “has done over economic problems than

The Mauritian Militant Move- more harm internationally to South from the efforts of the SNM itself,
ment's secretary-general. Paul Ber- | Africa than to us.” Michel also Northern Somalia believes that it
enger. had said: “We consider j claimed that elements of the CIA— has suffered more than areas near
Diego Garcia as our territory which but not the U.S. government—were •. jhe capital. (Mogadishu Radio. May 
has been stolen. We will do every- involved in the coup effort. (Lon- j n i9g2; “Radio Kulmis,” April
thing to recover it." The MMM will | don G/mrJirtn. June 4, 1982; A/ncrt | 28. 30 and May 10, 1982; London
ask India, the OAU and the UN to Research Bulletin, May 15. 1982; Times. April 22. 1982; London Oh-
support its claim. The MMM has London Oft.vmrr, April 11. 1982.) scrirr, April 11.1982.) 
also said it will be nonaligned and j 
favors declaring the Indian Ocean a ; 3Qfn3|j3 
nuclear-free peace zone, a position 
supported by the area's other na- 

Madagascar, Seychelles,
Tanzania and Mozambique. The 
party has said it will end harbor 
rights at Port Louis for both U.S. 
and Soviet warships.

As for policy toward South Af
rica. while the former government 
built up tourism and trade the 
MMM is hostile to Pretoria. How- 

Berengcr reversed policy a 
few days before the election, saying 
that Air Mauritius could continue to 
fly to South Africa, that South Afri
can Airways would not lose its land
ing rights on the island and South 
African investment would not be 
nationalized. {New York Times,
June 13. 1982; Financial Times, army and the government.
June 9 1982 ) The President then assigned Mo-

new

Tanzania
• In late April, the IMF suspended 
its loan program with Tanzania 
pending a renegotiation of the origi
nal borrowing agreement. Tanzania 
las lacked the foreign exchange to 
meet the loan requirements.

The extent of Tanzania's foreign

• President Mohamed Siad Barre s 
early March cabinet reshufne ap
peared to have helped stabilize his 
control of the army, the power base 
for his regime, although not without 
inciting one coup attempt.

When Siad Barre dismissed 20
out of 25 ministers in his cabinet in j exchange shortage is severe for a 
March, the most significant change country that is already 
was the return of Gen. Mohamed one of Africa s least developed na-
AM Samatar to the Defense Minis- tions. In addition to a w^spread '
try. Samatar replaced Gen. Omar scarcity of domestic »nd
Haji Mohamed, who had held the 'services, a lack of spare parts fo^H
Dost for the last two years. Obsery- sectors of its industry and transpor-

noted that Siad Barre's attitude tation international aTlmes may
toward Mohamed changed when cancel their service to the country
the general was perceived as acquir- because the Bank of Tanzania has
i„g ,oo much influence in bo.h fhu

Nyerere is asking countries aiding

tions.

ever.

ers
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’ (London Times. June 7. million to the total value of the pro
ject .{West Africa, Apnl 26 and May 
3, 1982; Jeune Afrique Economie. 
May 1982; London Times, April 16, 
1982.)
Central African Republic
• Ange Patasse, leader of the oppo- 

; sition Central African People’s Lib- 
i eration Movement (MPLC), and

ians.'
1982; Financial Times. May 28. 
1982; London Guardian, May 13,22 
and 28. 1982; Kampala Radio. May 
27,1982.)

Tanzania not to initiate projects but 
to salvage those under way so the 
country may begin to rebuild its 
economy.

While Tanzania has managed to 
secure food aid to counteract'this 
year's poor harvest and severe 
drought, an inadequate transporta
tion infrastructure will prevent the 
grain from being effectively distrib
uted. It was likely that tons of im
ported grain would rot in the port of 
Dar es Salaam while villages in the 
remote areas of the country suffer. 
(London Observer, May 23, 1982; 
Financial Times. April 20 and May 

f’21.1982.)
Uganda
• Uganda's economy appeared in 
June to be on the way to recovery, 
but the security situation remained 
volatile.

By May, the Ugandan govern
ment had carried out virtually all the 
recovery measures .stipulated by 
the World Bank and the IMF. The 
bank then granted through its Inter
national Development Association 
(IDA) a $70 million reconstruction 
loan to finance essential agricultural 
imports, spare parts and raw mate- | 
rials. The IDA also loaned a further 
$35 million to help rehabilitate 
Uganda’s industrial sector. How
ever. the bank estimated in May 
that to implement fully the coun
try’s recovery program would re
quire $ 1.4 billion in aid over the next 
three years.

Meanwhile, President Milton 
Obote attempted to assert greater 
control over the undisciplined 
army, whose anti-guerrilla efforts 
have also included looting, robbing 
and killing of civilians. In June, a 
team of Commonwealth military in
structors completed training of the 
first batch of Ugandan officers and 
NCOS who will be training the 
army.

Two American reporters were 
detained for two days in May when 
they tried to interview an army 
commander. They claimed they 
were beaten by soldiers.

In May, the government pub
lished a list of 237 people held with
out trial as security risks. On April 
15, Amnesty International had 
urged the government to put a stop 
to “widespread killings, torture and 
the unlawful detention of civil-

CENTRAL AFRICA
Cameroon
• In April, President Ahmadou ; implicated 
Ahidjo paid his second visit to Brit- coup against P''esid^‘ 
r siiL Cameroon’s indepen- 1 lingba. arrived in Lom6 Togo m 
dence in I960, a trip believed aimed ! April, where he was granted asylum 
at strengthening both London’s and as a „ • rBritish business’ links with the i ^rig^ Gen. Francois Boz.ze, for- 
countrv where French economic i mer Minister of Information, and 
ties are still dominant. France is | Gen. Alphonse 
Cameroon’s main trading partner. Justice J
providing over 43 percent of its im- plotters, fled the country, and 
ports, as well as substantial finan- Mbaikoua was '■^ported to have 
cial aid, whereas Britain supplies reached southern Chad^

ncXlMTf o:r

November, to facilitate contacts, any attempts at 
Douala/London routes were initi- be crushed with °
ated on Cameroon Airlines and the law He at*ucked the officers 
Rriti.h Caledonia who had attempted to lead the Cen-Ahid^’s visit came after two tral African Republic into“perilous
high-level'trade missions visited and criminal adwntures. 
cLeroon. one in late 1980 lecLby More 60 People said to be 
the British Minister of Trade, and members of the MJLC pditical bu^

I the second in late 1981 led by the reau were arrested and "npnsoned
Duke of Kent, vice president of the m March and were replaced in their
British Board of Trade. The Camer- administrative and economic posts

President n,., wi.h Printe Min- bV^^more ^beMe^^t^oplej,.

the wake of the coup, filling posi
tions vacated by the alleged coup 
plotters, Bozize and Mbaikoua. A

'concre,. results of Ahidjo's trip . new Minis»_of

also appointed, and the Econ
omy and Finance, and Trade and In? 
dustry Ministers were sacked for 
pro-Patasse sympathies. (Africa 
Research Bulletin. April 15 and 
May 15, I9i2-. Jeune Afrique. April 
14, 1982; West Africa. April 5,

oon
ister Margaret Thatcher, Foreign 
Secretary Francis Pym and repre
sentatives of the British private sec
tor.

included, the signing of an investj 
ment promotion and protection 
agreement, a double taxation a^e- 
ment and a pact whereby Britain 
will supply $20 million worth of cap
ital projects to Cameroon provided 
the work goes to British contrac-

was

tors. 1982.)In April, the British company 
Plessey won a new contract extend- Equatorial Guinea
ing its work for the Garoua Iitl'erna- r r o . '-oi
tional Airport, the largest British ! • The government of Equatona 
construction project under way in Guinea expects to be inviting bids 
Cameroon. The $34 million original during the summer for permits to 
contract, part of a major moderniza- explore onshore and offshore oiL 
tion project for the airport, was Gepsa“ joint venture of the Equa- 
awarded to Plessey in 1979 for sys- ! tonal (3uinea government and the 
terns design and management and j Spanish state-owned Hispanoil. 
supply of equipment and services, j currently hold the only valid explo- 
The new contract adds another $10 ‘ ration-production permit in the

# ■
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ganizat.ons of the six European Committee vote to reduce military
countries-France, Britain. West sales credits for Zaire from $20 mil-
Germany, Italy. Belgium and the lion to $4 million and to reject 
Netherlands Reagan administration requests for

Construction on the first leg of $15 million in budgetary sup^rt.
Zaire's President Mobutu Sese , 
Seko decided to renounce U.S. aid 
in May, citing "insulting remarks”

country and is drilling north of 
Bioko Island.

Although there has not yet been 
an oil discovery. Equatorial Guinea 
has been termed a "favorable area" 
for exploration according to Petro- 
consultants S.A.. a Geneva-based 
company that is handling the proj
ect for the government and the 
World Bank.

And in mid-April, an interna
tional donors conference was held 
in Geneva, convened by the Equa
torial Guinea government and orga- u ■ i n
nized with the cooperation of the natural resources such as iron, lead 
UN Development Program to raise j zinc, copper, gold, diamonds, and 
urgently needed financial assist- ^ timber. Manganese and uranium are 
ance. Representatives of 29 coun- I already being exploited, (f/tumnu/ 
tries, the European Economic T'/wes. May 1-and _4.198-.) ^
Community, eight international or- • A wave of arrests of alleged op- 
ganizations and various UN agen- ponents of President Ornar Bonp 
cies were in attendance to discuss i in March and April, carried out by 
the government's reconstruction ^ the security service, the Center of 
and development program, the $141 Documentation, was aimed accord-
million target cost of which was set ing to observers at quashing opposi- 
by the UN. _ lion forces linked to the Movement

Consultations'between the Equa- for National Recovery (Morena). 
torial Guinea government and do- Three journalists. Samuel Ngue- 

countries and organizations ma Mba. editor of the national daily 
were arranged to discuss implemen- L'Union. Francois Ondu, head of 
tation of financial pledges, ; Radio Gabon, and Jean-Baptiste

Several "high priority" projects ; Asse Bekafe. a journalist at a re- 
were determined by the UN to be gional radio station, were impris-
necessary to pull Equatorial Guinea oned in Libreville in late March.

.. out of economfc crisis, including a Other detainees included a , . .
$1^ million agricultural develop- former cabinet minister under Pres- mated by somement Sam $32.5 million for ident Leon Mba, Jean-Marc Ekoh. over $100 milhon a year m the past
transport and development, $23.8 and a civil servant and secretary at few years although aid has been
Sion fo? improving water sup- the Ministry of Mines. temporanly suspended since Janu-
plies and housFng. and $20 million Bongo undertook a minor cabinet ary because Zaire is about $3.. mil- 
for industrial development, mining reshuffle in April, appointing his lion
and energy. (Wc.7A/m«. April 26 cousin. Julien Mpouho-Ep.gat ^‘^‘‘ean adm mstratmn s t^^^^
and May 17 1982.) Minister of National Defense with proposed for Za re ‘"c new

May 1 , ) responsibilities for internal secu- budget was more than $70 million.
Gabon rity replacing Gen. Barthelemy including military, budgetary, de-
. in late May. an agreement was Mbm. who was named minister 1^

sSS'S;
ir,riiiimona'>tl-milesectionofthe ' sued a strong denunciation of the World and to rsew iotk. wiuit 
railway from Booue to Francevillc. i opposition. (Africa Research Bulle- ^ Zaire is in arrears on offlcia
to be completed by hte 1987. The I ,in. May 15. 1982; Le Monde. April
first 205-mile stretch from Libre j . — that Zaire was renewing diplomatic
ville to Booue IS nearly finished i Zail« relations with Israel, making it the

the railway was undertaken by 
Eurotrag, but without the participa
tion of the two British companies 
now involved: Taylor Woodrow In- ; by American congressmen, 
ternational and George Wimpey In- i The Zairian news agency . AZAP.
ternational. They joined the consor- denounced the "intolerableatti-
tium in June 1981. f

It is hoped that the railway will gress. following U.S. allegations 
enable Gabon to exploit more of its i that aid was embezzled. Mobutu

said to have convened a cabinetwas
meeting to review the implications 
of what was termed the "deteriora- 

of U.S.-Zairian relations 
caused by the unfriendly attitudes 
of certain American officials." Ac
cording to State Department offi- 

j cials. the matter is under discussion 
' with Zaire "in diplomatic chan

nels."

tion

Meanwhile, the U.S. Senate For
eign Relations Committee voted to 
halve the proposed $20 million in 
military assistance to Zaire, follow
ing a staff report which urged the 
U.S. government to limit its in
volvement with the Mobutu regime. 
"It is increasingly risky for the U .S. 
to expect perpetuation of the status 
quo" in Zaire, the report read.

Overall U.S. aid to Zaire is esti- 
to have reached

nor
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Hoffmann spoke against the 
background of Reagan administra
tion moves to increase military aid 
and other assistance to Morocco 
and Tunisia. The Algerian leader 
said this would be harmful to peace 
in the area. “If this American policy 
continues, we will take measures. 
We will then get more arms.”

The Algerian mediation role in 
the U.S.-Iran hostage crisis was 
cited as grounds for Algerian hopes 
that relations between the two 
countries could improve. But, Hoff
mann said, the Reagan administra
tion’s plans to strengthen Morocco 
and Tunisia as part of a “strategic 
consensus" of moderate countries 
could only be seen as “indirectly 
aimed at Algeria.” “We need more 
economic cooperation with the 

i West and with the U.S., we are 
i open to it. In America, however, 

they still put us in the Eastern 
i bloc," Hoffmann said.

demand for their unconditional re
lease from the Lusaka government. 
(lVe’5/ Africa. April 26, 1982; Lon
don Times, April 16, 1982.)

country during the 1973 Middle 
East war to do so. Zaire will set up 
an embassy in Tel Aviv, not Jerusa
lem as originally stated. U.S. offi
cials speculated that by renewing , ZaTtiW^’s state-controlled Con-
relations. Mobutu hopes to enlist Is- I solidated Copper Mines (ZCCM)an-
raeUon his side in the Congress. ! pounced they will reduce the num- 

While Israeli officials praised employees but raise produc-
Zaire’s resumption of diplomatic tion targets to offset continuing low 
ties as a breakthrough and ex- i prices on the international metal 
pressed hope that other African markets. Copper is Zambia’s main 
countries would follow suit, Zaire^->^ export, 
drew fire for the move from thp | Francis Kaunda, chairman of 
Arab League, which began a diplP- ZCCM, said that both local and ex-
matic offensive to prevent other na- patriate workers would be cut back,
tions from following its example. \ ^^d the use of contractors and puj;-

League officials were to visit 18 : ^f non-essential equipment
African nations and a special meet
ing of the Arab League foreign min
isters was called for mid-June.
League secretary-general Chedli 
Klibi said African nations would be 
reminded of Israel’s ties with South 
Africa, “a strategic alliance."

would be curtailed. The company 
ploys 55.000 Zambians and 2,500em

expatriates.
Kaunda said: “Looking at the 

year ahead. 1 see very little prospect 
; of any significant upturn in the price 

of copper. The solution to our im-
Libya, Saudi Arabia. Qatar, Kuwait mediate problems must therefore be ,
and the United Arab Emirates sought and found at home.” Copper ]/ Meanwhile, the Algerian govem-
broke diplomatic relations with production dropped to 560,000 tons/ mentis continuing to press U.S. and
Zaire and the Arab Bank for Eco- from 610.000 tons in 1980. / Italian buyers ofits liquefied natural
nomic Development in Africa sus- agricultural front, Zambi
pended dealings with the country. facing serious problems bf
Zaire received $37 million from the cause of poor rains. According to after Such an agreement was con-
bank between 1975 and 1981. prime Minister Nalumino Mundia, eluded with France. France is pay-
iWashingion Post, May 14, 16 and Zambia wii! iipport 400,000 tons of ! ing about $5.41 per million BTUs
June 4.1982; New York Times. May staple crop, maize, this year at a I for the Algerian LNG under terrns
29, 1982; Le Monde, May 25, 1982; j74 million, mainly from | of its recently concluded 20-year
Financial Times. May 14 and 20. Zimbabwe and South Africa. Maize i supply agreement.,

production fell this season to six i .Negotiations with three Ameri- 
Tamhia million bags from 7.9 million last | companies. Southern Natural

i year. (Fi/i«nt7«/T/we.v. May 7 and Gas, Consolidated Natural Gas and
• In mid-April. Zambia suspended 24. \9»2-. Wall Street Journal, May ' Columbia Gas Transmission, have
rail-traffic for a few weeks to and 24. 1982.) j failed to resolve the price issue, as
from Zaire following the stoning of a _______________________  i the corporations are seeking a $4.94
Zambian-operated train on the . ACDirA per million BTUs price for the gas.
Zaire side of the border. The em- NUHI MtHIM Arnlk^M Reagan administration has re-
bargo stranded 10,000 tons of cargo, ' : portedly made it clear to the gas
including foodstuffs and mail, des- AlQ6ri8 companies that it would look with
tined for Zaire at the rail station in . . i, disfavor on any accord under which
Ndola, Zambia. i •Algeria is prepared to seek a , Nigeria would get its asking price.

The railway dispute was the latest ■ “new phase of cooperation with i u j i aiop
in a series of border incidents be- ' the U.S., accoring to Col. Slimane Inanotherdevelopment. AIge-
tween Zaire and Zambia. In March, i Hoffmann. heiJ|of the foreign pol- na’s ^9''^'®"
three Zairians were killed in an ex- icy commission of the ruling Na- Benyahia. who mediated the re
change of fire during a clash in the ! tional Liberation Front and a close lease of the American hostages
CoDoerbelt region of northern Zam- ' aide of President Chadli Benjedid. j from Iran, died in a plane crash in
£ alSedlv SStTby Z^^ Hoffmann told the New York j May on his way to play a similar role
is t2 skirmish cau^^^^^ Times in late April: “We are ready I in the Iran-Iraq war. His plane was
sand^s of Zambians to flee their vil- for a balanced exchange, a relation- : shot down by two unidentified
lages and temporarily closed the ship in which the rights of each ^ ^by
border party are respected and preserved. i He was replaced in ms post oy

Meanwhile. Zaire said about 20 Our call is to the American people j Ahmed Taleb ‘Jrahuni ^Lon^on
detained Zambians would be re- to improve our relations m the eco^ ^ Sr/me/ Lril 2^ May S
leased when administrative prob- nomic field, and also socially and j York Times. April 25 and May ,
lems were sorted out, following a culturally." ' '

gas (LNG) to sign long-term con
tracts at prices above market levels.

1982.)
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essary. While Cairo has noi ruled ly’s state-owned energy concern 
out taking military action in the Gulf ENI, under which Tripoli grafted 
should Iran provoke it. it appeared Italy an interest-free loan which will 
unlikely, and Egyptian authorities have the effect of reducing the price 
were calling for a peace conference of Libyan oil by $2.50 a barrel. Italy
in early June to resolve the war. has agreed to purchase an averap
{Economist. June 5,1982; Financial of 100.000 barrels of Libyan crude
Times. April 30. May 8. 18. and 25. at the OPEC price for the last six
1982- Christian Science Monitor. months of 1982 m return for which
May 6 1982.) Libya will allow Italy J^r years to

! pay 15 percent of the purchase with
Libya no interest charges. Tripoli also

lems." according to Libyan Prime 
Minister Abdessalem Jalloud, who 
was in Rome in late May. {Christian 
Science Monitor. June 7,1982; Wall ■ 
Street Journal. May 14, 25 and 26, 
1982; Financial Times. April 14 and 
May 25, 1982.)

Egypt
• Some headway appears to have- 
been made in recent months to
wards Egypt's reconciliation with 
moderate Arab states. Sultan Qa- 
boos of Oman paid an official visit 
to Cairo in late April after the return 
of the Sinai to Egypt by Israel, and 
Moroccan Foreign Minister Moha- 
med Boucetta was scheduled to 
make the first official Arab visit 
sinCc'Egypt signed the peace treaty 
with Israel in 1979.

In another breakthrough, four 
pan-Arab banks agreed to partici- 

with Chasepate as co-managers 
Manhattan in a $200 million stand
by credit to Egypt. Among the co
managers are; Union des Banques 
Arabes et Frangaises, whose share
holders include the Commercial 
Bank of Syria, the Libyan Arab 
Foreign Bank, and the Banque Ex- 
terieure* d'Algerie; the European 
Arab Bank; the Arab African Inter
national Bank; and the United Gulf

beating in Libya for a year and a 
half. We're starting to leave. We 
have cut production to just about 
zero. We told them we want out."
He said the Libyan government has 
been unwilling to discuss the com* 
pany’s withdrawal.

Mobil, the second largest U.S. oil 
company, had been expected for
some time to follow Exxon Corp.’s , , ;oi
decision in November to relinquish • Following King Hassan s official 

the Baghdad summit of 1979 agreed : i,s oil concessions in Libya. The IHsit to Washington in mid-May, the 
to impose political, economic and Mobil joint venture company’s pro- U.S. and Morocco reached an
diplomatic sanctions on Egypt for duction had fallen from as much as agreement that grants transit nghts
signing* the Camp David accords, ,oo qoO barrels of oil perday in 1981 to Amencan military planes at Mo- 
Sultan Qaboos’ visit was seen as a around one quarter of that level roccan air bases unspecified
first step in a rapprochement proc- ; becauseofthe world oil glut. In Jan- emergencies in the Middle East and
ess. Boucetta’s expected trip was ^ary. President Reagan imposed an Africa. ...............
believed to result in Morocco be- embargo on Libyan oil imports and The U.S. will initially be allowed
coming the first of the Arab states to requested that all Americans work- to use part of the Mohamed v air-

diplomatic relations and ingin Libya return home. port north of Casablanca, but there
could launch a slow reconciliation Meanwhile, in mid-May. another will be no permanent basing ot U.b.

with other moderate Arab American oil company, Amerada i aircraft or military equipment in
Hess, reached an agreement with ! Morocco. The agreement is for six
Libya whereby Tripoli will sell 
crude to the company at a discount i

a

Bank.
Although Oman, along with So

malia and Sudan, did not break dip
lomatic relations with Egypt after

Morocco

resume

process 
states.

Meanwhile, the Arab Steadfast
ness Front, composed of Algeria,
Libya, South Yemen, Syria and the below the $36 a barrel price set by 
PLO, met in Algiers in late May and OPEC. Amerada Hess vjill ex- 
denounced the recent reconciliation change the Libyan oil in Europe for 
attempts. Algeria’s foreign minis- oil that can be brought into the U.S. 
ter, Ahmed Taleb Ibrahimi, reaf- The agreement will cut Amerada’s 
firmed the group’s opposition to the losses of some $3 million a month on
Camp David agreement and warned the Libyan oil it purchases, 
other Arab states against resuming Libya’s oil production has fallen 
diplomatic relations with Egypt. off from 1.6 million barrels a day in 

Saudi Arabia and some of the 1981 to between 200,000 and 
other conservative Gulf states have 300.000 because of the
quietly been encouraging Egypt’s national markets, and the OPl^ de- 
retum to the fold, due in part to the cision to maintain its $36 a barrel
Iran-lraq war. Egypt has been sup- asking price. ^ ,
plying weapons to Iraq and is the Libya retreated slightly from its 
only country with the military hard-line oil pricing policy in early 
strength to assist the country if nec- June by signing a contract with Ita-

i years.
According to State Department 

spokesman Dean Fischer, Morocco 
was not given any additional mili
tary or economic aid in return'for, 
the bases, although Hassan “obvi- 
ously figures that this will improve 
the atmosphere between the two 
countries." said another American 
official.

The Reagan administration will 
reportedly ask Congress for $20 mij- 
lion to upgrade the Moroccan mili
tary airfield at Sidi Sliman. north
east of Rabat, to enable it to handle 
large American troop and cargo 
transports.

Some members of the U.S. Con
gress have recently been expressing
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border in early May and were said 
to have been carrying arms and ex
plosives.

In March, another Sudanese wias 
detained at Khartoum airport after 
having arrived from Addis Ababa 
allegedly in possession of plastic ex
plosives and telescopic sights.

The Egyptian Defense Minister, 
Gen. Abu Ghazali, held discussions 
on details of the defense agreement 
with Sudanese officials in Khar
toum in May. and Nimeiry paid a 
return visit to Cairo in early June. 
(Cairo Radio, May 6 and June 1, 
1982; London Guardian. May 19, 
1982; London Times. May 6, 1982.)

in Casablanca in May. {Le^onde. 
April 9. 16,and 30. 1982.) ^

concern over the strengthening of 
the U.S.-Moroccan relationship.

. fearing that it could drag the U.S.
into the Western Sahara war. The
House of Representatives Foreign ^ standard Oil Co. of California is 
Affairs Committee recently voted seeking bids for the construction of 
to halve the administration s re- oil-producing facilities, a pipeline
quested $100 million in military and a refinery in Sudan, through its
sales credits to Morocco, moved to i f ^evron Oil Sudan Unit and White 
prohibit U.S. military personnel ; Petroleum Co., it was an-
from operating in the Western Sa- ; nounced in early June, 
hara and ruled out American mili
tary training of Moroccans for “of
fensive counterinsurgency” In the 
disputed territory.

Meanwhile, in late April. ,the Pen-

Sudan

\v.

Standard and the Sudanese gov
ernment each hold one-third share 
of the White Nile Petroleum Co., 
while the International Finance 

. , , Corp.. an affiliate of the World
tagon notified Congress that it plans | petroleum In
to sell Morocco 381 Maverick air- i Corp. hold one-sixth
to-ground missiles for about $29 i 
million, to demonstrate “that the f; ^ ^s-mile pipeline will link oil 
U.S. remains willing to support the : producing facilities in southern
legitimate defense needs of Mo- ■ ^ gg^j^g, refinery near
rocco.” Rabak, 150 miles south of Khar-

Amencan policy towards Moroc- ; Therefinery'sexpectedout-
co's involvement in the Western Sa- put is 25-.OQn barrels per day. 
hara war has shifted away from that Chevron claim's to have 400 mil- 
under the Carter administration ijon proven barrels of oil in its 600- 
which sought to link arms sales to ^j|g (-oncession in southern Sudan. 
Moroccan progress on a negotiated i g^, 535Q ^gven
settlement in the war. President , years of drilling. Standard, its par- 
Reagan called King Hassan a firm ent company, has hinted at reserves 
friend of the U.S. dunng their 
White Hoifte talks in May .,lFi/i«M- 
cial Times. May 29, 1982^ New York 
Times. May 12, 21 and 28. 1982;
Washington Post, May 28, 1982.)

\

Tunisia
• Tunisian Prime Minister Moha- 
med Mzali's late April visit to 
Washington culminated in the sign
ing of an agreement for the purchase 
of F-5E jet fighters. M-60 tanks and 
anti-aircraft weaponry, and demon
strated further evidence of the 
Reagan administration’s new focus 
on militar^lhstcad of economic co
operation.

The U.S. plans IIS’increase mili
tary aid to Tunisia from $82 million 
this year to $140 million for fiscal 
year 1983, although the House of 
Representatives Foreign Affairs 
Committee voted in May to main
tain the 1982 level of military aid, 
but supply S31 million in economic 
support, r . . /

Reagan administration policy is / 
to bolster militarily moderate north j 
African countries as part of a “stra-' / 
tegic consensus." Tunisia haa 
sought closer military cooperation 
with the U.S. since the January 
1980 commando raid on the mining 
city of Gafsa, allegedly carried out 
with Libyan assistance.

While Mzali was in Washington, 
however, he said h€ believed Libya 
was no longer attempting to launch 
subversion against the Tunisian 
government. Col. Muammar Qad- 
dafy ‘-has tqld us he wants better- 
relations, and we have taken him aV 
his word.” the Prime'Minister said.

The Reagan administration had 
defended its plans for increasing 
military aid to Tunisia by saying the 
country “is under direct threat from 
Libya and inadequately equipped 
militarily.” But Mzali said the gov
ernment had devoted most of its !

of 10 billion barrels.
1 There are also plans for an $800 
I million refinery on the White N ile at 
I Kosti, but financial support has not 
: yet been found. A consortium of 
, lenders is being sought to finance 

• The Democratic Labor Confed- ,he scheme. (Waii Street Journal. 
eration (CDT) and the opposition 4^ 1982; London Observer.
Socialist Union of Popular Forces | 4. 1982; Sudan Progress.
(USFP) were permitted to reopen ; ^^ppi 1982.)
their offices throughout Morocco in i u
April, nearly a year after they were | • Following an early May visit by 
closed following the Casablanca ri- Egyptian President Hosni Mubarak
ots and demonstrations in June . to Sudan, the Khartoum govern- 
1981 The CDT and USFP had menl invoked its 1976 mutual de-

• called a strike which turned violent fense treaty with Cairo and discus-
and was put down by police. Sev- sions were taking place on deploy-
eral hundred people were reported ment of Egyptian troops along
killed in the unrest. Sudan’s 1.200-mile border with

The measure came a week after a Ethiopia, 
conference convened by King Has- The Sudanese army was placed 
san. a”national colloquium on eco- on alert in May to intercept Libyan-
nomic recovery.” was held, and trained and supported saboteurs al-
both CDT and USFP delegations legedly infiltrating Sudan to desta-
were invited. bilize the government of President

In the wake of the 1981 unrest. Gaafaral-Nimeiry. ^ . .
police detained all members of the Sudan has accused Ethiopia ot 
CDT central bureau and many other giving asylum to Sudanese dissi-
unionists, most of whom have since dents and opponents of Nimeiry
been released. The CDT secretary- and of cooperating with Libya to

• general, Noubir Amawi, and five undermine his regime. Three Suda-
Others were due to appear in court nese were arrested at the Ethiopian

*.■
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deficit^ According to the Finale 
Minister. Ismael Martins, the Ango
lan government received offers of 
credit from U.S. and European 
banks in recent months. The largest 
offer reportedly came from Chase 
Manhattarf after the former chair- 

. David Rockefeller, visited

rica Research Bulletin, May 15. 
1982.)

spending in the past years to deveF 
opment. education, health and agri
culture. neglecting the military. 
“We need to be able to protect our 
coasts, where now we can't even 
prevent foreigners from fishing our 
waters.” he said.

Critics of the increased military 
assistance to Tunisia allege that it is 
dangerous for the Reapn adminis
tration to be shifting its emphasis 
from economic and food assistance 
to military hardware at a time when 
-the country is suffering from serious 
economic problems which have 
been reflected in increased social 
discontent. [Africa Research Bulle
tin. May 15.1982; New York Times, 
May 12. 1982; Financial Times. 
April 30. 1982; Christian Science 
Monitor, April 29. 1982; Washing
ton Post 29. 1982.)

SOUTHERN AFRICA

Angola
• In mid-April. Portuguese Presi- ^“"013 February. Bankers Trust
dent Antonio Ramalho paid offered Luanda a small
the first official visit to Angola by a _„dit line
Western hpd of state since the The loss in revenues from oil has
country s independence in 1975. (he Angolan government to
,His trip was aimed at -mproving re- f3„d ,0 call on 
lations between the former colonial assistance to put port
power and its African ex-colony 1 ^^^king order. Portu- .'

Eanes was accompanied by the , also assisting in reviving agri-
Minister of Industry Y^de md Ex- ®aHural production, as imports of

secretaries of state and a group of | reduced. [Financial Times, .
private businessmen interested in , West Africa,
aeveloping or extending commer- , P ,5
cial links with Angola. I iqb-) >

The Portuguese President held ' and2l.l98..)
discussions on bilateral relations 

• A late April meeting of the execu- with Angolan President Jose Eduar- 
tive bureau of the OAU in Nairobi do dos Santos, and also held talks
failed to find a solution to the im- | Aflu-'T^nd I pula by 10.3 percent against the
passe over the admission of the Sa- the conHict in 5' do^llar. raised domestic inter-
haran Arab Democratic Republic prospects for Namibia s indepen j U.^^’^omia government
(SADR). Polisario's self-pro- .r .^od will dos i spending and froze public and pri-
claimed government, to the organi- ^ . p’nriii i vate sector wages—part of a pack-
zation as its 51 St member state. and Santos announced ‘ J j^jn^gj at correcting its interna-

i°Au t telinejn

jettison the summit if a quorum can- . for work ” n,ay overtake South Africa as the
not be reached. Other OAU meet- ^ the biggest ‘ jpapnendenL^ world's largest producer by the end
ings have been disrupted since the | I j„ j^g Kwanza I •)ibf the decade, currently depends on
SADR was granted admission as Jhe dam was budt on the Kwanza , ,„,^^^,ional Diamond Cartel, •.
Morocco and its supporters have river in . managed by Dc Beers Consolidated'
walked out when the Polisario dele- jf a ^-year Mines of South Africa, for sale of Us •

nre'sS'R^a, »a«,ed a S-li'  ̂ ■ -
member state at a council of minis- f ®»,ill three mines including the new

inAddi,AbabamFcb- A"S»^"J'I'Soing mine which doubled Ihb.
ruary.reaultinginoneoflheorg.n,. counlry's expon potenUal, is cul-
xation's most senous enses^Meim a s n.cU on to Pamtos m older

cooperation in coffee. si«ar. cot- , to maintain the pnee of the gem 
ton. sisal and fruit production.

. Eanes returned to Portugal after of Botswana is considering de 
the four-day visit saying "a new oping other mineral resources
page in the common history” of the eluding coal, platinum and chromq.
iwo .nations had been written. to lessen its dependence on dia-
Meartwhilf. because of a decline in monds. _ . ,
earnings from Angola's main ex- In addition to Bertswana s dia- 
port. oil. the government was con- . mond surplus the 
Bering the possibility of raising recent years has resulted m an al-
foreign loans to reduce the budget ' most total lailure of maize and sor-

Western Saharfli Botswana
i • In April.4he government of Bot- 
i swana devalued its currency, the

These fis-

ber governments are 
between those supporting the deci
sion and those supporting Moroc
co's claim that it was taken in viola
tion of the OAU charter. The OAU 
secretary-general Edem Kodjo 
made the decision to seat the SADR 
without consulting chairman Moi. 
although a sirnple majority of the or
ganization voted at the Freetown. 
Sierra Leone, summit in 1980 to ad
mit the Polisario govecament. [Af-

in-
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S’^tic consumption. The de- . car. The Lesotho Liberation Army portedly involving thousands of 
Irwtion of grazing land in the i (LLA). the military wing of the ex- troops,comesatatimewhenMo-
northem part of the country has ’ iled Basotho Congress Parly. zambique is expenencing economic
forcL many farmers to slaughter , claimed responsibifity for the at- depression and a severe drought
cattle which will however sustain ! tack. Lesotho Prime. Minister which has resulted in shortages of
beef exports (New York Times, Leabua Jonathan accused South foodstuffs and services in major
April 16 and May 13. 1982; Wall Africa of allowing the BCP to towns. In response to reports that
•itreet Journal May 10. 1982; Fi- launch attacks from bases within its focal villagers have acquiesced to
nandal Times', 22 and May 8. territory. The BCP seeks the over- presence of the rebels. Machel
1982- Johannesburg Star, April 17. i throw of Jonathan, who voided the was continuing to organize people s
1982’;£conom»5f,AprillO. 1982.) country’s 1970 election when it ap- militias.

peared that his Basotho National | Machel was also expanding bilat- 
; Party would lose to the BCP. (Fi- ^ ^operation with Portugal, its 

„ . .. nandal Times, May 29. 1982; fornfor colonial ruler. A military

S r.dfd^errth?rouS Lynold Chaziya. and the cemral ! ,^es and could result in Portuguese
flnw nn esotho's Malibamatso and bank governor. John Tembo. to the : military instructors working in Mo-5 hw^^ ^ U.S. to negotiate loans. Malawi’s i zambique. And in late May. a gift

- A^fra-rvlalhtsin ' i Currency, the kwacha. was deval- from'the Portuguese army believed
While soL of the loni^f^ ef- «edby 15 percent against the curren- , ,o fo^yude machine guns and other' foc^^of the project includSting cies of comit^ry’s rnam tradmg and ammunition arrived in

■ South Africa’s water needs'for flle ! partners. Britain South Africa. , Maputo.
next century as well as an expected i West Germany and,Zimbabwe. , Also, a Franco-Portuguese con-
revenue increase equal to the entire-J -.^he devaluation was described , jortiumwona$200millionccaitract
revenue of the Lesotho gpvern- v'by a central bank spokesman as one | torenewanagingrailwaylinebe-
ment, observers note that the pro- ^ m^w^Uas ■ tween Malawi and Mozambique,
ject will bring few extra benefits for ! strenethen the fwhich is land-locked Malawi s mam
•the people of Lesotho. The project ; been hurt by faHing ^^o^'d p'nces for 400-mile line is

. will not effect the annual exodus of | majOr f close to collapse due to heavy traf-
100.000 workers from Lesotho tea groundnuts, •rnd cotton as f-,g rerouted along it in response to
seeking jobs in South Africa’s i wh .n guerrilla activity against othermTnes.'and the resulting hydroelec- |. Twfth a i routes in the south,
tricity will not make the country en- 'v ‘qLu Exolora- ' the Soviet'Union is also increas-
ergy independent. i ing military aseistance to Mozam-

Future agricultural development t'O" ^ I- JIh efr i ake bique following the visit to Maputo
will also be restricted since a high for oil ^as on the bed of Lake ^ ^epichev with a
percentage of Lesotho’s already Research'Bulle- high-level Sfjviet military delega-arable land will be inun- 21, m2 Af^c an Research Bulle- And in early June, the Mozam-
dated. Construction, which could fm. April n,i national security director, -

- .V begin as early as 1987, will probably Mozambique George Costa, defected to South
be financed by a consortium coordi- - i Africa, claiming the Soviet Union

' nated by the World Bank^^_/l-<->v ; b,-In early June, Mozambican go - , drying to dominate the country
In other economic newsTthe gw- ernment troops , launched a major j .

ernment rejected proposals by De offensive against bases and posi- | Africa. (New York Times, June
Beers Consolidjited Mines to avert lions held in Manica provinc^^ the i g J9g2;/r,'„a„£./a/rfoies, April 29,
Ihe closing of the Letseng-La-Teria South African-backed Moza^hbique i and June 4. 1982;LondonG»ar4/-
diamond mine, which accounts for National Resistance (MRM), which fon June 1, 1982; Maputo Radio,
70 to 80 percent of Lesotho’s export has been attempting to destabilize May 10,1982; A/r/ca Reseorf/i B///- .* ’
earnings. De Beers ftad suggested President Samora Machel s govern- . April 30.1982.).
that the government, a 25 percent ment by sabotaging road, rail and 
partner in the mine, defer collec- pipeline links to Zimbabw^The ac
tions of a sales tax levied on the ' tivitiesofthe MRM have effectively

disrupted Zimbabwe’s ability to de
velop trade routes via. Mozam-

Lesotho

r

scarce

:*•

South Africa »
• The death sentences of tltree 
young members of the banned Afri-
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can National Congress were com- 
■muted to life imprisonment in June, 
a move which followed an interna- i 
rtonal campaign for clemency that 
had the support of the Regiggn ad- j 

.ministration. i
The administratibn had backed a 1 

UN Security Council resolution of j 
April 9 that asked Pretoria to com- j 
miite the sentences and last month j 
Secretary of State Alexander Haig ; 
cabled the UN secretary-gfeneral re- i 
affirming support for the resolution.

The three men, Petrus Mashigo,
20, Naphtali Manana. 24. and John- 

Lubisi. 29. were convicted of
and fo!? Ibot’ctedSc^ otl\ m^rS municado under the 14-day deten- i rorism Act trial 
police station. They were sentenced .tion law. Section 22 of the General black rade union ^he
to death although no one was killed ; Law Amendment Act. other three have apparently oeen
in the incident. {WashingUm Post, ; Among the detainees were the or- Y i mmern on'Ac
June 6, 1982; SoMrtan, May 24. i ganization's general secretary Si- f 

- 4q82"i pho Ngcobo. the treasurer, Mrs. gett because an inquest is under
. . ■ Bafedile Rampete, and the Kagiso way. In June, a statement Aggett

• A series of sabotage bombings branch chairman. Mfana Mtshali. made shortly before his death was
was carried out in late May and i j^ree other executive members of made public; the union activist de-
early this month apparently by the j already in jail, serving | tailed alleged torture by the security
banned African National Congress, j ^gnj^nces ranging from 18 months police. (London Times, June 3, 

On June 4. an explosion in a Cape i years for refusing to testify in i 1982; May 13.1982.)
Town building housing the ^ the trial of Khotso Seatlholo, who | , j^ent Americans
versial Presidents Council killed ^as convicted ih March of conspir- havejoined the board of directors of
“"nlTw 3 bomb blasts destroved ^ ing to overthrow the government. anA^ericansobsIdiaryofConsoli-

On June 3. bomb blasts destroyed in June. Azanyu s acting presi- jatedGold Fields of London, which
overhead power lines on the rai dent. Nhlanganiso Sibanda, was de- ^ jj. ■ gontrolled by the giant

^ road between Johannesburg and ,r,i„ed under Sec,»n 22.-^e presi- ; ^llJfrfrTnSnglomera.e. An^^
Sowetoi jlent, Nthuteng Seleke, has been j Amprican/De BeersOn June 2. explosions destroyed j isoned since March. (Srnmrm. ^xheu s subsidiary, the Amcon

00^0, SfhaSf lay May 25 and June 4. ,982.1 ■ , Oroup. added ,he ou,side direerors
fmmwhieh^South Africa's expand- ' • The South African govemmenl ■ in an apparent effort to be seen as a
ina coal exDorts are shipped Two has claimed that three of the five po- ^ "serious long-term investor" in the
Ser blasts^wrecked a £g fuel de- ! Htical detainees put in psychiatric u .S.. in the words of its chairman.
S befong ngtoth^Jrtnc^ i hospitals recently had faked (heir The new Jrectors are: StansfieW
nan7Total 4 illnesses as part of "a conspiracy to j Turner. CIA director in the Carter

On May 28. bombs in Hector- j highlight mental illnesses, thereby ; administration; Irving Shapiro,
' snoiii 70 miles from the Mozambi- gaining publicity. ' former Du Pont chairman. Cecil

caY^horH^rdamaeed a transformer ' The claim came in a letter from Andrus, Interior Secretary during
substation operatfdljy the govern- i the departing ambassador to Wash- j theCarteradministrationtand Ben-
ment-owned Electridty Supply | ington. Donald Sole, in response to i ,on Love, chairman of Texas Corn-
Commission and set fire to a^ritish I questions from 32 senators and rep- | merce Baneshares Inc.
petroleum fuel denot i resentatives. Amcon. controlled by Minorco.

In ann ireni retaliation the ANC 1 Specifically. Sole said that Tho- Anglo American’s Bermuda hold- 
represStative in Swaziland and his ; zamile Gqweta and Sam Kikine , ing company set up to make North
wife were killed on June 4 when 1 leaders of the South African Allied American investments, ov^ins 22
rhetcar blevi up m,Zcu,l Times, » Workers' Union, as well as Esther j percent of Newmont Mining rorp.,
Junes. 1982; London Giu/rt/irm. I Levitan, were faking mental illness wTiich has holdings in South Africa
w,.„,Q iQB-) 1 ' when they were hospitalized. Dr. and owns 25 percent of the big U.S.

y~ • — I Liz Floyd, girlfriend of Dr. Neil Ag- mining company. Peabody Coal.
• Six members of the Azanian Na- j gett who died in police detention, ^Ne^v York Times, June 1. 1982.)
tional Youth Unity (Azanyu) organi- j and Rene Roux were genuinely ill, 
zation were detained in May in a se- according to Sole. . u ,
curity police swoop on their homes All have since been released, but 
in Kagiso, Krugersdorp and So- Gqweta and Kikine were re-de-
weto. They were being held incom- ! tained in May for an upcoming Ter-

" Blacks boycott Coca-Cola
I A major boycott of Coc^-Cola products was under way in the eastern
' Cape and Transvaal, organized by a black trade union.

The General Workers’ Union of South Africa (Gwusa) launched the 
boycott in May after the company continued to refuse to recognize the 
union or re-hire 250 workers dismissed from its South African Bottling 
Co. subsidiary in Port Elizabeth last October. The Transvaal secretary 
of the union. Donsie Khumalo, said that companies which did not 
negotiate with unregistered unions were “exploiting and dividing

unions

.
il
t -

Gwusa is seeking support for the boycott from other trade 
and has received the bucking of the Geneva-based International Union 
of Foodworkers. (Soiretun. May 14 and 24. 1982; Johannesburg Star, 
May J5. 1982.)son

• Manpower Commission statistics
covering January to September 
1981 show that average earnings of 
all race groups increased 20 percent
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fore publication, where it was 
viewed “at high level” three times, 
and then published with “certain 
amendments.”

After the Star report. Prime Min
ister Pieter Botha warned that legal 
action may be taken against news
papers which print “speculative 
and reprehensible” stories about 
arms sales.

For years, Pretoria has been fos
tering military ties with Argentina 
and other so-called “pariah” na
tions. Particularly controversial 
was the posting of four Argentine 
military men to South Africa as dip
lomats from mid-1979 to 1981. 
Among them was Alfredo Astiz, a 

i reputed torturer now held by the 
I British and implicated in the tor- 
i ture-deaths of French and Swedish 

nationals. The others were also re
ported by a South African newspa- 
per^to have been operators of the 

I Escuela Mechanica de la Armada, a 
notorious Buenos Aires detention 
center where 5.000 people were 
killed.

manufacturing industries are geared 
to the South African'market. (Jo
hannesburg Radio, May 5 and 18, 
1982; South African Digest, May 
14. 1982.)

but the gap between white and black 
wages widened. -

The commission’s report said the j 
growing difference between white ; 
and black wages was to be expected |
because most skilled workers are .
white. It also pointed out that the ; • The Pretoria-appointed authofi-
biggest increases in earnings for i ties of minuscule KwaNdebale 
blacks and Coloureds (mixed-race homeland in northern Transvaal 
people) were in civil service jobs, haveaskedthegovernmentfor“in- 
thus demonstrating that the govern- dependence.” 
ment is making an effort to close the 
gap. (Johannesburg Star^ May 29.
1982.)

KwaNdebele was created in 1980 
out of 16 farms north of Pretoria. It 
is now little more than a chain of

. ASInsap^r—«saS i SSroV
export privileges abolished for the dumped by Pretoria. Only 23

^ / A^^Vrican^rade hdicoD ' percent of the population have jobs. 
.Ss i There is one iown. which has a leg.

The Commerce Department said 
in May the firm violated U.S. law 
when it bought the 11 helicopters 
and spare parts from an American 
company, stating on its export li
cense application the aircraft were 
bound for Indonesia. Instead ‘Jie ^

5/«/-. May 15.1982.) ; ^ possibility that South African ^
• Dr. Mamphela Ramphele. one of j businessmen will establish a Sun 
the founders of the black conscious- | 

movement, had her ban and !

islative assembly, government of
fices. ^school and 8 few businesses, 
mostTsof them belonging to the^ ).* 
homeland’s authorities. None of the 

j KwaNdebele cabinet attended high 
school.

If and when “independence” is

There was speculation that the 
four men. all attached to the Argen
tinian embassy in Pretoria, oper- 

1 ated as a team to help train the 
; South African security police.

(London Observer. May 30, 1982; 
I Johannesburg Star. May 29. 1982; 

Johannesburg Radio. May 24 and 
25. m2: Africa Now, May 1982.)

City-like casino complex in Kwa
Ndebele. which is even closer to 
Pretoria than the BophuthaTswana 
entertainment center. (London Ob
server. May 28; 1982; Sowetan, 
May 25. 1982.)

ness
banishment to a rural area 220 miles 
from Soweto extended for a further 
two years in May. i Zimbabwe
• Trade between South Africa and
slVbniion \ast'^year"^doubk •British officials reacted with | porarily living or work^g in South
1978 fiEure. Pretoria boasts that it ! open skepticism to South African j Africa have effectively been refused
trades with 47 of the 51 OAU na- ' government denials in June that it new Zimbabwean passports by
tions despite their political hostility was providing anti-ship missiles and their These Zimbab-
to the whUe-minority regime. Mirage spare parts to Argentina for .weans hold old Rhodesian pass

An indication of the expanding use against Britain in the South At;, ports.
1 '“te a.nh„s followed repom i„ p„nrw"S;E ™ bee'L g/n.ed 

ited South Africa on business trips. the Johannesburg Star that sea- throughtheZimbabweantrademis-
A further 210,662 Africans visited ‘ skimming Gabriel missiles (manu-

faclured under Israeli license) and tain’diplomaticrelalions),only Zim- 
aircrafl spare parts were loaded babweans under age 16 or over 60 
aboard a Uruguayan cargo plane in have received them, 
a remote cornerofCape Town’s air- One white Zimbabwean, who is

not yet eligible for South Afrcan 
citizenship, and who was refused a 
new passport, said:“l think it is a 
disgrace that they should take away 
my birthright.” He said an official 
told him that the refusal was proba-. 
bly because he lives in South Af
rica. (Johannesburg Star, May 29. 
1982; Sowetan, May 26.1982.)

• Some 5.000 Zimbabweans tem-

the country on vacation and 11.939 
arrived for studies. ^

"" Zfmbabwe has been foremost in 
the effort to break away from eco
nomic dependence on Pretoria, but 
if trade figures are any indication, 
there has been only limited success.

. Last year. South Africa bought 21 
percent of Zimbabwe’s exports, 
while providing 25 percent of its 
neighbor’s imports. Because of 15 
years of sanctions', which ended in, 
1980. major sectors of Zimbabwe’^

port.
According to the Star, the allega

tions “had been circulating for 
some weeks” and the newspaper 
got its story from a “a high-level 
and authoritative source.” Under 
the nation’s strict censorship laws, 
the Star submitted the report to the 
Department of Foreign Affairs be-

•t-
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“?r?-r^;iiTe cimmissidn-s report said the hannesburg Radio. May 5 and 18, and then published with certain
growing difference between white |982. 5o^/, African Digest, May Min-
and black wages was to be expected , 14,1982.) ister Pieter Botha warned that legal
because most sk4lled workers are , . • j ^ action mav be taken against news-white. It also pointed out that the . • The Pretona-appomted auth^- J “speculative
biggest increases in earnings for ! ties of minuscule KwaNdeh«le P P stories about
blacks and Coloureds (mixed-race i homeland in northern Transvaal ^ p
people) were in civil sei^ice jobs. have asked the government for "in- arm^^
thus demonstrating that the govern- dependence. tprine militarv ties with Argentinament is making an effort to close the KwaNdebele was created in 1980 other sS^called ‘Uriah" na-
gap. (Johannesburg 5/«r May 29, I out of 16 farms north of Pretoria^^ Particularly controversial

" "hTUH. c^mU\n which tens 5 was the posting of four Argentine
• A Singapore firm has had its U.S. [uousands of Ndebele people have military men to South Africa as dip-
export privileges abolished for the 'oo’ats from mid-1979 to 1981.
ne^ 19 years .because it illegally nonUtion have Among them was Alfredo Astiz. a
sold used" American-made helicop- ; toTn wS ha7 ‘ reputed torturer now held by the
,ters to South Africa in 1978. j S^ernmLt of- British and implicated in the tor-

The Commerce Department said 's'atjve assem y. g ture-deaths of French and Swedish
in May the firm violated U.S. law ; belonging to the U nationals. The others were also re-when it bought the 11 helicopters *lj^nH‘s^aiuhorities^NLeofthe''^ ported by a South African newspa-
and spare parts from an American i ^ecto have been operators of the
company, stating on its export li- '1 KwaNdebele cabinet attended high | Mechanica de la Armada, a
cense application the aircraft were -‘indenendence" is notorious Buenos Aires detentionbound for Indonesia. Instead, the ,7,U" people IMn^in the , center where 5.000 people were
firm, Jamson Aviation and Spares. f anted all the people imng m ^
sold the helicopters to South Africa. Sr NdlSles living acrosfsomh ! There was speculation that the 
which then sent them to Rhodesia. : ^ be of foeir ' four men. all attached to the Argen-
novy Zimbabwe. (Johannesburg eiSship TherV s tinian embassy in Pretona, oper-
Smr, May 15,1982.) ! Si^hil.iv St Wh African i ated as a team to help train the
• Dr. Mamphela Ramphele. one of ! businessmen will establish a Sun | fL“‘doJ^o),‘;SrrMa73o’’t9S' 
the founders ofthe black conscious- i city-like casino complex in Kwa- ; Mai 29 982-
ness movement, had her ban and i Ndebele. which is even closer to ! J^dio Maf 24 and
banishment to a rural area 220 miles Pretoria than the BophuthaTswana | SfrvUou ' Mav 1982 )
from Soweto extended for a further , entertainment center. (London O/;- i 25.1982. A/m « Non, May 1982.) 
two years in May.

f

server. May 28; 1982; Sowetan. 
May 25. 1982.) Zimbabwe

• Trade between South Africa and 
the rest of the continent reached 
$2.4 billion last year, double the 
1978 figure. Pretoria boasts that it 
trades with 47 of the 51 OAU na
tions despite their political hostility 
to the white-minority regime.

An indication of the expanding
trade was the 1981 statistic showing ! lantic.
that 49 463 people from Africa vis- i The denials followed reports m 
ited South Africa on business trips. the Johannesburg Star that sea-

skimming Gabriel missiles (manu
factured under Israeli license) and 
aircraft spare parts were loaded 
aboard a Uruguayan cargo plane in 
a remote corner of Cape Town's air-

: • Some 5.0(X) Zimbabweans tem- 
• British officials reacted with | porarily living or workipg in South 
open skepticism to South African i Africa have effectively been refused 
government denials in June that it new Zimbabwean passports by

providing anti-ship missiles and their government. These Zimbab-
i Mirage spare parts to Argentina for .weans hold old Rhodesian pass-

against Britain in the South At-, ports, which are no longer valid.
Reportedly, of the very few pass

ports which have been granted 
, through the Zimbabwean trade mis

sion (the two countries do not main- 
tain diplomatic relations), only Zim
babweans under age 16 or over 60 
have received them.

One white Zimbabwean, who is 
not yet eligible for South Afrcan 
citizenship, and who was refused a 
new passport. said:“I think it is a 
disgrace that they should take away 
my birthright." He said an official 
told him that the refusal was proba-. 
bly because he lives in South Af
rica. (Johannesburg Star. May 29. 
1982; Sowetan. May 26.1982.)

was

use

A further 210,662 Africans visited 
the country on vacation and 11.939 
arrived for studies. ^

Zimbabwe has been foremost in 
the effort to break away from eco
nomic dependence on Pretoria, but
if trade figures are any indication. .... *•
there has been only limited success. tidns "had been circulating for

some weeks" and the newspaper
got its story from a“a high-level 
and authoritative source." Under 
the nation’s strict censorship laws, 
the Star submitted the report to the

port.
According to the Star, the allega-

Lust year. South Africa bought 21 
percent of Zimbabwe’s exports, 
while providing 25 percent of its 
neighbor’s imports. Because of l5 
years of sanctions', which ended in>
1980. major sectors of Zimbabwe’s Department of Foreign Affairs be-
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has also hampered the development of 
Lesotho, one of the least-developed 
nations in the world. But Lesotho's 
problems, both political andeconomic. 
are only panly of its own nlaking. They 
result more fundamentally from its 
history as a British colony and its con
tinuing status as a labor reserve for the 
South African economy.

As American professor Richard 
Weisfelder explains, however; "A 
natural human reluctance to concede 
that their nation is less than master of its 
own destiny has led Basotho to hold 
their fellow nationals accountable for 
the failure to achieve their desired ob
jectives. ... It has [thus] been possible 
to organize a body of the discontented 
against any political incumbent.”

Although Lesotho ha| -but little to 
distinguish it. in economic terms, from 
a South African •‘homeland” or 
“bantustan.” Basotho people in gen
eral resent such comparisons. They are 
proud of their internationally recog
nized status as an independent nation 
and a member of the Organization of • ^ 
African Unity and the United Nations.
And they revere the memory of the re
markable Chief Moshoeshoe I — an
cestor of both the present-day ceremo
nial monarch and the prime minister — 
who in the first half of the last century 
molded together various tribes into a 
homogenouJ Sotho nation.

For many years the Basotho main
tained their independence against Zulu
and Boer alike, but in 1868. when it be
came prudent to accept British protec-

A general election ha^ been prom- 
A ised for Lesotho fo|- the near fu
ture. 12 years after the fcoup of 1970 
when Chief Leabua Jonathan, with 
army backing and Southf African assis
tance. suspended the Wdstminster-style 
constitution and retuseii to hand over 

after his party's defeat at the

South Africa

Pitsenq
2^MASERU

Nt notes a

t Mnteleng 
^ OachD s
^^Loujhing

4
power 
polls.

Such promises have been made be
fore. but “circumst^ces" have pre
vented their realization. Among the cir
cles of Jonathan’s. Basotholand Na
tional party (BNP), such circumstances 
translate as the delicate security situa
tion. whereas for followers of the main 
opposition Basutoland Congress party 
(BCP), they are interpreted simply as 
the unwillingne^^ of the ruling party to 
submit itself to the popular will.

The security situation remains deli
cate. with attacks by the South Afri
can-backed Lesotho Liberation Army 

the increase over the past year. 
Likewise the ruling party can hardly be 
credited with a sudden desire to return 
to its democratic roots. Perhaps the 
BNP now believes that the BCP is too 
divided and politically compromised to 
pose a significant threat at the polls.

m

Perhaps they believe that the Basotho 
people will recognize some of the ben
efits brought about since independence 
and that they will affirm their confi
dence in the established leaders to em
bark on radical strategies in an attempt 
to overcome 
pendence on surrounding South Africa.

If international pressure has been 
significant in persuading the govern
ment to hold elections, such pressure 
has certainly not been evident. Indeed, 
the flow cf international aid to Lesotho, 
particularly from the United States and 
Western Europe, has continued to in
crease since the general election results 
of 1970 were officially disregarded.

Without doubt, the absence of demo
cratic forms of government has led to 
considerable unrest, sporadic upris
ings. and guerrilla attacks, as well as 
state repression and detention and mur
der of some opposition sympathizers. It

Lesotho's structural de-

on

{

/
/

/
Adrian Clark, an Irish citizen, has been 
working and writing in Africa lor the past 
10 years and is currently based in 
Lesotho.
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i
lives. During this time they are not?- 
mally kept in single-sex compount^ 
and hostels and subjected to South Af
rica’s harsh apartheid laws, without 
having any political rights in that coup-

adult male population is absent on the 
mines and industries at any one time 
and over 70% of income in rural house
holds (over 90% of the total population) 
is made up of remittances from migrant 
workers. Meanwhile a mere 40,000 
(6% of the labor force) are in formal 
employment at home.

Lesotho produces little over one-half 
of its food requirements and has a large 
and growing balance ot payments de
ficit that is financed through dues from 
the Southern African Common Cus
toms Union, aid, and migrant remit
tances. At the same time, Lesotho car- 

the burden of providing health, 
education, and other services for those 
who contribute to the South African 
economy through their labor, without 
receiving any budgetary transfer to 
offset costs. Certain observers have 
therefore argued that by the criteria of 
fiscal integrity, control of labor migra
tion, and even poiitical sovereignty, 
Lesotho is an archetypal labor reserve 
economy — not unlike the South Afri
can “homelands.”

What this means in practice is that 
most Basotho men are away from home 
for about 15 years of their working

tion, they were forced to accept the loss 
of the kingdom’s best land and much of 
their national autonomy. Thereafter, 
Lesotho’s colonial history is essentially 
one of transformation from a grain re

fer the region into a reserve of try.
Meanwhile the women are left to 

look after the children, the home, and 
the few acres of agricultural land. The 
absence of male labor during certain 
agricultural seasons reduces food pro
duction and the separation o# husband 
and wife leads to family problems and 
haphazard arrangements for the rearing 
of children. The high rates of illegiti
macy, sexually transmitted diseases, 
and certain other health problems, as 
well as the considerable degree of fam
ily violence, are attributable in a lafge 
degree to the migrant labor system.

Despite these considerable social 
defects of the migrant labor syndrome, 
the main immediate danger to Lesotho 
is not the continuation of the system but 
the decreasing numbers of new

available for the mines. The

serve
cheap labor for the gold mines, farms, 
and industries of South Africa.

The British administration facilitated 
the process by assiisting labor recruit
ers, by imposing various taxes, and by 
neglecting development of the local 
economy. This, combined with popu
lation growrh, land erosion, land short
ages, and the uncertainties of rain-fed 
agriculture in a semiarid environment, 
led rapidly to a situation in which more 
and mpre households became depen
dent on labor migration to South Africa 
for their very subsistence needs.

With the formation of a customs 
union and currency union, and the de
velopment of commerce and finance 
through large South African concerns, 
Lesotho became almost totally inte- 

' grated into the wider South African

ries

con
tracts
mines have steadily professionalized 
migrant mine work, taking people for 
longer contracts, paying them more, 
and accepting fewer novices. In the 
words of one mine recruitment official: -■ 
“Miners used to live at home and vjsil 
the mines; now they live at the mines 
and visit their homes." •

The implications are serious for 
Lesotho. Each year well over 10,(X)0 
young people pass the primary school 
exams, whereas the rate of job growth , 
rarely reaches 2,000 in a good year and 
only 3,500 novices can be expected to 
be employed by the South African 
mines. Others may of course, at con
siderable risk, enter the Republic ille
gally in search of work and some may 
join the small informal sector in 
Lesotho. Many thousands of semiedu- 
cated youngsters each year will join the 
ranks of the unemployed.

The obstacles facing any government 
in this miniature country (about the size 
of Maryland or Belgium) are formida
ble. The lack of success of the BNP 
government in significantly improving 
the economic position is more a result 
of Lesotho’s historical and geographi
cal situation,than a measure of the lack 
of democratic and dynamic govern-

economy.
Today. 16 years after independence, 

the above situation remains fundamen
tally unchanged. Over one-half of the

ment.
The ruling party cannot, however, bePrime Minister Jonathan with Ntsu MoKhehle, leader of the opposition BCP, In 

happier times
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absolved of blame;'indeed many will 
argue that it has in some ways further 
entrenched Lesotho’s dependence on 
South Africa during its 17 years of gov
ernment. The party initially received 
strong support from the South African 
government, which saw Chief Jona
than’s conservative party, with its 
backing by the powerful Catholic 
Church, as a usejul bastion against the 
pseudo-socialist and pan-Africanist 
policies of the older Basutoland Con
gress party, led by Ntsu Mokhehle.

Pretoria persuaded Jonathan to ac- 
, cept advice, assistance, and support 

from the South African Nationalist 
party. South Africans were placed in 
key government positions after the 
BNP won the 1965 pre-independence 
elections. The BNP government sub
sequently followed a pro-South African 
and strongly anticommunist line. South 
African refugees were muzzled and a 
largely hostile civil service was gradu
ally weeded out. Jonahan’s government 

cooperated closely with South

THTT^

7

•* >
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Maseru: A new shopping center built with South African capital and the Lesotho 
National Development Corp.

even
African police and bowed to South Af
rican opposition to the establishment ol 
certain industrial enterprises in Lesotho 
that threatened to compete with those in

at Letseng-la-Terai, worked by De 
Beers, which makes up more than half 
the country’s visible export earnings. 
Tourism is as yet in its infancy as a rev
enue earner and the potential for hyd
roelectric power remains untapped. 
Wool, mohair, and livestock are im
portant revenue earners but agriculture 
in general has declined in recent years. 
Agricultural production is severely 
handicapped by the lack of arable land 
(only about 15'!(’). droughts, and soil 
erosion, as well as by the lack of male 
labor and modern infrastructure and 
practices. Manufacturing industry 
(mainly bricks, canning, textiles) is as 
yet limited (4% of gross domestic prod
uct). having been completely neglected 
during colonial rule.

In 1975 a World Bank team pin
pointed the country’s major economic 
constraints as the lack of skilled man
power. lack of natural resources, the 
low absorptive capacity, and the dif
ficult geographical position. The gov
ernment subsequently accepted its rec
ommendations to create employment 
through industry, commerce, 
tourism.

This policy has had little impact to

ernment views and has limited em
ployment in its labor-intensive schemes 
mainly to card-carrying BNP members. 
The creation of a nominated interim as
sembly in 1^74, which continues to in
clude some opposition figures, did little 
to placate the general population but did 
serve

the Republic.
This pro-South African line is con

sidered as one explanation for BNP’s 
defeat in the 1970 elections (the BNP 
won 23 seats vs. the BCP’s 36). At this 
point, however, Jonathan’s South Afri- 

legal advisors, along with officials 
of the German Konrad Adenauer Foun
dation. successfully persuaded him to 
remain in power, with promises ol fur
ther support. And apart trom a slight

to improve the government’s in
ternational image.

In recent years the government has 
seen fit to exploit international hostility 
towards South Africa in order to in
crease Western economic and political 
support. Jonathan has developed a 
populist style similar to that of some 
Bantustan leaders, and has risked the 
occasional burst of rhetorical denunci
ation to align bimself with widespread 
hostility to apartheid. Such denuncia
tion increased after the 1976 Soweto 
uprisings and the independence ol the, 
Transkei homeland in the same year. 
The subsequent closure of Lesotho’s 
borders with the Transkei resulted in a 
special UN program of assistance 
amounting to over $100 million.

Apart from the labor force and the 
impressive mountain range and rivers, 
Lesotho has few resources. Mining is 
limited to one significant diamond mine

can

hiccup in relations between the United 
Kingdom and Lesotho, the Western
world largely concurred in this situa
tion.

Since the coup, the government has 
maintained control of the country 
through a highly centralized decision
making structure, police repression (in 
1974 approximately f.OOO people, 
mostly unarmed, were killed by police 
after an abortive coup), strict control of 
the civil service, and through accep- 

of large amounts of foreign aidtance
money. It has severely limited labor or- 
ganizationand in April^is year made it and
illegal for bank employees to go on 
strike. It has refused bursaries to stu
dents who are known for their antigov-

45
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ment has been more successful in en- market. And the 50% literacy rate, 
couiaging investment spending and in which was long regarded as excep-
developing the physical, institutional, tional, has now been surpassed y
and social infrastructure necessary for many African countries, 
the emergence of a triie national econ- Progress has been made, with U.S. 
omy Most such investment has gone and Danish assistance, in establishing 
into road construction, such as the appropriate rural health pro^ams, and 
Southern Perimeter Road, in which the the government has eventually despite 
U S Agency for International Devel- opposition from the powerful Catholic 
opment is closely involved. Church, embarked on a population

date. The National Development Cor
poration (LNDC) has busily advertised 
the good investment opportunities in 
Lesotho by virtue of its low wages, tax 
shelters, training grants, and easy re
patriation of profits, as 
privileged access to South African and 
European Community markets 
(through SACUA afid the Lomd Con
vention, respectively).

well as its

\
:>■

' Si

As most of the male labor force is working in South Africa, mui

More lifoney has been spent over the 
past few years on education and health, 
which historically have been the pre
serves of the Catholic and Presbyterian 
(LEO churches. A World Bank and 
Irish government-funded technical 
training program is attempting to move 
secondary education away from its 
largely academic bias, but schools’ 
curricula are still remarkably inappro
priate for the preparation of school 
leavers for an extremely limited job

management program (which seeks to 
reduce population growth from 2.3% 
per annum to 2.1%).

Early government attempts to create 
jobs through agriculture were distinctly 
unsuccessful and have been supplanted 
by labor intensive road construction 
programs that appear to have more po
tential. Food-for-work schemes (sup
ported by the U.S. Catholic.Relief Ser
vices and World Food Program) have 
provided food to families in need but

AFRICA REPORT • July-August 1982

Its most spectacular achievements 
have been in creating new shopping 
centers and assisting in the establish
ment of international hotels and a num
ber of largely South African-owned 
small manufacturing and assembly 
plants. Such ventures have created only 
a few thousand jobs and their main ben
efits would seem to have accrued to in
ternational investors.

If results in job creation have been 
generally disappointing, the govem-
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hostages of the apartheid system. In
volvement in Lesotho is also one means 
of trying to keep the country sweet for 
investment opportunities and is a means 
of exerting some control on events in 
South Africa.

Lesotho depends heavily on the West 
but in terms of international politics it 
maintains a nonaligned stance. Despite 
opposition from Western powers and 
South Africa, diplomatic relations have 
recently been established with Cuba, 
the Soviet Union, and Albania, al
though none of these nations has as yet 
any presence in the country.

At the same time, Lesotho has joined 
the newly formed association of 
majority-ruled southern African states 
(SADCC), although not the Frontline 

It has provided refuge and as-

have had little development impact. 1 
Fears are expressed that such programs 
serve to entice people away from ag- j 
ricultural production and accusations 
are often made that government uses 
the handouts to engender political sup
port.

Total agricultural production der 
creased during the 1960s and 70s and
the country is dependent tor around half j The powerful Catholic Church is the
its food supplies on South Africa. After largest In the country and has openly

' supported Jonathan s BNPa series of disappointing area-based 
projects, the government has, ironi
cally, now embarked on a massive pro
gram that may actually decrease the 
number of jobs in agriculture.

The Food Self-Sufficiency Program 
aims to make the eountry self-sufficient 
in maize and wheat within five years.
To do so the government has entered 
into contracts with South African farm
ers to plough, fertilize, spray, and har
vest fields that are loaned to the pro
gram by Basotho farmers. The gov
ernment is meanwhile purchasing its 

equipment and -agricultural sup- 
' plies to extend the program to the whole 

country. The farmers welcome the 
project (and the area under cultivation 
is already twice the initial estimate) for 
they reap 509{- of the harvest without
having to provide any input in terms of | provide for local consumption and ex
capital or labor.

The dangers of this program are 
strikingly evident. Unless the country 
experiences consistently good climatic 
conditions and yields are comparatively 
high (around three tons per acre) the 

stands to lose a lot ot

(

project, but the government insists that 
it is necessary to lessen dependence on 
surrounding South Africa. Others are 
concerned at the increasing expendi
tures on the armed forces, which are 
often seen as forces of internal repres
sion rather than national defense.

One important project that seeks to 
promote Lesotho's independence is the 
Highlands Water Project, estimated to 
cost about $1.25 billion and described 
as the biggest such project in the world. 
The project, which has long been hin
dered by disagreement with South Af
rica, will comprise five dams. 70 miles 
of tunnels, and 3 HEP stations that will

states.
sistance to large numbers of South Af
rican refugees and has successfully im
proved its relations with the South Afri
can liberation movements, particularly 
the African National 'Congress (ANC). 
The ANC and Pan-Africanist Congress 
(PAC) were previously more closely 
aligned to the historically more radical 
BCP. but the latter h^s forfeited their 
support through its evident collabora
tion with South Africa. There is plenty 
of evidence, for example, to show that 
the “Lesotho Liberation Army." 
headed by the leader of the BCP. re
ceives at least tacit support from Pre

own

port.
Many of Lesotho’s major projects 

heavily reliant on international aid 
and finance, and despite the poor per
formance of Lesotho in terms of human 
rights and democratic rule, the gov
ernment has been remarkably success
ful in securing such aid trom the West 
(over 609c of all development expen
ditures). The United States.- United 
Kingdojji. West Germany. European 
Community, Canada, Ireland, and 
United Nations are all substantial 
donors in projects ranging from an 
abattoir and mohair-spinning project to 
the development of a national pony stud 
and international airport. The World 
Bank, African Development Bank, and 
OPEC are also important providers of

are
toria.

Whether such collaboration has af
fected the popular support for the oppo
sition BCP is difficult to tell. Certainly 
the exiled opposition leader, Ntsu 
Mokhehle, retains the respect and al
legiance of huge numbers of Basotho in • 
the country and in the South African 

The question of who would

government 
money on the program — maybe $20 
million. Storage facilities have not been 
adequately planned and farmers 
only tangentially involved in the opera- 
tiofirffrihe'project, their skills are not 
being improved, and agricultural pro
duction is becoming increasingly de
pendent on high-technology inputs 
from the industrialized nations.

Self-sufficiency may be achieved but 
at the cost of increased dependence on 
Western technology and with many of 
the deleterious effects that have accom
panied other "Green Revolutions."

The Lesotho government is not nor
mally^ prone to making expenditures on 

'^3% (hxury projects, as sometimes wit
nessed in other Third World countries. 
The planned international airport is 
criticized in some quarters as one such

are

mines.
triumph in fairly conducted elections is 
still an open one.

But even if the BCP were to win the 
forthcoming elections (probably early 
1983), it is hard to see what new 
policies it could implement to enable 
the country to escape from the South 
African stranglehold. Maybe the most 
that can be expected from such elec
tions is that they may bring peace to this 
troubled country. Real development in 
Lesotho will have to wait until the lib
eration of South Africa as a whole, al-

-jj*-

finance capital.
It is ironic that many of the donor 

countries have substantial investments 
in South Africa itself, which is largely 
responsible for the structural underde
velopment of Usotho. Maybe they as
sist Lesotho to show the world that they 
are sensitive to the plight ol one ol the

though even this will be no panacea for 
Lesotho’s problems. □
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Black Reactions to Reagan

.•f . .

BY MIRIAM LACOB

said they befieved the present United 
States government was providing both 
financial and moral support to the South 
African regime.

This conviction was expressed even 
by community leaders like Ellen Kus- 
wayo,
member of the last “realistic,” or mod
erate, generation. “Sometimes I think ^
Mr. Reagan is a racist. Sometimes he 
gives me the impression he would do * 
well in white South Africa,” she said. 
“Maybe Mr. Reagan is more hooked to 
the wealth of South Africa, and there
fore to the color of the people who hold 
that wealth,” she added.

Black disapproval of the changed 
diplomatic climate has already been felt 
by the United States diplomats in South 
Africa. Many black leaders, including 
Bishop Desmond Tutu, head of the 
South African Council of Churches, 
and Zwelakhe Sisulu, the banned 
former president of the Media Workers 
Association of South Africa, are refus
ing to meet with members of the Rea- 

administration. Leaders are also 
refusing invitations to American-spon
sored events or at least making no par
ticular effort to get to them.

Kuswayo, for example, said she had ' 
accepted an invitation to meet Herman 
Nickel, the newly appointed ambas-
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home” signs during his visit to Soweto.
lntervie.ws with a wide range of po

litically aware black South Africans, 
including journalists, trade unionists, 
and community leaders, revealed a 
community that has noted a distinct 
shift in American policy towards Pre
toria by President Ronald Reagan’s 
administration — a community in no 
way convinced that quiet diplomacy 
and a “more positive and reciprocal 
relationship” between the two nations, 
as advocated-by Assistant Secretary of 
State Chester Crocker, will effect any 
meaningful reform in South Africa.

Blacks spoke instead of the Reagan 
administration’s muted response to the 
death in detention of trade unionist Neil 
Aggett, contrasting it with the presence 
of two senior U.S. diplomats at the fun
eral of black consciousness leader 
Steve Biko during the Carter adminis
tration. They expressed reservations 
about the American role in the stalled 
Namibian negotiations and pointed to 
an apparent silence on the part of the 
Reagan administration on th6 enforce
ment of the Reverend Leon Sullivan’s 
employment principles for American 
firms doing business in South Africa. 
Despite expressions of abhorrence at 
apartheid by senior members of the 
Reagan administration, the -majority

A n episode in “Marabi,” a play 
A about backyard life in prewar 
Johannesburg that was recently staged 
there, makes ironic reference to what 
appears to be a rapidly fading image of 
America. A shady impresario, seeking 
to win over George, a young black 
musician, offers him a saxophone from 
America.

* George is ecstatic. “America? If it 
from America it’s got to be 

come from

who described herself as a

comes
good.. All the b^t things 
America,” he says. But asked to repeat 
the lines after the show, the actor added
his own. “That’s not true any more, is 
it?” he said.

His was a common response in a 
community that at the consumer level 
still aspires to American goods, slang, 
and entertainment, but at the political 
level is_voicing anti-American senti
ment that some say was first expressed 
in 1976, when then Secretary of State 
Henri' Kissinger was greeted with “go

gan

Miriam Lacob, a South African by birth and 
« graduate of the Columbia School of 
Journalism, recently returned to her 
homeland for the first time in two-and-a- 
half years. #

a
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of alleged former African National 
Congress (ANC) and South-West Af
rica People’s Organization (SWAPO) 
members before the commission for 
that purpose, received negligible 
coverage in the United States but exten
sive and mostly uncritical publicity in 
South Africa. Although several English 
press reports clearly stated the hearings 
were not an administration event, men
tioned the State Department’s discom
fort, and described Denton’s position as 
peripheral in the Reagan constellation, 
members of the black community did 
not make the distinction. Most said if 
the hearings were not run by the ad
ministration they were at least con
doned by it. It was a view echoed by a 
black South African employed by the 
American Embassy, who described the 
subcommittee as a “political ploy to 
justify the .ilnited States government 
helping the South African govern
ment.’’

South African media, especially the 
government-controlled broadcasting 
service, gave major prominence to the 
testimony of Crocker, described in the 
Johannesburg Star as “the man who 
guides United States policy on Africa,” 
and to that of a young-Ciskeian woman, 
Nokonono Kave, who has since re
turned to South Africa under govem- 

protection and dropped out of

Crocker’s statement to the subcom
mittee that the United States “categori
cally condemned all terrprist and vio
lent acts by SWAPO and the African 
National Congress” was widely inter
preted as revealing America’s alliance 
with the South African authorities. It 

also interpreted as a statement of 
opposition to the liberation organiza
tions many black South Africans sup
port at least in principle. Recent polls in 
South Africa reported wide support for 
the ANC, founded in 1912 and banned 
in the 1960s. This support was voiced 
despite the fact that under South Afri
can security laws, mere membership in 
a banned organization carries the pen
alty of two years in jail.

“The guy’s [Crocker’s] utterances 
about what black people term liberation 
movements, describing them as revo
lutionary and saying we shouldn’t ex
pect to get assistance from America, ^ 
has caused pwople to give up on

sador to South Africa, to ‘' hear what he but many more in South Afnca in the
had to say” in Johannesburg. But she face of bannings, detentions, and 

id she would be unwilling to travel to Aggett’s death in detention, he said, 
the American Embassy in Pretoria, 30 He also indicated that the effects of 
miles away, for the same purpose.

A briefing held by Nickel in Johan
nesburg for local journalists was 
boycotted by the Voice, the country’s 
only black-owned newspaper, and was 
attended in strictly token fashion by 
Sam Mabe, a journalist with the Sow- 

. Mabe, who arrived too late for the 
briefing, said he was not much con
cerned at missing the event.

Black South Africans employed by 
the American government complain of 
political pressures they experience 
from,the community as United States 
employees, saying they are socially os
tracized for their connection. “You are 
looked on as a sellout because of Rea
gan’s [policy of] constructive engage
ment. 1 try to explain it, but to no 
avail,” said one.

A white U.S. foreign service officer, 
who served in South Africa during part 
of the Carter administration, com
plained of personal difficulties he has in 
advocating “constructive engage
ment” to members of the black com
munity. “I have few prbblems pushing 
constructive engagement for Namibia,

sa

the black “boycott” have not gone un
noticed. “A lot of Afrikaans doors are 
open to us, and a lot of black doors are 
closed to us. Some were closed before, 
but now it is more than previously,” he 
said.

The most recent events that observ
ers, like Black Sash president Sheena 
Duncan, claim have “seriously dam
aged” the black community’s vtew of 
the Reagan administration were the 
March Senate subcommittee hearings 
on security and terrorism presided over 
by conservative Alabama Republican 
Jeremiah Denton and his assistant Joel 
Lisker. The hearings were conducted 
with the open assistance of the South 
African government. Lisker, who 
traveled to South Africa to collect in
formation before the hearings, was 
quoted in the Johannesburg Star as 
praising the South African government 
for its cooperation.

The subcommittee hearings, which 
purported to show the role of the Soviet 
Union, Cuba, and East Germany in 
“fomenting and supporting” terrorism 
in southern Africa and paraded a string

etan

I

ment
/sight.

Pace Commercial College I

^^1
« was

’■it!;*’'*' ■
litllliiUUI

•V.
nnactions to Pace College, a commercial high school In Soweto funded by 
American business, have been mixed among black South Africans
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what their record is on human -commented on wide speculation about 
the whereabouts and connections of the 
Ciskeian woman, who apparently re
ceived royal treatment from the South 
African government on her return. This 
included a radio interview in which she 
claimed the ANC worked closely with 
the Palestine Liberation Organization 
in planning terror activities in South 
Africa.

"1 don’t think that poor child has a 
chance of walking upright in any street 
in South Africa and declaring her iden
tity,” said Kuswayo. “We didn’t be
lieve what she said,” she added, noting 
that her skepticism was increased be
cause the South African authorities are 
being so “gentle, generous, and loviig 
with this one.”

To South African observers the 
Denton hearings represented the epit
ome of the Reagan administration’s 
anticommunism, which they claim is 
taking precedence over concern for 
human rights and clouding the admin
istration’ s judgement.

“1 think the United States govern
ment is allowing South Africa to define 
the nature of the security problem in 
southern Africa, that is, to argue that it 
is essentially a struggle against com
munism,” said University of Wit- 
watersrand industrial sociology lecturer 
Edward Webster.

“The United States is prepared to 
levy sanctions against Russia and Po
land, because it is fighting commu
nism, and it is prepared to use a carrot 
with South Africa, because it i^ .ghting 
apartheid. 1 can only draw one conclu
sion, that they are more concerned with 
the Soviet Union than they are con
cerned with apartheid,” he added.

Webster, himself accused and ac
quitted in 1975 of “furthering the aims 
of communism,” noted that Bar- 
tholemew Hlapane, one of the first 
former ANC members to testify before 
Denton, was also the “number one wit
ness” during his own trial. Hlapane 

^ was described in a column by Star jour- 
S nalist Nimrod Mkele as an “old-timer” 
E rehashing a statement he first made in 
I 1964.
o Tutu also strongly Criticized the Rea- 
I gan approach. “They are so blinded by 

their obsession with communism that 
basically they are saying, ’Any enemy 
of communism is our friend; we. don’t

care
rights’.... You ought to explain to me , 
why the United States has this extraor
dinary penchant for backing the wrong 
horse.”

Possibly of more concern to Ameri
cans was a widely expressed cynicism 
about America and its relationship to 
South Africa regardless of who is in the 
White House.

“The United States is part of what 
we are suffering. 1 see them [American 
leaders] all the same way. There was a 
time when the Kennedys were making 
happy noises and people believed there 
might be pressure coming from the 
Americans, but it was qll an illusion. 
There was never any type of pressure 
for change in this country. In fact, what / 
has been happening through the years is 
they have been strengthening their ties 
with South Africa, and what Reagan is 
doing now is a culmination of earlier 
ties,” said one community leader, who 
spoke from the perspective of 18 
months in solitary confinement and a 
banning order.

To many, apparently. Western busi
ness ties with South Africa coupled 
with capitalist economics are inimical 
to change. “There is no difference be
tween the American situation and South 
Africa’s; they are both capitalist coun
tries. ... Anyone who becomes presi
dent of America can’t be a man of the 
people,” said a student activist who 
claimed to have seen the inside of every 

in Pretoria in the course of his

America,” said one prominent black 
journalist.

The testimony, however, that ex
cited the most talk in the townships and 
was most exploited by government- 
controlled and conservative media was 
that of Kave. The black response, with 
the exception that of Rave’s uncle, Cis
keian President Lennox Sebe, was that 
Rave was a “paid agent” of the South
African government.

In her testimony. Rave claimed to be 
friend of Biko, joining the ANC after 

she fled South Africa in 1976. She told 
the Demon hearing a detailed story of 
torture, rape, and threats tollowing her 
defection from the organization in Rus
sia. Several English-speaking newspa- 

most notably the Rand Daily

a

pers.
Mail, discounted her origins and tes
timony, describing it as “a few bizarre 
allegations about drugs and rape.” 
Elsewhere, however, as in the Sunday 
Times, the country’s most widely read 
newspaper, which usually takes a 
strong line against the ANC and 
SWAPO, it was described as a “tale of 
stark terror, of rape, of a poison attempt 
on her life, and of being drugged and 
hospitalized in a Soviet psychiatric 
ward.” Only at the tail ehd of Rave’s 
saga did the newspaper note skepticism 
expressed in Washington and by the 
woman’s Canadian sponsor over her 
origins and motivations.

Most blacks, questioned on their re- 
to the hearings, immediatelysponse prison

harassment by the South African
police.

Asked if they perceived a difference 
between Reagan’s policies and the 

strident human rights orientation

• • •

more
of the Carter administration, many re
sponded with cynicism, citing the ex
periences of Andrew Young, former 
U S. ambassador to the United Na
tions, who “even became unpopular in
his own country,” in Ruswayo’s 
words, because of his alleged Third
World orientation.

“Carter was slightly better; he bluf
fed the people and some of us bought 
the story. Reagan is bluffing and 
none o^us is buying the story,” said 
African Writers’ Association President 
Mothobi Motluatse.

“At no point were the people im
pressed,” said a Cape Town commu-

At a consumer level, South African 
blacks may aspire to American goods, 
but on the political level they voice 
anti-American sentiments
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nity organizer. “Ordinary people 
would see things at face value and say 
he [Carter] was a good man and all that, 
but not the people who are politically 
involved. We see Reagan in the same 
way.”

- mSHOES
MADE IN AMERICA

Cynicism about the effect of any
thing other than concerted Western ac
tion was also expressed by an Inkatha - 
spokesman, Gibson Thula, who wrote 
in an article in theSrar that “most black

i
P t
w ■people realize that the Western coun

tries, no matter how antagonistic to 
apartheid a particular government may 
be, are not going to champion the cause 
of blacks in South Africa actively and

tBolibsbtri'
.T'

L F
■ ■»

■ *

■;! ■ .1:;»
aggressively.”

The negative attitude was also ex
tended to American business interests 
in South Africa and their relationship 
with black employees, despite the fact 
that many do pay superior salaries to 
local firms, and despite a major invest
ment by the American Chamber of 
Commerce in the construction of Pace 
College, a commercial high school in 
the heart of Soweto. American corpo
rate businessmen at a chamber luftch- 

spoke earnestly amongst them
selves of the pressures they experienced 
from the U.S. as signatorks to the Sul
livan Code. Asked if th# still experi- 

the pressure under the Reagan ad-

>■I 'LS r

I
3
I
I
seon I

Many blacks ballewe the present U.S. government provides financial and moral 
support to tha South African regime

ence
ministration, they earnestly said they 
did. In an interview minutes later with a 
banned community leader, however, 
the principles were dismissed as "a lot 
of hot air."

“Equal opportunity employer 
nice slogan,” said a black executive for 
an American advertising agency,

.flhey never checked what it means to 
black people. It means applying every 
aspect of democratic America to South 
Africa; but they don’t, they hide behind 
the laws of the country.”

Pace College, projected to cost oyer 
$6 million at completion, opened last 
July to 263 students and is expected to 
have a full enrollment of about 600 stu
dents by 1985. With a teacher-to-pupil 
ratio of about 20 to 1, far smaller than 
that of most Soweto schools. Pace, 
housed in a stunningly beautiful build
ing, has experienced intense competi
tion for admission; but at the same time, 
reaction to the school has been mixed. 
Some members of the community 

"the kind of

try,” said Tutu. "But let them not think 
it legitimizes their being here. It will 
not count in their favor, because they 
are not doing us a favor.”

Tutu's words could be interpreted as
representing an approach diametrically 
opposed to constructive engagement. It 
was an opinion expressed by many 
blacks, tempered by the opinion that 
American disengagement from South 
Africa is unlikely. Asked what kind of 
policy they thought America should 
follow, many expressed the opinion 
that there is little outside agents can do, 
and that the task rests with the black 
community itself.

“1 don’t think the Reagan method 
will lead to change. The South African 
situation is unique; we have to solve it
ourselves. 1 can’t see it anyJSnWr way,”
said Shakes Sikhakane, general secret-

foreign investment we need,” but 
others criticized the commercial orien
tation of the school and its relativelywas a
high fees.

Rex F. Pennington, former head- 
.master of an. exclusive Natal boys’ 
school and now head of the college, 
said l^f the students pay the. full 
$ 1,409
dents are on “full bursaries,” which 

parents must come up with a

"but

means
$400 balance, a sum that one observer 
commented could represent several 
months’ earnings for a typical black
worker.

“It would be more helpful if it was 
the kind of school where they were 
churning out graduates who would help 
the community, not just fill the need foi; 
black business ,graduates,” said jour
nalist Carol Mathiane.

“1 don’t mind, let qs ha^'e part of the 
money they are getting out of our coun-

ary of the Food and Beverage Workers’ 
Union. ^

praised the project as
51
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BY EDWARD KANNYO

♦

only major economic partner of Latin 
American countries on, the African 
continent.

South Africa took the initiative in 
forging links with Latin America as part 
of its efforts to break out of growing 
political and diplomatic isolation in the 
1960s. The major instruments used in 
this campaign were the political ex
ploitation of a shared, “anticommu
nist'’ ideological outlook and the slow

Y atin American countries face a de- 
licate problem in balancing their 

economi&and political ties with inde
pendent Africa on the one hand and 
those with South Africa on the other. 
The past two decades have witnessed 
the consolidation of African indepen
dence, a growth of Third World con
sciousness, and the expansion of trade 
between developing countries. This 

period has seen South Africa’s
President Bordaberry of Uruguay was 
visited by former South African Prime 
Minister Vorstersame

emergence asan intermediate industrial 
power, expanding commercial, politi
cal, and military links with similar 
states round the world, some, but by no^ 
means all of theqi, pariahs themselves.

Thus, PreWria has sought vigorously 
to expand its economic links with in
dustrializing stales in the Latin Ameri
can region, notably Brazil, Argentina, 
and Chile. With some, the basis for 
contact has been ideological compata- 
bility, a right-wing philosophy that 
claims to set Western, Christian values

but steady creation of a financial infra
structure designedNo facilitate penetra
tion of Latin American economies.

One of the earliest major South Afri
can ventures into the Latin American 
region involved an invitation extended 
to the country by the Inter-American 
Development Bank in May 1965 to join . ^

17-nation consultative group to pro
vide capital goods, finance, and techni
cal advice in a $285 million develop
ment program for Ecuador. This invi
tation stemmeiTout of South Africa’s 
expressed interest in projects totalling 
$50 million. They included modenji- 
zation of Ecuador’s railroad, water, and 
sewage systems, bridge building, and 
the development of the country’s fish
ing industry.

South Africa’s foreign minister. Dr.

against atheistic cdmmunism. With t^e 
exception of Cuba, which has identified 
itself with the anticolonial and anti
apartheid cause since its 1959 revolu
tion, most Latin American states have 
maintained' or established links with 
South Africa and with black Africa as 
well. This growing triangular relation
ship has the potential for mutual gain as 
well as contradictions and conflict.

Economic and political links be
tween Latin America and black, Africa 
are a relatively recent phenbmenon. 
Until the 1970s, South Africa was thfe

a

Edward Kannyo is director of the Africa 
Project of the New York-based Interna
tional League for Human Rights.
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Hilgard Muller, and the secretary for 
commerce and industry, H. Kotzen- • 
berg, visited Brazil, El Salvador, 
Paraguay, and Uruguay in July 1966. In 
Brazil, the delegation discussed trade 
expansion and arranged fbr a Brazilian 
trade delegation to make a fact-finding 
tour of South Africa, which was carried ^ 

in September and included '' 
Portuguese-controlled Angola and 
Mozambique.

Later, the South African government 
announced that it would make a line of 
credit available to Latin American 
states, and, by 1968, Brazil and 
Ecuador had availed themselves of it. 
South African Minister of Economic 
Affairs Jan Haak announced in 
November 1968 that the South African 
Reserve Bank would purchase* $1.9 
million worth of bonds made available 
by the Inter-American Development 
Bank. This purchase allowed South 
African contractors and exporters to

t ■

logical cooperation, and the other re
lated to economic cooperation and in
vestment. When he returned home. 
General Stroessner announced that 
South Africa had accorded Paraguay a 
loan of $20 million.

Senior South African civil servants 
visited Paraguay and Uruguay in 1975.
In Paraguay, they sighed agreements 
involving plans for South Africa to 
build two sugar plants and a pulp pro
cessing plant; investment in two hydro- _ 
electric projects that Paraguay was , 
building jointly with Brazil (Itaipu) and 
Argentina (Yacireta); the provision of a 
$34.2 million line of credit for the pur
chase of South African equipment and 
services; and the financing of the con
struction of buildings to house the 
Ministries of Justice and Foreign Af
fairs. In Uruguay, the discussion cen
tered on tourism and beef exports.

South African Prime Minister JohnX 
Vorster returned General Stroessner’s 
visit in August 1975; in the course of 
the Jtrip, loans totaling $6.2 million , 

arranged to assist road building, 
housing, agriculture, and the liquidity 
of a Paraguayan bank. Vorster also vis- • 
ited Uruguay and met President Bor- 
daberry. The South African Industrial 
Development Corporation offered the 
Uruguayan Fuel Alcohol and Cement 
Authority a $15 million credit and aid 
facility for the construction of a cement 
plant in the city of Paysandu. A South 
African mission visited Uruguay in 
May 1976 to negotiate the construction 
and financing of two refrigeration

tender for any development projects fi
nanced by the bank in the member 
countries.

The Uruguayan minister of finance 
and chairman of the Central Bank of 
Uruguay visited South Africa in 1973 
and, as a result of discussions held be
tween officials of both countries. South 
Africa deposited $14.3 million in the 
Central Bank of Uruguay and bought 
$7.1 million wortlCdf treasury bonds 
from the bank. The following year, 
Paraguay’s General Alfredo Stroess
ner, one of Latin America’s most de
spised dictators, made an official visit 
to South Africa. It was the first official 
visit by any non-African leader (Dr. 
Banda of Malawi had visited South Af
rica in 1971) and represented a dip
lomatic coup of sorts.

In the course of the visit, two treaties 
were signed by the foreign ministers of ^ 
both countries: one concerned cultural 
exchanges and scientific and techno-

out

• ■ were

plants.
. Since the^70s. South African eco
nomic linkfwith Latin America have 

dramatically. South Aftfcan in-•grown
dustry has developed export markets 
for steel and steel products, chemicals, 
and other industrial products. Minerals 
and other raw materials have also been 
exported to Latin America.

Brazil and Argentina are South Af- 
rica’s principal economic partners in 
Utin America. Table 1 indicates the 
evolution of trade between South Af
rica and Brazil and Argentine between 

,1974 and 1980.
Trade statistics do not give a full ac

count of South Africa’s involvement in
the Latin American economies. For one ,

1'

} I

in^SSUmUig^razirratate oil company has a contract to conduct oil 
exploration In Angola
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/
Argentina. Recently, plans have been 
announced to export South African-^ 
made color television sets. In'1981, 
sales of the South African Krugerrand 
gold coin were launched in Argentina. 
Argentina has exported processed^ 
foodstuffs, leather goods, machine 
tools, agricultural machinery, chemi
cals, textiles, table sets and cutlery, 
building materials, and home appli
ances to South Africa.

As in Brazil and elsewhere in Latin 
America, one important way in which 
South African capital has penetrated the 
Argentinian economy has been through 
joint venture arrangements. One such 

involved the formation of a. 
joint fishing company. MARASA, 
created by Mar Am^tino S.A. Pesqu- 
era ahd two South Ahi^n companies, 
Rentmeester Beleggings and Willem 
Barends. The joint company would 
possess the largest fishing fleet in the 
southern .hemisphere and one of the 
largest in the world. The controlling 
share would remain in Argentinian 
hands while the South African compa
nies would supply most of thq,.fleet of 
trawlers and a 31,000-ton fishmeal 
factory ship.

Another important area of growth in 
South'African-Argentinian economic 
relations has been tourism, Under an 
agreement between Aerolineas Argen- 
tinas and South African Airway;, there 

regular direct flights between the 
two countries. Emptesa Argentina 
Lineas Maritimas (ELMi^), the Argen- 

^tine shipping***#*, has a regular steam
ship service to South Africa. In 1979, 
Argentinian tourists spent $20.7 mil
lion in South Africa. South African 
Airways and Aerolineas Argentinas 
carried 20,000 passengers between 
South Africa and Argentina in the same

m1981, Ambras acquired a controlling 
interest in MorrcvVelho. De Beers, the 
South African diamond concern, lias 
been prospecting for diamonds in Mato 
Grosso. In' 1981, South African in
vestments in Brazil were estimated at 
$98 million.

In 1969, South African Airways in- 
augi^ted a weekly flight from Johan
nesburg to New York via Rio de 
Janeiro, the first route to link South Af- 
rica and Latin America. Varig, the 
Brazilian aiMine, set up a reciprocal 
service in 1970.

South African interest in Argentina 
has been directed towards mining, par
ticularly the exploitation of the coun
try’s untapped deposits of copper, coal, 
iron ore, and oil, commercial agricul
ture, construction, fishing, and chemi-

thihg, many exporters and importers 
disguise their dealings with South Af- 

iiHea by using third countries or con
cealing the origin and destination of - 
trade items. Secondly, over tjje years.
South Africa has acquired substantial 
investments in key Latin American 
countries-, particularly Brazil and Ar
gentina.

One important area activity that 
has attracted South Afri^n capital and 
enterprise in Brazil has been mining. In 
1973, the South African Anglo- 
American Corporation established a 
Brazilian subsidiary, Anglo-American 
do Brasil (Ambras),, and announced 
that it had created two companies^in 
partnership with the Brazilian Industria 
e Commercie ^Mineiros SA and the 
U.S. Bethlehem Steel to carry out a 
search for precious as well as base met- cals, 
als in the country. In J975, Ambras 
purchased a 499}- holding in Mono
Velho, a .gold mining group in Minas . j
Gerais; in Unigeo, a company business with South Africa established 
prospecting for gold and bas .netals in the Argentina-South Africa Chamber of 
Bahia; 309f in BraseX, an explosives Commercefin Buenos Aires. By 1978, 
factory chain; 50% of Rolta, a con- membership in the Chamber of Com- 
struction consortium (the other :50% merce had increased to 247. The South 
held by the South African RobertsXZon- African-Argentinian Chamber ol 
struction); 40% of Sopermi. a diamond Commerce opened in Johannesburg in 
prospecting company; and shares in a 1978.
fertilizer factbry built by South African South Alrica has exported iron, 
Louis Luyt’sFertchemlnteniiiiional. In steel, manganese, land asbestos to

venture

Economic rejations between the two 
countries have developed steadily since 
the 1970s. In 1973.11 firms engaged in

are

'

. period.
If Argentina and Brazil have been 

South Africa’s St important eco- 
; country’s entrep- 
glected other Latin

i mp
nomic partners 
reneurs have m 
American countries. Shaft Sinkers, an . 
Anglo mining subsidiary, has.

contracts in Bolivia, Chile, and 
Peru; General Mining, which Anglo 
helped capitalize in the 1960s, has been 
involwd in prospecting for gold and 
other minerals in Venezuela. The two 
major South African construction com
panies, Roberts Construction and Con-

out

- President Stroessner of Pere^ey paid the first official visit by a non-Africen ^
leader to South Africa In 1974. Ho is shown hero (right) with President Pinochet 
«f Chile
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I South African capital penetrates Latin American economi*. via joint venturaa In araaa suen aa i.anana

American countries, particularly in the 
naval sphere. South Africa has sta
tioned permanent military attaches in 
Argentina. Bolivia, Chile, Paraguay, 
and Uruguay. Argentina and Paraguay 
maintain similar missions in South Af
rica. In 1978. Lieutenant General 
Robert Rogers, commander of the 
South African air force, visited Argen
tina and Chile; Sind in 1979. General 
Magnus Malan. then chief of the South 
African Defense Force, visited Argen
tina. Chile. Paraguay, and Uruguay. In 
1981. South African Rear Admiral 
Marthinus Albertus Bffcker visited 
Chile.

Three members of the Chilean ruling 
military junta visited--South Africa in 
1981. They were General Cesar Men
doza Duran, director of the Cara- 
bineros; Genera^Femando Matthei. 
head ofThe Chilean air force; and Ad
miral Jose Merino Castro, head of the 
navy. In speeches made during Admiral 
Merino’s visit, he and Gene[al Con- 
stand Viljoen. chief of the South Afri- 

Defense Force, reportedly stressed

had constates in the Dominican Re
public. Guatemala. Panama, and Peru.
In 1981. South Africa accredited its 
first resident ambassador in Santiago. 
Chile.

South Africa has suffered some 
majflr reverses in her diplomatic push in 
Latin America. In 1974. in reaction to 
United Nations and African pressure, 
Mexico closed its consulate in Pretoria. 
On November 28. 1979. South Africa’s 
ambassador to El Salvador, Arehibald 
Gardiner Dunn, was kidnapped by 
guerrillas of the Fuerzas Populates de 
Liberacion-Farabundo Marti (FPL). 
One of their demands was the termina- 

of diplomatic relations with South 
Africa. A few hours after the abduc
tion. the new military regime, which 
had overthrown General Carlos Hum
berto, broke diplomatic relations with 
South Africa because of her apartheid 
policies. The government claimed that 
the decision had been made before 
Dunn’s abduction. In October 1980, 
the guerrillas announced that they had 
put their captive to death. Following the 

, overthrow of the regimes in Grenada 
and Nicaragua in 1979. both countries 
broke off, diplomatic relations with 
South i^ca.

South Africa has established military 
relations with a number ot key Latin

cor, have obtained contrdets in Latin 
American countries.

* In recent years,. South African ex
parts to Latin America have included 
cement and fertilizer plants to 
Guatemala, Paraguay. Tlnd Uruguay; 
mining equipment to Brazil, Bolivia. 
Chile, and Peru; agricultural equipment 
to -Brazil and Paraguay; heavy en
gineering equipment to Argentina, 
Brazil, Paraguay, and Peru; and tele
communications equipment to Ven- 

■ ezuela. In 1980, apart from Argentina 
and Brazil. South AtVica’s principal 
trading partners were Chile, Colombia, 
Ecuador, Mexico, Peru, Uruguay, and 
Venezuela.

In contrast to its spectacular success 
■ in penetrating Latin American 
V»:onomies, South Alrica s diplomatic 
and political achievements in the region 
have been less impressive. Up to 1980. 
Argentina. Bolivia. Brazil, Costa Rica, 
Paraguay, and Uruguay maintained 
diplomatic missions at the ambassado-' 
rial level in South Africa, while Col
ombia, the Dominican Republic. 
Guatemala,'Panama, and Peru main
tained consular missions in the country. 
South Africa had diplomatic repre
sentation at the ambassadorial level in 
Argentina. Bolivia. Chile. Costa.Rica, 
Paraguay, and Uruguay. South Africa
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Chile’s and Soufh Africa’s c^mit- - 
raent to "the fight against corai/unism
and support foi^he ideals of a free 
Christian society.”

In 1981. Chile was reported to have 
purchased Crotale surface-to-air mis-
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and the former Portuguese colonies.
Table 2 indicates the growth of trade 
between Brazil and black Africa.

Brazil’s trade with black Africa has 
now surpassed its trade with South Af- ^ ^ 
rica. With black Africa, Nigeria is now * ’ 
the-most important trading partner.^ la^ 
1980, total trade between the two** 
countries amounted to $250 million 
(20% of total trade with black Africa). 
These factors are closely related to 
Brazil’s increasing pfforts to identify it
self with Africa’s political aspirations.

As with South Africa, Brazil’s black 
African economic relations have not 
been confined to commercial ex
changes. Joint ventures, participation 
in African financial institutions, and 
technical assistance have all formed 
part of Brazil’s economic penetration of 
the African economies. Examples of 
these activities include a contract be
tween Angola and a subsidiary of Pet- 
roleos Brasileiros S.A., the Brazilian 
State Petroleum Company, to search 
for oil in Angola; the creation of a Bra- 
zilian-Nigerian commission to coordi
nate joint ventures; Brazilian assistance 
to Ivory Coast for the production of soy 
beans; the participation of Brazilian ex
perts in Nigeria’s livestock and ag
ricultural industries; and Brazilian 
management of supermarkets in An
gola. In the financial sector, Brazil has 
acquired 20% of the Banque Interna
tionale pour I’Afrique Occidentale 
(BIAO). , S

Brazil’s political rap^chement 
with black Africa has invofved public , 
dissociation from and even public criti
cism of South Africa’s policies. An im
portant example of the shift in Brazil’s 
policies has been the change in her at
titude towards the hoary idea of creat
ing a “South Atlantic Treaty Organiza
tion’’(SATO). -

For at least the last 10 years. South 
African political leaders and strategists 
and conservative leaders and groups in ,, 
Western Europe, the United States, and 
South America have advocated the cre
ation of a politico-military alliance, 
along the lines of the 
Treaty Organization (NAtO), involv
ing South Africa, Argentina, Brazil, 
Chile, Uruguay, and possibly 
Paraguay. The rationale behind diis 
proposal has always been the alleged 
Soviet or "communist’’ threat to the

declaration with the visiting Nigerian 
commissioniT for foreign affairs in 
which the two officials agreed on the 
right to self-determination and inde
pendence and repudiated “apartheid, 
colonialism, and all forms... of col
onialism.” Three months later, the 
coup that was to lead to the dissolution 
of the Portuguese colonial empire took 
place in Lisbon.

siles manufactured in South Africa 
under license from France. This trans
action suggests the possibility of South 
Africa’s using Chile to beat the interna
tional arms embargo with the latter as a 
middle man.

Navy vessels from Argentina and 
Chile regularly call at the key South 
African base of Simonstown. In 1977, 
the South African navy participated in 
the ‘‘Unitas XVII’’ naval exercises, 
which involved the ships of Argentina, 
Brazil, Colombia, Uruguay, and Ven
ezuela. In 1981, the Chilean training 
vessel Esmeralda called at Cape Town 
at the invitation of South Africa. The 
visit coincided with the South African 
Republican Festival.

In recent years, the sustained cam-' 
paign waged by African states and the 
United Nations against apartheid and 
growing economic links with black Af
rica have led some Latin American 
states to adopt a more cautious ap
proach toward political relations with 

- South Africa. Brazil, the most powerful 
South American state, has taken the 
lead in this shift.

For a long time, Brazil’s economic 
links with Africa were mainly restricted 
to the former Portuguese colonial pos
sessions through the special relation
ship that existed between the two coun
tries. During the governments of Janios 
Quadros and Joao Goulart (1961-64), 
there was some attempt to move 
Brazil’s foreign policy close to the 
nonaligned states, but this effort was 
cut short by the “anticommunist” coup 
of 1964. Up to the early 1970s, Brazil 
generally supported' the Portuguese 
colonial regime in spite of criticism by 
African and other states in the United 
Nations and elsewhere. By the begin
ning of the 1970s, however, the expan
sion of the Brazilian economy, the de
velopment of detente between the 
Soviet Union and the United States, and 
the country’s growing needs for mar
kets and oil led her to reach out to>lack 
Africa and other regions that had been 
outside her traditional sphere of eco
nomic and political activities.

In 1972, the then Brazilian foreign 
minister, Mario Gibson Barbosa, vis
ited seven African states. In January 
1974, in a significant departure from 
the country’s previous position, 
Brazil’s foreign minister signed a joint

TAMA Is the trademark of Interbras, 
which markets Brazilian goods
overseas

In July 1974, Brazil recognized the 
Partido Africano de IndepSndencia da 
Guin6 e Cabo Verde (PAIGC) as the 
“legitimate ruler” in Guinea-Bissau 
and Cape Verde. The next year, the 
country surprised many observers when 
it became one of the very first to recog
nize the Movimento Popular de Liber- 
tagao de Angola (MPLA) regime at a 
time when many leaders in Western 
countries and elsewhere were raising an 
alarm over the Cuban and Soviet con
nections of the Angolan leadership. 
Since then, Brazil has expanded eco
nomic and political ties with black Af
rican countries, particularly Nigeria

h Atlantic
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and the former Portuguese colonies. 
Table 2 indicates the growth of trade 
between Brazil and black Africa.

Brazil’s trade with black Africa has 
now surpassed its trade with South Af- ^ 
rica. With black Africa, Nigeria is now , ’ 
the •most important trading partnerla 
1980, total trade between the two* 
countries amounted to $250 million 
(20% of total trade with black Africa). 
These factors are closely related to 
Brazil's increasing ffforts to identify it
self with Africa’s political aspirations.

As with South Africa, Brazil’s black 
African economic relations have not 
been confined to commercial ex
changes. Joint ventures, participation 
in African financial institutions, and 
technical assistance have all formed 
part of Brazil’s economic penetration of 
the African economies. Examples "oT" 
these activities include a contract be
tween Angola and a subsidiary of Pet- 
roleos Brasileiros S.A., the Brazilian 
State Petroleum Company, to search 
for oil in Angola; the creation of a Bra- 
zilian-Nigerian commission to coordi
nate joint ventures; Brazilian assistance 
to Ivory Coast for the production of soy 
beans; the participation of Brazilian ex
perts in Nigeria’s livestock and ag
ricultural industries; and Brazilian 
management of supermarkets in An
gola. In the financial sector, Brazil has 
acquired 20% of the Banque Interna
tionale pour I’Afrique Occidentale 
(BIAO). .

Brazil’s political rap^chement 
with black Africa has involved public 
dissociation from and even public criti
cism of South Africa’s policies. An im
portant example of the shift in Brazil’s 
policies has been the change in her at
titude towards the hoary idea of creat
ing a “South Atlantic Treaty Organiza
tion’’ (SATO). • -

For at least the last 10 years. South 
African political leaders and strategists 
and conservative leaders and groups in 
Western Europe, the United States, and 
South America have advocated the cre
ation of a politico-military alliance, 
along the lines of the 'Nyth Atlantic 
Treaty Organization (NA O), involv
ing South Africa, Argenhna, Brazil, 
Chile, Uruguay, and possibly 
Paraguay. The rationale behind this 
proposal has always been the alleged 
Soviet or “communist” threat to the

declaration with the visiting Nigerian 
commissioner for foreign affairs in 
which the two officials agreed on the 
right to self-determination and inde
pendence and repudiated “apartheid, 
colonialism, and all forms... of col
onialism.” Three months later, the 
coup that was to lead to the dissolution 
of the Portuguese colonial empire took 
place in Lisbon.

siles manufactured in South Africa 
under license from France. This trans
action suggests the possibility of South 
Africa’s using Chile to beat the interna
tional arms embargo with the latter as a 
middle man.

Navy vessels from Argentina and 
Chile regularly call at the key South 
African base of Simonstown. In 1977, 
the South African navy participated in 
the ‘‘Unitas XVH” naval exercises, 
which involved the ships of Argentipa, 
Brazil, Colombia, Uruguay, and Ven
ezuela. In 1981, the Chilean training 
vessel Esmeralda called at Cape Town 
at the invitation of South Africa. The 
visit coincided with the South African 
Republican Festival.

In recent years, the sustained cam-’ 
paign waged by African states and the 
United Nations against apartheid and 
growing economic links with black Af
rica have led some Latin American 
states to adopt a more cautious ap
proach toward political relations with 
South Africa. Brazil, the most powerful 
South American state, has taken the 
lead in this shift.

For a long time, Brazil’s economic 
links with Africa were mainly restricted 
to the former Portuguese colonial pos
sessions through the special relation
ship that existed between the two coun
tries. During the governments of Janios 

' Quadros and Joao Goulart (1961-64), 
there was some attempt to move 
Brazil’s foreign policy close to the 
nonaligned states, but this effort was 
cut short by the “anticommunist” coup 
of 1964. Up to the early 1970s, Brazil 
generally supported the Portuguese 
colonial regime in spite of criticism by 
African and other states in the United 
Nations and elsewhere. By the begin
ning of the 1970s, however, the expan
sion of the Brazilian economy, the de
velopment of detente between the 
Soviet Union and the United States, and 
the country’s growing needs for mar
kets and oil led her to reach out to>lack 
Africa and other regions that had been 
outside her traditional sphere of eco
nomic and political activities.

In 1972, the then Brazilian foreign 
minister, Mario Gibson Barbosa, vis
ited seven African states. In January 
1974, in a significant departure from 
the country’s previous position, 
Brazil’s foreign minister signed a Joint

TAMA Is the trademark of Interbras, 
which markets Brazilian goods 
overseas

In July 1974, Brazil recognized the 
Partido Africano de Indepfendencia da 
Guin6 e Cabo Verde (PAIGC) as the 
“legitimate ruler” in Guinea-Bissau 
and Cape Verde. The next year, the 
country surprised many observers when 
it became one of the very first to recog
nize the Movimento Popular de Liber- 
ta^ao de Angola (MPLA) regime at 
time when many leaders in Western 
countries and elsewhere were raising an 
alarm over tFte Cuban and Soviet con
nections of the Angolan leadership. 
Since then, Brazil has expanded eco
nomic and political ties with black Af- 

countries, particularly Nigeria
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common with Nigeria than any other Brazil’s efforu to dissociate itself 
South AUantic country.” politically from South Africa haw

Brazil has closed down its consu- gained it a substantial amount of cred-
lates-general in. Pretoria ^nd Cape ibility in black Africa. Brazil was the
Town and downgraded her embassy. It only Utin American country to be im
now consists on»y of a business attach^ vited to the Zimbabwe >nde^ndence

the level of second secretary. It has celebrations. In September 1981, dur-
also officially banned arms exports to ing a visit to Brazil. Mozambique s
South Africa. In 1980, South Africans foreign minister, Joaquim Chissano,
Gary Player, Dale Hayes, and Gavin was reported to have said that he would
Levenson were denied visas to play on be asking for Brazilian support, “in-
the South American professional golf eluding military assistance to counter

South African aggression.”

South Atlantic sea lanes. Whatever the 
reality of the alleged threat, for South 
Africa, such an alliance would have the 
advantage of linking it militarily and 
politically with the Western defense 
system and thus signify a spectacular 
reentry into the international commu
nity. South Africa also hopes to benefit 
from the strength and experience of the 
stronger Brazilian and Argentinian 
navies.

The Council for Inter-American Se
curity, a conservative American or
ganization, convened a meeting in 
Washington in August 1979 to discuss 
the “SATO” proposal. Among the 
participants were retired Argentinian 
General Ramon Diaz Bessone; Brazi
lian General Carlos de Meira Mattos; 
Ray S. Cline, a retired former deputy 
director of the Central Intelligence 
Agency (CIA); Dirk Kunnet, director 
of International Studies at the Univer
sity of Johannesburg; and Patrick Wall, 
a British Conservative party member of 
Parliament.

at

circuit by Brazil (and Argentina). .

In 1982 as in every year since 1954

AFRICA
‘TODAY is in the vanguard 

of analysis and interpretation 
of African affairs.

.xrr
In May 1981, the Council for Inter- 

American Security and two conserva
tive Argentinian organizations, the 
Carlos Pellegrini Foundation and the 
Ateneo de Occidente, organized a sym
posium in Buenos Aires on the theme 
“NATO, the Communist Threat.” It 
was widely believed that the “SATu’ 
proposal would be the focus of discus
sion. Shortly after news of this meeting 

publicized, the chairman of the 
United Nations Special Committee 
Against Apartheid, who was also 
Nigeria’s permanent representative, 
Akporode Clark, condemned the proj
ected meeting and invited the “friendly 
governments of Latin America imme
diately and categorically” to dissociate 
themselves from any involvement with 
the meeting and declare their “firm op
position to a military alliance with the 
racist regime.” In response to Clark’s 
appeal, the Brazilian Mission to the 
United Nations publicized a letter it had 
sent to him dissociating the Brazilian 
government from the meeting.

During'a visit to Nigeria in April 
1981, Brazilian Foreign Minister Sa- 
raiva Guerreiro criticized South Afri
ca’s armed incursions into Angola and 
Mozambique. He indicated Brazil’s 
opposition to the “SATO” proposal 
and declared that Brazil had more “in
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rica’s first resident ambassador in San
tiago. #

From the perspective of black Af
rica, the evolving triangular relation
ship between Latin America, black Af
rica, and South Africa cannot be any
thing but unsatisfactory. South Africa’s 
links with Latin America enable the 
apartheid regime to breach its political * 
and diplomatic isolation and strengthen 
its economy. Even mote ominously, 
they have enabled it to purchase oil and 
possibly arms in s^ of efforts to deny 
it these commodities.

At the same time, black Africa has so 
far achieved limited leverage over the 
policies of Latin American states. With 
the exception of Nigeria, black Africa 
is still too economically and politically 
weak to dissuade Latin American states 
from maintaining economic links with

I

Loading wheat at Buenos Aires: South African Interesta In Argentina Include 
commercial agriculture

South Africa.
Africa’s own economic needs mili

tate in favor of maintaining and even 
expanding economic relations with 
Latin America. Trade and other links 
with the region provide Africa with op
portunities to diversify economic i 
tions and reduce dependence on Europe 
and North America without the threat of 

domination. Africa and

Oscar Camilion criticized the incur
sions. Currently, although South Africa 
maintains an ambassador in Buenos 
Aires, Argentina’s mission n South 
Africa is headed by a charge d’affaires.

Chilean trade with black Africa has 
recorded a remarkable jump in recent 
years. Table 3 indicates the evolution of 
trade between Chile and South Africa, 
and Table 4 indicates trade between 
Chile and black Africa. In 1980, 
Chile’s trade with South Africa was 
only 12% of recorded trade with the 
continent (excluding North Africa). In
1980, most of Chile’s trade with black 
Africa was with Gabon and was most 
probably largely accounted for by oil 
imports.

In spite of the growing importance of 
trade with black Africa, the ideological 
proclivities of the Pinochet regime and 
relative political isolation^still appear to 
outweigh economic considerations in 
relations with Africa. As recently as
1981, Chilean Rear Admiral Francisco 
Ghisolfo Araya, vice-chief of staff of 
the navy, asserted the need for an al
liance linking Argentina, Brazil, Bri
tain, Chile, and South Africa during a 
reception for the visiting South African 
Rear Admiral Martinus Albertus 
Becker. In 1981, Lieutenant-General 
Jack Darton, former chief of staff (op
erations) of the South Africa Defense 
Forces, was appointed to be South Af-

Argentina too has established eco
nomic links with Africa. As Tables 1 
and 2 indicate, trade with Africa ex
ceeds trade with South Africa. This 
growth in trade must be counted as a big 
factor in Argentina’s recent adoption of 
a low profile in relations with South 
Africa.

Following condemnation of the 
“anticommunist” meeting mentioned 
above, the Argentinian Mission pub
licized a letter it had sent to the Special 
Committee Against Apartheid indicat
ing that Argentina “resolutely and 
clearly” opposed conclusion of any 
military pact with South Africa. The 
statement also reiterated Argentina’s 
desire to strengthen links and expand 
cooperation with African countries 
“both bilaterally and within the United 
Nations and the nonaligned move-

great power 
Latin America also have a common 
interest in cooperation in the context of 
global negotiations for a better deal for 
developing countries in international 
trade. Africa and Latin America pro
duce certain key commodities such as 
coffee, cocoa, copper, and iron ore 
whose prices are best protected through 
cooperation among producers.

At the very least, through the United 
Nations and other international forums, 
African states can be expected to press 
Latin American states to minimize 
diplomatic and political ties with South 
Africa and dissociate themselves from 
the apartheid regime. Such a conces
sion would merely bring Latin Ameri
can states into line wit!) such states as 
the United States, Canada, Australia, 
New Zealand, and West European 
states (and even some black African 
states), which maintain close economic 
ties with South Africa but politically 
keep a reasonable distance.

That black Africa has achieved some 
progress in this direction is indicated by 
the behavior of Latin America states in 
the United Nations. Analysis of the

ment.”
In a letter to the chairman of the Spe

cial Committee Against Apartheid, 
\*4ych was publicized in October 1981, 
the^rgentinian Mission to the United 
Natio^ revealed that the Argentinian 

int had decided not to issuegovemi
visas to representatives of sports bod
ies, members of sports teams, or indi
vidual sportsmen from South Africa or 
to anybody intending to engage in 
sporting activities in the country.

Following South African attacks in 
Angola in late 1981, Foreign Minister
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counted among the factors that lead 
African countries to be cautious in their 
attitudes towards Latin America over 
the South African question. Whether 
indirect or discreet pressures exercised 
within the context of the United Nations'

“ and elsewhere will persuade Latin
American states to make a clear break . J 
with tlti^^apartheid regime remains to be 
seen.

Evolution of Total Trade (Exportstnd Imports) Between South Africa and 
Argentina and Brazil 

(Millions of U.S. dollars)

1974 1975 1976 1977
28 18 18 26 31

71 149 153

1978 1979 1980
7444Argentina 

Brazil
TABLE 2 ....

Evolution off Total Tra* Between Latin America and Black Africa
1978 1979 1980

321
900 1.228

223 3056478

f
1974 1975 1976 1977

62 57 109 154
391 378 431 431 ■ 6p3

' IPOSTSCRIPT
The outbreak of the Falklands/ 

Malvinas crisis has thrown into relief 
the uncertainties and contradictions of 
the foreign policies of the Argentinian 
military regime. Shortly after Argenti
nian troops occupied the disputed is
lands, reports appeared in the interna
tional press to the effect that a secret 
South Atlantic Defense Treaty linking 
Argentina and South Africa had been 
in existence for a decade. Other sig- 

of this pact were reported to 
be Brazil, Israel, Paraguay, Taiwan, 
and Uruguay. The reports Were imme
diately denied by the South African

241 337
;»■
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TABLE 3

Evolution of Trad* Between Chile and South Africa

1977 1978 1979 1980
•4.9 2.1 11-3 10.7 11.8 22.1 37.1

TABLE 4
Evolution of Trade Between Chile and Black Africa

1974 1975 1976
40.2 5.5

Source: International Monetary Fund. Direction ol Trade Statistics, Yearbook. 1981 
(Washington. D.C.: IMF. 1981)

1974 1975 1976

1977 1978 1979 1980

67.9 165.9 279.90.3 13.1

natones

wide spectrum of positions vis-i-vis 
Pretoria. At one end are those that have 
broken or greatly reduced relations and 
that participate in military and other 
embargoes. Apart from Cuba, the most 
important state in this category is 
Mexico.

At the other end of the spectrum are 
those states that openly maintain politi
cal, diplomatic, and, in some cases, 

military ties with South Africa. 
This group includes Bolivia, Chile, 
Colombia, Uruguay, and Paraguay. In 
the middle are the majority of states in 
the region, which in varying degrees 
take a political stand against apartheid 
while maintainiiig normal commercial 
and often low-level diplomatic rela
tions with South Africa. Brazil and, 
since fairly recently, Argentina are the 
prime examples in this category.

African states are loathe to criticize 
Latin American states publicly for their 
links with South Africa. The need to 
maintain Third World solidarity, the 
known existence of commercial links 

African countries and

government.
Following the outbreak of fighting 

between British and Argentinian 
forces, further reports suggested that 
South Africa might have supplied 
Argentina with missiles and aircraft 

were also denied

voting record of Latin American states 
during the 1981 session of the United 
Nations General Assembly on resolu
tions pertaining to apartheid or repres
sion in South Africa indicates that Latin 
American states supported them, 
abstained, or absented themselves. In 

where the roll call vote is re

parts. These reports 
by South Africa. Prime Minister Pieter 
Botha went further and lamented the 
fact that two Western "anticom
munist” nations had gone to war.

As the tide of battle turned against 
Argentina, the regime intensified ef
forts to secure widespread Third World 
support. In an address to the meeting 
of the coordinating bureau of non- 
aligned nations held in Havana, Cuba 
at the beginning of June 1982, Foreign 
Minister Nicanor Costa Mendez 
claimed that the United States and 
Britain planned to join South Africa in 
an alliance “that would threaten the 
independence of much of Latin 
America and Africa.” He also pro
claimed his country’s "opposition” to

no case
corded did any Utin American state 
vote against a resolution that could be 
described as hostile to the South Afri- even
can regime.

Latin American states are repre
sented on United Nations bodies de
signed to combat apartheid and free 
Namibia from South African control.
Haiti and Peru are currently members of
the Special Committee Against Apart
heid. Chile is a member of the Com
mittee of Trustees of the United Nations 
Trust Fund for South Africa, to which 
Brazil and Mexico have pledged 
tributions. Chile, Colombia, Haiti, 
Mexico, and Venezuela are members of 
the United Nations Council for 
Namibia.

Aside from vot« records and par
ticipation in antia^rtheid activities in 
the United Nations (a fairly painless 
way of scoring points with Africa and 
the rest of the nonaligned movement), 
the states of Utin America display

con-

South Africh. ■
It is ironic that General Mario Ben

jamin Menendez, the man who was 
appointed governor of the Falklands/ 
Malvinas by the military regime, was 

of 38 foreign generals who visited 
South Africa in 1981.

between some 
South Africa, and the fact that African 

maintain normal relations withstates
North American and West European 
states that have political and economic 

I relations with South Africa must all be
one □

a
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mate cause that is also sponsored by "v 
of the most respected Sudanese 

politicians—Abel Alier and other 
southern politicians of similar -itatus.
But objectivity should have induced 
Dr. Wai to inform his readers that 
Lagu, who is pursuing a legitimate 
cause, is not alone, and that he repre
sents a wide constituency of souther- 

who want to see the South “de-

of opposing armies that had been 
fighting for 17 years. They sat down 
and talked peace and reconciliation. Of 
course, such a great achievement 
should not put them above criticism. In 
the opinion of this writer, no man 
should be accorded such a privileged 
position, even President Nimeiry. Yet 
when it comes to the South, the two 
men who had so courageously put their 
lives and careers on the line when 
many cynics had doubted or been op
posed, should be criticized objectively ' 
and according to concrete evidence.

To describe Nimeiry and Lagu as 
pushovers who could easily be man
ipulated by political forces in the 
Sudan displays both naiveti and igno
rance of the nature and demeanor of the 
two men.

“The anti-southern region ele
ments," according to Dr. Wai, are 
“mostly the Pan-Arabists (the Muslim 
Brothers, Arab Socialists, and tradi
tional sectarians—the Ansar, and the 
Khkimiyya leaders)." If those leaders 
singled out by Dr. Wai were in any 
position to influence the thinking of 
Nimeiry, which they tried by force and 
by reconciliation, it would be to influ- 

him to step down, send his offi- 
back to the barracks, and restore 

democracy so that they could regain 
power.
Ababa Agreement is not by any stretch 
of the imagination their first priority, 
as Dr. Wai would have us believe.

Careful reading of the article shows 
that Dr. Wai is one of those souther- 

who wants the South to remain 
intact as one region. This is a legiti-

ICrisis in the Sudan

' Dr. Dunstan M. Wai’s article, 
“Crisis in North-South Relations, in 
Africa Report (March/April 1982), 
deals with only one aspect of the po- . 
litical malaise of the Sudan, and that 
from a narrow southern partisan 
perspective. Consequently, it fails to 
place that crisis within the wider 
text of Sudanese political, social, and 
economic development of the last 13 
years, and distorts or blacks out the 
opposite viewpoint. In this sense, the 
article is both lopsided and myopic.

To begin, neither the South nor the 
North is at present a monolithic bloc 
with regard to the crisis under discus
sion or any of the many other crises 
enveloping the ailing Sudan.

Opponents of President Nimeiry and 
General Lagu are numerous, and they 
could, particularly in the case of 
Nimeiry, cite many serious mistakes 
and shortcomings. But none would go 
so far as to detract from the two’s 
lifetime achievement—the Addis 
Ababa Agreement of 1972, which ren
dered both men folk heroes. The two 

, at a crucial time in the history »f

one

ners
centralized.” The attention of read
ers should be drawn here to the term 
used by Lagu’s wing, “decentraliza
tion,” as opposed to the term “redivi
sion,” used by the Council for the 
Unity of South Sudan, which Dr. Wai 

without any reference to the

con-

uses 
former term.

Fairness should have induced him to 
inform his readers of the size of Ugu’s 
group, which is by no means insignifi
cant, or of the fact that the group does 
not reside solely in Khartoum.

Both Nimeiry and Lagu are master 
military tacticians who are also veteran 
winners of bitter political battles for 
their survival. Nimeiry has proven his 
invincibility in this regard for 13 years, 
durAgjwhich time 
maneuver his enemies and rivals every 
time and emerge as supreme. He has 
just recently survived one of the worst 
such battles. The emergence of Gen. 
Lagu, a member of a small equatorial 
tribe, as the sole leader of the military 
wing of the Anya Anya prior to the 
Addis Ababa Agreement in 1972, is a 
testimony to his ability and astuteness 
in the art of survival in a multiethnic, 
multicultural region. Since then he has 
proved that he can stand on his own in

he was able to out-

men
the Sudan, were able to stand tall and 

the biases of their groups’
ence
cersovercome 

separate heritages and of their personal 
commitments as commanders-in-chief The scrapping of the Addis

Dr. El Bashir has written widely on the 
subject of North/South relations in the 
Sudan, which was also the subject of his 
own dissertation in 1974. ners
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Diamond is basically sound in its anal
ysis of Nigeria’s current political scene.
In its favor (unlike most Nigerian on- 
the-scene political analysts) it is not 
slanted, even subtly, <0 favor one or 
another of the political parties. How
ever, its interpretation of the struggles 
within as well as between the divided 
political parties, and the resultant proj
ections onto the political screen, are 
sjighily different from mine.

Since the 1979 election campaign, 
the National Party of Nigeria (NPN) 
has positioned itself at the conservative 
end of the political spectrum, with the 
People’s Redemption Party (PRP) at 
the pro-people, militantly egalitarian 
end. The other parties have situated 
themselves in between, "^ough there is 
this vague issue-orientat^, the basic 
motivation for political affiliation re
mains parochial sell-interest and fear of 
any leadership that is not locally based.

Mr. Diamond’s article says, “Ethni
city is being displaced as the organizing 
force of politics." Yet at another point 
one reads, “though ethnicity will likely 
be the most important determinant of 
mass voting behavior in 1983.” Yes, 
there are political motivations other 
than ethnicity that have appeared in 
Nigeria, but not necessarily more laud
able.

Sudanese position in the period 
1955-72, and now the position of 
Lagu’s faction vis-4-vis that of Alier’s 

' have one thing in common—they are all 
legitimate and should be accommo
dated, notwithstanding the stipulations 
of the Addis Ababa Agreement. The 
laws and logic of history of the region 
are very instructive in this respect, and 
should not be smothered and suppres
sed because of a decade-old document 
that has more than served its purpose.

Calling Lagu a pushover or a north- 
stooge is not going to solve the 

mushrooming problem. Threatening 
darkly the outbreak of old, ugly hos
tilities between the North and the South 
overlooks the basic fact that the conflict 
is essentially a southern one, between 
different ethnic groups and aspiring 
elites and leaders. Nimeiry as a presi
dent should have stayed out of it. But if 
he had done just that, he would not be 
Nimeiry, the obsessed, adroit man
ipulator. Hbwever, even his noninter
ference would not have prevented the 
ethno-provincial clash that should have 
been anticipated by any serious student 
of Sudanese history and politics in par
ticular, and of the African nation
building process in general. The south- 

Sudan and its disparate ethnic 
groups and aspiring elites are no differ
ent from any other ethnic groups or 
elites in northern Sudan, the rest of Af
rica, or the Third World. To think 
otherwise is merely anachronistic, 
ethnocentric wishful thinking.

dealing with the intricacies of southern 
ethno-provincial politics.

To explain the crisis in North-South 
relations in terms of the personal sur
vivability of two politicians is, how
ever, not enough. In absence of any 
national consensus or viable economic 
or political development, Nimeiry has 

difficult job of regulating regional, 
sectarian, and partisan conflicts, which 
periodically get out of hand. Never- 

- theless, he has succeeded in containing 
them, including those in the South, by 
juggling them constantly and hitting 

against the other in the process.
In comparing Nimeiry with Lagu in 

this respect, one should remember that 
Nimeiry is in power, while Lagu is not; 
nevertheless Lagu is manipulating cer
tain existing southerp ethnic fears and 
aspirations in order to become part of 
the political process and the distribution 
of mea^e economic allocations to the 
region. One should recall that Ugu, as 
a former guerrilla warfare commander, 
is good at fighting and scoring from the 
sidelines. In other words, both Nimeiry 
and Lagu are using their old acquired 
skills to manipulate existing real prob
lems, which has been the stuff of poli
tics since the beginning of history. 
Academicians, idealists, and ideo
logues fail to take into account the 
slow and inevitable process of history 
and therefore tend to become impatient.

In the age of the nation-state and the 
sanctity of African borders inherited 
from the European colonial masters and 
accepted by the founding fathers of the 
Organization of African Unity, there 
was no solution to the souihem problem 
without a compromise—the autonomy 
of the South within national unity of the 
Sudan. Both Nimeiry and Lagu were 
wise enough to perceive that. Now that 
the imperatives ot ethnic politics in the 
South have lead certain southern groups 
to call for “decentralization" or “redi
vision.“ depending on how one looks 
at it. Dr. Wai is condemning them 
categorically as stooges.

It is not clear whether others among 
the supporters of the maintenance of the 
southern region as it now stands share 
Dr. Wai’s polemics. It should be 
pointed out, however, that the northern 
Sudanese position vis-&-vis the Egyp
tian position in 1955, the southern 
Sudanese position vis-^-vis the north

ern

a

em

one

em

The current political scene differs 
from that of the First Republic in the 
1960s in several basic ways. First, the 
four regions that comprised the Federa
tion in 1959-66 are now broken down 
into 19 states with police power shifted 
from the regions to the federal govern
ment. This has given many of the 
smaller minority groups a pivotal influ- 

by enabling them to swing their 
a state

Ahmed E. El Bashir

ence
newly acquired power base at 
level to one major ethnic group or the 
other. In this way, the almost complete 
domination of the larger ethnic groups 
in each of the former regions has been .

Politics in Nigeria-

The article in Africa Report 
(January-February 1982), entitled 
“Shagari’s First Two Years,” by Larry

broken.
Secondly, three of the five parties 

had presidential candidates from the 
North, making it extremely difficult for 
this huge area to regain the dominance 
it once had over the South at the federal 
level. Thirdly, the constitutional con
straints requiring a presidential candi
date to have the electoral support of 
25% of the voters in at least two-thirds 
of the states means that in some way

Dr. Feinstein is the author of African 
Revolutionary: Life and Times ot 
Nigeria's Aminu Kano, and is a former 
president of the Nigerian-American 
Friendship Society.
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In the heartland of northern Nigeria, 
the PRP, the furthest left of the parties, 
analyzes this state of affairs as a return 
to the old politics 4f the 1960s, with all 
the dangers and pitfalls inherent in this 
resurrection. To join one or the other of 
these interethnic polarities would only 
reinforce the centrifugal forces that are 
tearing apart the national fabric. They 
feel that by refusing to join any existing 
or future group of parties that tends to 
reinforce its ethnic character or the in-

concomitantly influence party affilia
tions and electoral choices. All are 
blended into the political fabric of the 
nation. Ideology defined here as a col
lective solution for society’s problems 
beyond one’s personal interest alone, is 
hard to come by in such an atmosphere. 

During the 1979 electoral campaign,
queries put to voters in the South re
garding Mallam Aminu Kano, who is 
generally associated with close contacts 
to the masses and fidelity to social sol
utions, elicited an almost universal re- 

“He’s a fine candidate...
.... but doesn’t stand a 

chance.” His party, the PRP, lacked 
the funds to spread the notion that he 

a viable candidate. The need to be 
on the winning side was and is strong in 
Nigeria.

Nevertheless, the four differences 
mentioned above are greatly influenc
ing the developing political alignments 
during and since the 1979 campaign, in 
spite of the apparent parallels with the 
First Republic. When the First Repub
lic fell to the military in the first coup, 
the control wielded by the northern 
feudal aristocracy fell with it, neces
sitating its regrouping into the entre
preneurial class in order to compete. 
The burgeoning southern-based 
bourgeoisie took over at that point and 
thereafter the struggle for control 
seesawed back and forth between al
liances of the sectional elites through 
two more successful coups, one unsuc
cessful coup, and a bitter civil war.

Under the newly established rules of 
a more centralized 19-state structure, 
for any party to be successful it had to 
find allies outside of its local power 
base. The current representatives of the 
northern elite in the NPN managed suc
cessfully to win the 1979 election by 
drawing their counterparts in four 
states, where smaller ethnic groups 
dominated, into their orbit. The war of 
the political elites had evolved into a 
battle of picking off interethnic indi
vidual allies, based on shifting power 
relationships without too much regard 
for any broader based popular benefits. 
This victory then must be seen in this 
light, i.e., as a major party assuming a 
“Big Brother” role and not as a true 
cross-cutting trend or a division that cut 
across ethnicity, as implied by Mr. 
Diamond.’

each party has to have trans-regional 
and trans-ethnic support if it wants to 
survive as a political force.

Fourthly, the Westminster-style par
liamentary system that prevailed in the 
First Republic has been replaced by 
American-style direct elections for 
chief executive of federal and state 
governments. Nevertheless, alliances 
of convenience in the legislature still 
have to epierge in order to achieve a 
legislative majority.

During the 1979 campaign, all five 
parties pledged to improve education, 
agriculture, and national development, 
but when the election rolled around, 
ideology—whether liberal, radical, or 
conservative—played little part in the 
people’s choice. The true definition of 
each party lay closer to its historical 
leadership than to its manifestos. 
Popular perception of the parties and 
the behavior of its leaders were the best 
determinants. With exceptions, of 
course, it all seemed to boil down to 
“who can we trust to look after our 
interest,” and “who will get me a big
ger piece of the pie?” Thus for these 
preconceptions to change, the role of 
the old leadership would have to change 
first.

terethnic jockeying for power between 
parties, a broad national democratic 
front of all parties around a minimal 
common program could emerge, until 
the edges of the ethnic frictions are 

smooth. They hope that such a 
alition could lead to broader

sponse;
sincere

worn
natio

was

m* jprogressive solutions to na
tional problems, rather than to help line 
the pockets of any one group. And 
during and after this transitional period 
of four or five years, the PRP would 
have a chance to cleanse itself of its 

opportunistic elements, while

and

own
building a popular base for a “suc
cessful socialist struggle by a vanguard
party.”

A presumption seems to be made 
here that is consistent with this stand, 
that if Nigeria’s bourgeois revolution 
took place when the power of the feudal 
aristocracy was broken by the first mil
itary coup, then a national consolida
tion has to take place during the transi
tion period, before the next phase, 
when a more adequate distribution of 
the national wealth can take place.

However, this line of thinking was 
seriously disrupted when the PRP itself 
was hit by a party cleavage. The two 
elected PRP governors in Kano and 
Kaduna States, without the prior ag
reement of Aminu Kano, the party 
leader, and the National Directorate, 
took unilateral action to meet with the 
so-called progressive caucus of gover
nors. This move was seen by the domi
nant group in the PRP as an attempt to 
create the gang-up against the ruling 
party, the NPN, that the PRP had op
posed so strenuously. The two PRP 
governors were expelled but they pul
led some of the fe 
office holders and 
them, including a, majority of their 
legislators and some of the more ex
treme left-wing intellectuals. Aside

i.
If we can put aside ethnicity and class 

as motivations for the moment, the en
demic nature of nepotism and corrup
tion in Nigeria must be considered 
much more seriously than it has been to 
date. Comparing it to corruption 
elsewhere might be an interesting exer
cise but it doesn’t negate the gravity of 
the problem. Though there is a cultural 
base for these twin phenomena in the 
traditional extended-family system and 
its gift giving, in the modern context 
these have been transformed into sim
ple graft and bribery, which in turn fre
quently leads politicians to employ de
magogic appeals to ethnicity to further 
their own ends. It is this political 
exploitation of preexisting dormant 
xenophobiciears, rather than strong ra
cist feelings, that seem to create the 
ethnic problem in Nigeria. Yet the de
gree to which these corrupt practi^ 
are accepted as normal by Nigerian So^- 
ciety, they are rendered that much more 
difficult to control. It tends to blur 
growing class' relationships and rein
force local, micro-national traditional,’ 
religious, and family loyalties, and

1- and state-leveldua
conitract seekers with
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Efforts of individuals or parties to 
paint themselves as “progressives” do 
not change the basic reality that a shift 
in government control of the wealth of 
the nation would merely enrich another 
ethno-regional elit%—unless this

make up the new People's Progressive 
Alliance (PPA).

Thus, there is far from any guarantee 
that the rank and file of any of the 
existing parties will dutiiully follow 
any leadership realignments into new 
party formations. It is doubtful that 
either Awolowo could draw any sig
nificant support from among the Igbos, 
or Azikiwe among the Yorubas.

What can happen however, is the be- 
ginfiing of ^n ideological polarity 
among the parties. A more integrated 
bourgeoisie could emerge in this fash
ion, along with a similar awakening of 
working-class trans-ethnic perceptions. 
Perhaps three parties, roughly ap
proximating a Right, Left, and center. 
Massive shifts from one party to 
another would not be out of the ques
tion, for party loyalties are still far from 
fully consolidated.

But now with the old North broken 
down to some degree on a class basis, 
through the struggles between Aminu 
Kano’s PRP and the NPN, the frame
work for such an issue-oriented shake
out is in place, even though the glim
merings of developing class feeling are 
still largely local and motivations are 
still complex and based on old-style af
finities and past perceptions and fears.

Moreover, there exists another major 
influence on the Nigerian political 

namely oil. This dominant

from the possible influence of oppor
tunism emerging from this unfortunate 
split, there was the tactical difference 
that counterposed support for a national 
coalition government versus the possi
ble electoral advantage of joining an 
ideologically disparate group of parties 
in opposition.

Through gigantic turnouts number
ing in the hundreds of thousands, the 

of Kano State have demon

change was based on a party or alliance 
of the masses with an accompanying 
broad, socially developed ideology and 
morality of its own.
. Under current circumstances, any

thing short of a national government in
cluding all the organized parties will 
continue to divide instead of uniting on 

natipnal level. If anything approach
ing this unity does come to pass, there 
could be a greater concentration on so
cial issues and solutions, a^d clientage 
and patronage can be exposed as a sim
ple variation of the filter-down system. 
And even if a sharpening of class dif
ferences did occur, obviously subility 
would not automatically follow. Yet it 
would be a necessary progression to
ward an egalitarian and more prosper-

masses
strated their continuing devotion to 
Aminu Kano and his concept of how a 
“party of the masses” should behave. 
This is likely to be true in Kaduna State 

well, but it does remain to be seen, 
*how much of an effect on the other 17 
states of this nation this defection will 
have, for this debate will have to be 
brought to the country on foot and by 
word of mouth, since the media reports 
in Nigeria are for the most part palpably 
slanted toward the viewpoint of the 
party that controls the news source.

The intense struggles that have been 
going on within and between this and 
the other parties have generated a lot 
of political heat until now, with charges 
flying back and forth between party 
leaders and in the legislatures regarding 

oil revenue allocations, the

a

i’as

■» ■

ous society.
Nigeria’s influence in Africa and the 

world today is great. Its size, wealth of 
natural resources, and development to 
date place it center stage, yet its prob
lems are overwhelming. Development 
is dragging and uneven, with mil
lionaires being made by the dozens, 
while the people remain basically at or 

subsistence levels. Unless this

proper
posting of presidential liaison officers 
to each state, and disagreements over 
patronage appointments. But aside 
from Aminu Kano’s candidacy in 1979, 
there has been little ideological content 
and few meaningful choices have been 
presented to the people.

There are now attempts at top-level 
realignments of the opposition parties, 
but-neither otthe two old giants in past 
struggles, Obafemi Awolowo and 
Nnamdi Azikiwe, have demonstrated a 
willingness to step down either in favor 

. of or in concert with the other. The 
winning over of a faction of the Great 
Nigerian People’s party (GNPP) and 
the Rimi splinter from the PRP may or 
may not be significant, but since an 
ideological void exists within all these 
elements, the unifying force remains 
rank opportunism. On the other hand, 
this is-the divisive force as well, what 
with each of the contestants looking for 

gain. Neither is it likely that

near
pattern is altered, an ominous future 
faces the nation, with a likely return to

scene,
natural resource represents the primary 
source of the country’s capital, and ef
fectively greases the wheels of gov- military government,
ernment. As a result, taxes are rela- The intense struggle to find a genuine 
tivsJy low and the proportion paid by ideological mass base, and to excise the
rich or poor is not a major issue. This all-pervading opportunism and corrop-
gives incumbency ahd victory «J« tion represents the scaffolding on which
polls an even greater significar upi- the contentious political struggles of
in developed countries like the I Nigeria will take place. Although there
States, where immense private wealth is only the barest beginning in this di-
exists independent of government. Po- rection. this movement is not merely 
litical control in the Nigerian context wishful thinking, for there is alro a kind 
means direct control and distribution of of compulsion to achieve it that per-
the oil wealth, through contracts for meates the thinking of most Nigerians,
import licenses, construction, and The enlightened speak of the continu-
capitalization of industry. It encourages ing ficnV of events in ominous tones and
the favoritism that so dominates the are truly concerned. Whether they can
politics of Nigeria and creates almost translate the concern into directed and
insuperable difficulties in the path of courageous action will determine
the development of a mass party based whether they can avoid national disa^

genuine social platform. Dipping ter and continue along the path toward
becoming a major world power.

maximum 
the official PRP and the NPN could get 
together in any electoral alliance, for 
they are even further apart than the 
leadership of the four groups that will

on a
into the oil pot is much less perceptible 
than digging directly into the people’s 
pockets for high taxes. Alan Feinstein
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pers provide firm bases for evaluations 
of both quantitative and qualitative 
growth.

Some analysts see clandestine aid 
-from Western sources as crucial to this 
South African buildup. It is certaiWy 
true for specific kinds of armament that 
Western aid has been invaluable: for in
stance, the U.S. Public Broadcasting 
System has documented effectively in 
two television programs the role of 
Western corporations and arms dealers 
(and the possible role of the State De
partment and the CIA) in helping South 
Africa to produce the long-range 
155mm howitzer and its ammunition, 
which is now the bulwark of its army 
ordnance.

^-But the emergence of a South Affi- 
threat to the region does not lie in 

increased expenditures or in expanded 
capabilities — even including the pos
sible availability of a nuclear weapon 
and one or more delivery systems. The 
South African threat reflects a marked 
change in official attitudes about re
gional policy and particularly about re
sorting to force in regional conflict.

To begin with South African percep
tions of external threat: at no time in the 

■ past two decades, despite the low level 
of South African military prepaiedness, 
has that country faced a substantial 

r milit^^challenge in the region. Even 
during the Angolan intervention, when 
its ai^aments, logistics, and man
power were stretched very thin, the

commitment. Guerrilla activities will 
engender South African military 
tions. In turn, guerrillas will ask for in
creased bloc aid, and that aid will bring 
a further increase in South African con
cern about its security, greater South 
African military expenditures, and, 
over a longer time period, some form of 
Western military involvement in the re
gion.

In fact, regional security and stability 
depend on all regional regimes and on 
the South West Africa People’s Orga
nization (SWAPO) and the African 
National Congress (ANC). It is a bur
den none wants to shoulder itself, al
though all in effect displace it onto their 
enemies. This ingenuousness about re
sponsibility makes for deepening pes
simism about the prospects for peaceful 
resolution of present regional conflicts.

This having been said, at this point. 
South Africa is the major threat to re
gional peace. The irony is that it has 
only recently become so (despite the 
rhetoric of two decades attacking it for 
being aggressive) in a massive (for Af
rica) military buildup carried out in 
reaction to an overcautious appraisal of 
the dangers of Soviet regional de- 
stabilization implied by the Soviet- 
Cuban-East German intervention in 
Angola. The increases in military ex
penditure and in overall capabilities are 

reasonably well-known facts. 
South African budgets and South Afri- 

Defense Force (SADF) white pa-

A SOUTH AFRICAN THREAT TO 
REGIONAL SECURITY? reac-

js South Africa a threat to the security 
i and stability of its black neighbors?
This simple question must be at the 
heart of any discussion of South Afri
can military capability and its security 
policies, but it is more often begged 
than answered with any clarity.

Opponents of the present regime fre
quently pAceive its continued exis
tence as a threat to southern Africa.
They argue that until black nationalists 
control Namibia and South Africa, no 
regional peace is possible. Given this 
point of view, any South African efforts 
to bolster its capabilities against either 
external or internal attack will be con
strued as dangerous and demanding of 
international condemnation and reac
tion. Further, any Western involvement 
in the Republic that either directly or 
indirectly enhances the South African 
military posture will be similarly con
demned. Few of these critics see any 
hazards to regional stability in in
creased Soviet bloc military aid to black 

. regimes, because they believe these re
gimes are acting defensively and they 
are sure the bloc advisers and troops 
will leave on request.

But of course this viewpoint is 
myopic. Since the supporters of black 
nationalism insist on the irrevocability now 
of their regional goals, they must accept 
the military consequences of their can

can

■"i
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sophisticated SWAPO raids will bring 
incrementally larger SADF reactions, 
but until such time as South Africa itself 
is threatened by a major conventional 
attack, South African resorting to mas
sive regional military action or even to 
nuclear weapons seems unlikely. Of 
course, guerrilla attacks from neigh
boring states on the Republic would 
bring preemptive raids of the kind now 
directed at southern Angola.

What should the U.S. government 
do? “Disarming" the South Africans is 
neither feasible nor appropriate. The 
basic problem is not even political, but 
psychological. It requires shifting 
downward and making more pragmatic 
mutual perceptions of threat in southern 

•Africa. Vis-4-vis South Africa, this 
means in the first instance getting that 
government to accept UN-supervised 
elections in Namibia, whatever the po
litical outcome. "NVith that sore point 
disposed of, the real threat to the Re
public will be far smaller. Some relax
ation of South African hypersensitivity 
should result. For the. regional black 
states, it may be necessary to give de
fensive military aid to allay their fears 
of South African attack and to reduce 
their potential dependence on Soviet 
bloc arms sources and advisers. Then, 
South Africa must be encouraged and 
pressed to go about the business of ac
celerated domestic change. At the same 
time, black regimes should be aided to 
achieve greater development and re
duced dependence on South Africa.

by the prime minister or the defense 
minister or a senior security official in 
isolation. High-level consulution is 
now a prerequisite. Second, a dogged 
economic determinism runs through the 
analyses of many officials (and more so 
among academicians), emphasizing 
that South Africa’s regional economic 
preponderance is sufficient to build 
collaborative relationships with its 
black neighbors. Some even envision 
an eventual formal regional institu
tional framework, although most are 
more realistic about the residual impact 
of political antipathy toward South Af
rica. This argument downgrades (usu- 

*aUy implicitly) the necessity for re- 
I gional military action.

In one sense, answering the question 
posed at the start of this essay depends 
on a determifiation of the mix of irra
tional quasi-religious impulse and rela
tively pragmatic calculation in the new 
structures of governmental decision 
making. There are very few hints of this 
process. There is one foreboding sug
gestion. SADF raids into Angola have 
not ended. Uncoordinated raids, like 
that on Cfassinga in 1978, which dis
rupted foreign minister R.F. (Pik) 
Botha’s Namibian negotiation strategy, 
no longer occfir. More-recent raids 
were the product of coordinated deci
sion making within the state security 
council, involving both military andci- 

• vilian officials.
Will these preemptive raids be ex

panded and extended in the region? 
And when will the apocalyptic impulse 
become dominant, with its woeful im
plications for the expansion of regional 
Warfare? Certainly, larger and more

SADF had no significant trouble deal
ing with the Cuban forces and the 
Soviet armament put in place against it. 
And since;^1976, its own military 
buildup has far outpaced that of its po
tential regional antagonists.

Nonetheless, South Africa feels 
more threatened now than ever before.
Its fear grows out of a widespread Af
rikaner perception of the non-Afrikaner 
world: it is seen as alien, at best trouble
some to Afrikaner communal values, 
and at worst tied irretrievably to com
munist aims for the destruction of 
Christianity and for world domination. 
This perception remains central in Af
rikaner theology and education. Al
though it is seldom expressed explicitly 
in statements by present government 
leaders, quasi-religious references 
often appear in speeches and public 
statements. At least one senior security 
official. Dr. Lukas D. Barnard, direc
tor-general of the National Intelligence 
Service (successor to the Bureau of 
State Security, BOSS), often wrote, 
before he Joined the government, of the 
Christian justification for South Africa 
resorting to nuclear weapons, 
views are probably shared by most 
members of the state security council, 
the cabinet offshoot that makes all im- 
|X)rtant security decisions for South 
Africa.

Two important leavening elements 
constrain the impact of this quasi
religious impulse. First, at least since 
the September 1978 installation of - 
P.W. Botha as prime minister, the 
structure of governmental decision 
making has become much more ra
tional. Decisions can no longer be made

His

j

John Seiler 
PoughkfepsHl, New York
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Youll find some of the most modem and com- 
plete convention facilities in the world located in 
Abidjan, Ivory Coast and Dakar, Senega^leam- 
ing, modern hotels with everything fra^L small 
conference rooms to 2,000 seat auditoriums com- 
plete with simultaneous translation facilities.

While African food is both varied and deli
cious, if you should get an uncontrollable urge for 
pizza while in Dakar, Senegal, you’re in luck. Try | 
La Pizzeria or Le Vesuvio. It’s just like home.

Is your idea of home Beverly Hills, California? 
Then you’ll feel right at home in the Cocody section of 
Abidjan, Ivory Coast. It’s also here you’ll find one of the 

" most luxurious hotels in all Africa, the Hot^l Ivoire., Ivoire and cut a fancy figure eight.Have an unconventional
conveirttoL
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In Chad there’s a lake that covers 9,000 square miles with an average depth of 5 feet. 1
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The best way to get around West Africa is to fly West 
Africa’s own airline. Air Afrique. We have the most wmplete 
schedule interconnecting major West Afncan cities with 
New York, Europe and the rest of Africa.
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If your mouth waters at the thought of steamy 
flaky croissant with piles of butter and jam, petits fours, fmit 
tarts and chocolate eclairs; then you’ll be pleased to know one 
of the world’s finest French pastry shops is located in 
Cotonou, Benin (Dahomey).

cocoa.

ExSox .

West Africa is that portion of Afnca 
that’s closest to the USA. I^s just seven 

\ luxurious hours away when you fly Air 
\ Afrique. Africa begins with Air Afrique.

Now, why aren’t you holding an unconventional (»n- Africa begins with Air Afrique.
vention in West Africa? For more information wntei^r- . ^ ^ seven hours tO the New Sun...keting Manager, Air Afrique, 683 Fifth Avenue, New York, /uiuiisijua *

*10022 Or call your nearest Air Afnque/Air France office. West/\inca.

You haven’t lived ’til you’ve 
landeda 1,100pound swordfish! Well, 
someone did, right off the Island of 
Goree, Senegal, in 1963, and it set a 
world’s record. Wanna try?
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